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Daddy's Girl 

Despite all the public tears he’s cried 

over daughter Cheyennes tragic sui¬ 

cide, Marlon Brando may have done 

more ro cause her pain than prevent 

it. Reporter Jill Net mark uncovers 

shocking taped interviews with 

Cheyenne that lead to a sordid trail ot 

tions that make Chi mi town look like Tl 

We Needed the Money for Haircuts! 
Political favors! Shady investment deals! Who knew—the Clintons invented the 'WOs! In a 

classic "follow the money’ scenario, Mark E finer uncovers the truth behind Hillary Rodhams 

] 0-month, 10,000-percent profit on her cattle-futures investment ("I just read the Wat! Strict 

Journal"), her then-governor husbands special relationship with Tyson Foods, and, 

once and for all, peeks under Hillary's skirt to find out who really wears the, am, 

Keep Your Eyes On Your Own Test, Mr. Ezsterhas 

So you want to write the screenplay for the next Hollywood blockbuster? Sorry, 

unless you've got the time and talent to create a truly formulaic piece of 

garbage, you haven't got a chance—until now! Using the purloined scripts to 

Demi Moores and Sylvester Stallones yet-to-be-produced films Striptease 

and Daylight, Alex Gregory and Peter Huyck have devised a surefire 

method for determining future Tinseltown success: The Official SPY 

Screenwriter Aptitude Test, . ,, T, . . ♦ .50 

Ms. Brown, Mr Mailer Wants to Know rf You Picked Op His Dry Cleaning 
Perception: Conde Nast and Tina Brown have turned the once-moribund New Yorker into a vibrant 

commercial and critical success. Reality: They took a profitable cultural Icon and turned it into a fi¬ 

nancial disaster—a cesspool of celebrity worship and rampant egotism. In a blaze of journalistic 

suicide, Greg Easley gets the inside and outside dirt on the "new” New Yorker, its icy editrix, and 

in its magic-numbers success 

No Celery for Me, I'm On a Diet 

What's it like backstage at a major fashion 

show? What the hell do you care? Sandra 

Bernhard takes a tour of the world of high 

fashion and explains it all to us. As if we 1 

needed to know 
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Ethics, Inc. 
As you're reading this column, keep in mind chat David 
Shenk is keeping a close eye on everything you do. And 

he would appreciate it if you’d flush____ 30 

How to Be a Success 
According to big-money man Eflis Weiner, behind 

every successful person stands another successful per¬ 

son who is five years younger. Make chat 10.32 

m 
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Great Expectations 

Why, why he isn't a mass-murderer after all! Ht's just a good kid with 

bad haircut. 

Letters to SPY. 

Naked City 
John Travolta hits a huge whal't\\ Ladies and gentle 

men of Harvard’s graduating class of 1995, may 

present Mr jerry Van Dyke; To the Chinese, Demi 

Moore will always be "peach-colored"; Voodoo 

justice, Miami-stylc; Get down, get funky with Paul 

Shaffer and the CBS Orchestra; Dirty words that aren't dirty; 

Burry DiHer, Son of Oilier, and Mighty Joe Oilier; 

Shall I compare thee to a running meter?'—■ j-p^. 

amorous taxi poems; If it's Tuesday, we must be in 

Gatorland; Phil Gramm’s most peculiar obsession; 

You, too, can be a New York City cop!; Whose Saacchi is 

it anyway?; and more. ....... - , * . . . ....... ,16 
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Bubbathe Bubble-Boy.. . 80 
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HILARIOUS AND FEROCIOUS! 
A TERRIFYING STORY OF OBSESSIVE LOVE." 

-Qnby, The New York Times 

"A PRODUCTION THAT 
SOARS TO UNBELIEV¬ 
ABLE HEIGHTS. THIS 

IS THEATRE AT ITS 
MOST THRILLING! 
OUTRAGEOUS!" 

-Torre, NY1 News 

"TO BE MISSED AT 
YOUR PERIL!" 

-Barnes, NY Post 

'FIENDISHLY CLEVER AND BRUTALLY FUNNY. THE CAST 
WORKS TOGETHER LIKE A PERFECT INFERNAL MACHINE! 

—Kroll, Newsweek 

TALK ABOUT SENSATIONAL! YOU'LL FEEL GUILTY 
HAVING THIS MUCH FUN!" 

-Sommer The Star-Led^&r 

^DISCRETIONS 

Flurtikt Jlmil ALhu 

"A TITANIC TRIUMPH WITH THE 
GALE FORCE OF A CYCLONE!" 

"★★★★! A MAJOR HIT!" 
-ferns, USA Today 

“FABULOUS, 
GORGEOUS, 

STYLISH, 
TRASHY. 

MONSTROUS, 
AND DEEPLY 

ENTERTAINING!” 
-Winer, Newsday 

-Rex Reed. NY Observer 

MON-SAT, AT 8 
MATINEES WED. & SAT. AT 2 

Ttlectarjt •; (212) 239-6200 
(24 hrs27days} 

OUTSIDE METRO NY: (800) 432-7250 
SHUBERT GROUP SALES: (212) 239-6262 

©BARRYMORE THEATRE 
243 WEST 47TH STREET 

With 
JUDE LAW CYNTHIA NIXON 

By JEAN COCTEAU 
Translated by JEREMY SAMS 

Directed by SEAN MATHIAS 

SEXY. 

AND, FINALLY, 
TERRIFYING” 
-Cunningham. WCBS-TV 



Great Expectations 

irn ice (pea sane 
Image is everything, said Andre Agassi. Or was that Martha Stewart? 

Whichever. It's never been more true than today, with the news media tripping over themselves 

to get the jump on the ever-changing, always fascinating palette of American celebrityhood. 

And we're not just talking about 

movie stars, either. No, image is impor¬ 

tant to just about everyone these days. 

When bootlegger's grandson Edgar 

Bronfman grew tired of Mike Ovid's 

demands, he made die ultimate image- 

conscious move and hired Oviiz’s righf- 

banci man Ron Meyer to head up MCA. 

How perfect! How Hollywood! Not to be 

outdone, however, Ovitz reportedly leaked 

the story himself, saying how happy he 

was over the decision. No new job, still 

stuck as an agent at CAA, but happy! 

But, rosily, image is more than im¬ 

portant—its news! Which is why, when 

Diane Sawyer discreetly inquired 

whether Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie 

Presley-Jackson actually, urn, have sex 

(presumably, the 

couple wanted 

to clear the air 

about what 

they consid¬ 

ered an 

image 

problem of their own), she did so on 

ABCs PrjmeTmeLive-—which falls under 

the aegis of that network's news divi¬ 

sion^—rather than, say, a more kissy-kissy 

show such as Entertainment Tonight. 

Why? Because Michael Jackson is 

news. Lisa Marie is news. Even Diane 

Sawyer is news! In an interview with 

MTV “reporter” Tabitha Soren (who 

has something of an image problem of 

her own), the $7 million anchorwoman 

said she felt inadequate when she com¬ 

pares her salary to that of jobs unrelat¬ 

ed to her lofty journalistic ethics, 

“The gratitude you have when a 

plumber comes quickly when your toi¬ 

let is overflowing and they're supreme¬ 

ly talented should be matched with 

dollars," she told USA Weekend. 

You see, it's all image. Plumbers 

don t make seven mil because they 

aren't network newspeople who get 

interviewed by cable-music-channel 

people for shoddy, drivel-splattered 

newspapers who only want another 

take on the whole network-news/ 

Connie Chung thing. (Talk about an 

image problem.) 

Sawyer herself even scoffed at the 

idea that sexism had anything to do 

with Chung's firing. “I think you're 

talking about cosmetics a little bit,'1 

she giggled. 

Yes! That’s our point exactly! Its 

all cosmetics, in the end. A little more 

blush, a little rouge in the cheeks, a 

lighter hand with the eyeliner and 

she'd still be on the air today! 

And that's just from the world of 

entertainment. Sorry, news. Clearly, 

though, this country is going through 

its most severe image crisis since, 

well, since that haircut fiasco on Air 

Force One a couple years back. And 

one look at Hillary s ever-changing 

coif will tell you: There's a person 

who's been searching for an image 

practically since day one. Come to 

think of it, this whole image thing has 

really gotten out of hand since the 

Cborons moved to town, 

Think about it: Whitewater, 

Gennifer Flowers, Universal Health¬ 

care (not ro mention Ford, Coca-Cola, 

and Spam), Are we in Bosnia or ain't 

we? Was that whole Somalia thing a 

success or a failure? In fact, practically 

the only true image we've gotten out 

of the White House in the past two- 

and-a-half years has been a pleasant 

picture in our minds of Bubba siltin' 

on the back porch o' the White I louse 

an' smokin' a big celebratory stogie 

after we rescued that bug-eatin1 pilot 

out o' the jungle. Now, there's an image 

we can sink our teeth into! 

Not like, say, News-week's stirring 

portrait of accused baby-bomber Little 

Timmy McVeigh (isn’t that the name of 

a character in It's A Wonderful Life?). In an 

exclusive prison interview, the magazine 

reported that McVeigh (or was it Meet 

John Doe?) 'seemed a lot more like a typ¬ 

ical Gen-Xer than a deranged lon¬ 

er,.*. His handshake was firm, and he 
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looked iiis visitors right in the eye. He 

appeared a little nervous, maybe, but 

good-humored and self-aware. Normal/' 

See:* Not deranged—normal. Not a 

mass murderer like all those other bad 

papers were saying—-good-humored. You 

know, like the ice cream. It was all "a 

media concoction,” McVeigh chuckled, 

like his alleged confession1 in jail, re¬ 

ported last month by the New York 

Times," the piece went on. 

Okay, say you’re this kids lawyer, 

and all day long you’re thinking. How the 

heH am I going to defend this little prick 

against all these goddamn dead baby photos 

these newsmagazines are printing? Wait, l 

know! VU use these very same tactics to my 

client's advantage. I'll offer one of time bas¬ 

tard publications an “exclusive" interview, get 

them to run some silly-ass photos of the kid 

looking like Gomer Pyle on Excedrtn> and— 

change his image! 

Can't you picture it? Just 

imagine, for a second, Jimmy Stewart 

as the defense attorney hustling the 

piece around, landing a cover story, 

perhaps some sort of photo approval 

(according to Newsweek itself, 

McVeigh requested that the photogra¬ 

pher shoot "more relaxed shots ” and 

warned, "'Don’t let any of the trashy 

magazines get these pictures ’). 

You see, now, well, hes, defense at- 

torney Stewart would argue, he's, he's a 

good hoy. Comes from 

a good home. (“His 

family had a pool, 

a mccca for the 

kids on the block, 

and during the 

long winters there 

was a frozen pond 

down the road for 

ice hockey,”) 

"] like him! I 

like this George 

Bailey!" you hear 

yourself saying. 

Yes, Timmy, 

image is, after all, 

everything. De¬ 

spite the fact that Microsoft is launch¬ 

ing a new operating system, Windows 

95, on August 24 (coincidentally the 

eruption date of Mount Vesuvius in 

79AD), The Economist still refers to Bill 

Gates—the world’s richest man, accord¬ 

ing to Forbes— -as a “geek with glasses. 

And in an effort to show the world 

that he was no geek, that he had this 

entertainment busi¬ 

ness nailed, Ovitz 

or no Ovitz, Edgar 

Bronfman, the Los 

Angeles Times re¬ 

ported, “recently 

viewed an early, 

longer version of 

the mega-budget 

film Waterworldd 

Now, if you 

ask us, that's going 

a bit too far just to 

protect your image. 

But what do we 

know—we re just a 

trashy magazine, J 
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Contributors 
Greg Easley took time out from battling renegade weekend warriors to deconstruct 

the myth of Tina Browns "new" New Yorker (p+ 57). A faithful reader since his first 

year in college, he bemoans the loss of the magazine as. a "showcase for idiosyncrasy," 

recalling those wonderful 50,000-word exegeses on seals and iron ore. An idiosyn¬ 

cratic writer himself, Easley hopes to find a market for his intellectual graduatestjue 

profiles of obscure European shrinks and English department chairwomen. While 

not resting in his A-frame house deep in the woods of Charlottesville, Virginia, he 

spends time perfecting his craft in SoHo—his efforts punctuated, "he says, by "the 

din of New Jersey Camara horns outside my window." 

Veteran traveler Anne Kalosh ("Goat's Head SnoopsT 

p. 18) declares Miami "the most bizarre foreign country 

J have ever lived in." Though not, she says, a voodoo prac¬ 

titioner herself, Kalosh was on one occasion the benefi¬ 

ciary of cultic worship. Writing for a daily paper in 

Caracas, Venezuela, she arrived at work one day to find a 

picture of a local deity taped to her computer—a 

thoughtful donation from a coworker intended to ward 

off viruses. Born and raised in Illinois, Kalosh took to the 

seas for five years aboard the Royal Viking Sea, publishing an on-board newspaper 

and, later, an expose of life below deck for the Los Angeles Times. 

"Does life imitate fashion or vice versa?" asks pop culture anti-icon and fabulous 

dresser Sandra Bernhard ("Another Fashion Victim," p. 64). Its not that she rejects 

fashion completely—she’ll proudly display her designer Mizrahis—it’s that she in¬ 

sists on pushing the bounds of self-contradiction. Her new album, "Excuses for Bad 

Behavior," is influenced by die likes of Laura Nyro, Sylvester, Patti Smith, and Jimi 

Hendrix. 

T. K* Chang takes a look at the 

head-on crash of East-verios-West 

in "Chow Mein Attractions" 

(NAKED CITY, p. 17). IIob~ 

nobbing with Hollywood A-iiseers 

as a cover artist for the Harvard 

Lampoon may have prepared 

Chang for a stint as Dr. Ruth 

Westheimer s attorney. He even 

got to appear with Dr. Ruth in an episode of Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous—though 

he wouldn't elaborate, stammering only that he "performed services" for the diminu¬ 

tive doctor. A brush with royalty was dashed when Chang tried out for the role of em¬ 

peror’s brother in The Last Emperor, the real brother intervened, vetoing Chang due 

to insufficient resemblance. Mr, Chang provided this 

photo of movie emperor John Lone, and asked us to ask 

you to be the judge, 

Bi-coastal celebrity buff and novelist Jill Neimark 

("Sympathy for the Devil," p. 34) confesses a penchant for 

People^ but when it comes to Marlon Brando, she may 

have some bad news for an adoring public: Brando is not, 

contrary to what the press would have us believe, "the 

Good Father." Neimark calls Brando a sacre rmmtre—a 

rare blend of Apollo and Dionysus—and says it's his 

mythic status that allows him to avoid harsh judgment. 
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mere are toxic chemicals in our water. Such as oil. 
And pesticides. 

You might think industry is to blame. But they're only part 
of the problem. You and I, in our everyday lives, are also respon¬ 
sible for a tremendous amount of water pollution. 

However, we can all help protect our water. For example, 
use less toxic household cleaners and practice natural lawn care 
by composting and using fewer chemicals. And instead of pour¬ 
ing used motor oil onto the ground or into storm drains, simply 
take it to a gasoline station where it can be recycled. 

To find out more, call 1-800^504-8484, and well send you 
additional information on how you can help protect our rivers, 
lakes and oceans. 

That way m can turn this terrible tide around. And restore 

the beauty to our water. 

CLEAN WATER, 

Natural Resources 
Di'fenw Council Japan Ad Council 

A Public Service of 
TWa Pupation 



Letters to Spy 

t£) 
Front the SPY 

Mailroom 
After reading the rather 

alarming preponderance of letters 

this month from readers who appear 

to be, for lack of a better phrase, one 

fork short of a place scaring* we can 

only speculate on the reason why so 

many loonies wrote their rambling, 

psychotic dirges down, licked a 

Nixon stamp, and somehow found 

their way to a mailbox co send them 

in. Either its the hear, or an awful 

lot of shrinks are vacationing just 

about now, 1 mean, we’ve never seen 

the word " jack booted” used so many 

times in our lives! What the hell did 

Bush start with this thing, anyway? 

Aside from the fact that John 

Shea, from some pitiful, depressed 

backwater called Laiisdowne, PA, 

wrote a 300-word essay spanking us 

lor using the word "bimbo" rather 

than die proper Italian "bimba” (see 

Letters), boy, did we get a batch of 

responses for our August cover story! 

"I am utterly filled with glee af¬ 

ter reading your article on the bim¬ 

bos, writes Roger Dunlap (a 

pseudonym), from another pitiful, de¬ 

pressed backwater called West Los 

Angeles. Then, after hooking us with 

faint praise, he describes what it s like 

when he sees a bimbo "at the office, 

posing around the water cooler all 

dressed in low-cut, slinky evening 

wear strategically designed to show 

off her tight, low-slung, man-grab- 

bin \ seed-planting* firmly jiggling- 

under-barely-legal-fabric tits and ass.” 

Otfikay, Also, Mr. Dunlap doesn’t 

chink about her mind, heart, or col¬ 

lege degree. 1 think about her sweet 

silky smooth bare legs wrapped 

around my glistening manners in the 

elevator.” More than we need to 

know, Roger. And where exact I y did 

you say you picked up our magazine? 
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ills and Assets Hats oft to Alex Gregory and Peter 

Huyck for "The Bimbo Conspiracy” 

fJuly/August 1995]. Em consistently 

stunned by how many women look ro the 

images perpetrated on us by Hollywood for 

guidance on how to be a gal in this world. 

When I hnd myself in conversations about 

Demi Moore's "art," 1, the writer and Ivy 

League grad, sputter and spin in circles. Now, 

thanks to Alex and Peter, Eve got the words 

to express the horror, rhe horror of it all. 

I keep hearing there are feminist men 

our there and now I believe it. This was rhe 

best right-on feminist article Eve read in 

years. Fm sending it ro M%. Thanks, guys, 

Janice L Decker 

San Francisco, California 

Alex and Peter would lose to respond* but their re¬ 

spective girlfriends don't let them talk to strange 

women. Sorry , 

What a nice surprise to find a hi lari - 

oils* cheeky article about Playboy- in 

a real magazine that doesn’t take Entertainment 

Tonight's "Oh! Look at the lucky girl who was 

chosen" perspective. Your bimbo typology 

was inspired., as were your points about the 

Playmates’s rake on feminism. 

As a onetime hopeful model (I audi¬ 

tioned twice—once for a college model search 

and once for a "private on-location" on the 

invitation of Playboy)^ 1 discovered there is a 

whole psychological element that can explain 

why getting into Playboy h appealing to a 

1990s woman, public figure or otherwise. It 

centers around the idea that we can play both 

sides of the fence—we can be bright, career- 

oriented and highly accomplished, and still 

be sensual and womanly There is a percep¬ 

tion that, if you can't overpower a man one 

way, you can get him in another. And. make 

your gal pals reeeaaal jealous, 

Elyse Ghckman 

Los Angeles, California 

Thank you so much for your scathing 

article about Hollywood bimbos. 

You echo rhe thoughts of ourselves and many 

of our women friends regarding the role of 

women in films, ads* and TV these sad days. 

Virtually every magazine we thumb 

through contains women in various stages of 

nudity. Ir has become numbing; almost nor 

even noticed anymore. And it's even more in¬ 

sidious when these women become successful 

through their exposure at the expense of 

women with more respect and dignity. 

But to see bimbo-bashing headlining 

your magazine gives us hope! It will get more 

people talking. And enlighten those who 

may still think that that is the path to self¬ 

promorion. Ft will highlight the lowllghts of 

women in rhe arts tot lay. And especially* it 

may shut the "surgically enhanced” self- 

righteous Demi Moore up. 

A. Kijmpii 

Susan McNamara 

Los Angeles, California 

Alter ogling the pictures and reading 

the article "The Bimbo Conspiracy," 

ir occurred to me that instead of exposing a 

long-standing scam, you helped to perpetuate 

one. The thrust of the article was that posing 

for Playboy is a shrewd, financially rewarding 

career move for an actress in these troubled 

rimes. Actually* rhe opposite is tme, 

Typically* a Playboy appearance does 

not lead to an acting career at all; or it leads 

to a short, minor one at best. Posing for 

Playboy may have its spiritual rewards* and 

I hear it s a terrific one-time modeling as¬ 

signment, but as an entry to a film career, 

it's not promising, 

Robert Kennedy 

Washington, D.C, 

I have norhing against satire* parody* 

and ridicule of those in exalted posi¬ 

tions. Bur when you presume to ridicule peo¬ 

ple* be sure you’re not making mistakes that 

undermine your own "superior" position. 
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SPY had an interesting idea in looking 

at the "top actresses who trade nudity lor re¬ 

spectability,," but you made an egregious er¬ 

ror in. diction. True, you’re not the first to 

make the mistake* but one expects more from 

SPY. For the record* “bimbo” is rhe wrong 

word to describe these actresses—being the 

Italian word for a young male child. The cor¬ 

rect word for I5emi Moore, Sharon Stone, and 

rhe like is himba, 

Another appropriate word would have 

been—-used to describe a looker like Sophia 

or Gina or Claudia—is humhula, which means 

“doll." lb anyone with a basic knowledge of 

Italian {and other Romance languages), see¬ 

ing "bimbo” misused throughout the arti¬ 

cle—AND on the cover AND in the table ol 

contents—is a gut-wrenching experience. 

There’s a trace of cultural imperialism in 

the misuse of other languages, as if the Ugly 

American didn't have to care about such triv¬ 

ial matters. Witness the products that want 

to sound Italian but have grotesque names 

like A more (pet food) and Volare (automo¬ 

bile). Besides the fact that there is no acute 

accent in Italian—latte, which you can see 

even on the streets of our supposedly cos¬ 

mopolitan capital, is wrong—the accent mark 

changes the pronunciation ol the word! Yes, 

these are stupid manufacturers and advertisers 

who couldn't be bothered to spend a couple of 

minutes to check the use of their language. 

But SPY, I would guess, likes to think of irself 

as superior to those stupid people. 

So let's show the American people how 

ro do ir rigbr. Be the first major publication 

to use b'tmba. You’ll led better at night when 

your conscience comes calling, 

John Shea 

l ximdownz, Pennsylvania 

Gms there's not much uvrk in Lamdoume these 

days, is there, John? 

f I "hunk Vina for luivsju1, the.* ruLrvc/ ro rv- 

1 pose not only the women who will¬ 

ingly sell their bodies for a buck but the 

establishment that encourages it. I'm glad 

SPY has the good judgment never to exploit 

women, and know your fine publication 

would never place on its cover—oh, I don't 

know* Sharon Stone bending over for a nice 

cleavage shot; or a photo of a buttered Nicole 

Fggerr so we can all appreciate her cosmeti¬ 

cally accentuated bosom; or depict: Hillary 

Clinton us a leather-dad, bull whip-sporting 

do mi tutrix with huge jugs; Julia Roberts as 

a busty party animal dropping a mickey into 

a world leader's cocktail; Daryl Hannah with 

her coat open and skirt partly undipped; or a 

50-foot-call Geena Davis with, surprise!, 

huge breasts straining against her low-cut 

dress, Thank God SPY doesn't resort to that 

just to sell a few more magazines. 

Gerry Schram 

B ridgeton, Neti 'Jersey 

Okay, Gerry—but what's your point,-3 

Having been impotent since reading 

Brown miller's "Against Our Will,” 

(well, mostly), 1 have no particular need to 

ingratiate myself to Sharon .Stone, but in 

light of the unflattering evaluations of her 

acting ability ;in your Scone.''Bunny issue. 1 

would like to point out that in Wes Craven's 

1981 horror movie Deadly Blessing, which 

scarred Hrnesc Borg nine as a crazed religious 

leader, Lois Nectleron as his odd wife, and 

Lisa Hartman as Borg nine's gender-confused 

offspring, Sharon Stone's performance as rhe 

h eto i iif s Co wa rd 1 y - bu t - u 1 ti ma te 1 y - strong 

friend steals the movie, So there. 

Mark Warrian 

Oak lot urn. Illinois 

Okay, Mark—but what's your point/ 

Regarding vout question: “Why has 

posing for Playboy become such a 

good Hollywood career move?” It didn’t use 

ro be. In the 1960s and '70s, playmate- 

turned-actresses typically got a handful of 

(topless) bit parts in movies like Porkyi 2 and 

then disappeared. 

It’s not that we suddenly decided that 

we prefer skin to talent: We’ve always want¬ 

ed to see at tresses's tits. What has changed— 

so that they now feel pressure to oblige us, 

anti him!-x>s niulrimilltorvdoilar leading 

lady roles—is that very lew of the scripts de¬ 

veloped and promoted by the major studios 

require acting ability. As evidence, I submit 

that there have always been movies like Sliver, 

but that people didn't wratch them because 

there were better things to do, and that the 

vast "family values” market has been reduced 

to watching cartoons. 

Mark Hooker 

Cambridge, A iasachmetts 

featuring new music from, 

Gin Blossoms 
crdfrYbemes 

Toad The 

and much, much more 

RECORDS 
/in,. ['.■,.r.h|."Li','!. In 41 .mrvr ! 
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Letters to Spy . 
Thanks tor the great article on bim¬ 

bos, especially the photo “spread"' 

[hat went along with it, 1 iowever, you could 

have sold a few more copies if you had moved 

[he ph oto of Derm Moore in the shower 

down about seven picas, 

Jonathan Lehrer 

Chicago, Illinois 

letter with a point! 

sire, II du ra mg Hies... 
Jeez, can’t you guys ever get ahead? 

Advertising Age magazine’s June 19 

“Ad Age 300’ issue lists the top 300 maga¬ 

zines by gross revenue, and you guys can't even 

make the bottom of the barrel! 

Sure, maybe TV Guide is a boring (yet 

darn handy) behemoth at over $1 billion a 

year, followed closely by the truly banal yet 

evil People ar $762 million a year. But for 

chrissakes, can't you top Air Conditioning, 

Heating & Refrigeration (No. 286; $15,151,000 

a year) or even Cruising World (No. 296; 

$14,567,000 a year)? 

Larry he Francis 

North Hollywood, California 

It’S noi a Tio-Maii! 
I was chagrined to read your story, 

‘ Fecal Soup," in the August issue of 

SPY, However, I had decided never again to 

dine on poultry after I heard a strange story in 

Chicago last weekend, 

A young woman ordered a broiled 

chicken sandwich from a fast-food joint, sans 

the mayo. Driving along in her car, she took a 

bite out of the sandwich, only to discover that 

they had included the mayo after all. A dedi¬ 

cated dieter, she immediately [hrew rhe sand¬ 

wich hack in the bag and continued ro drive. 

Later that evening, she checked herself 

into a local hospital, violently ill with food 

poisoning. Examination of the broiler found 

that the chicken contained a tumor and that 

the substance she mistook for mayonnaise 

was actually pus from the tumor. 

Mfizl Q aol.t m 

Cleveland, Ohio 

First of all\ congratulations on the most disgusting 

letter of the month. But, tome on! That's an urban 

legend if m ever heard one. Isn't it? 
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Letters to Spy. 

hDear Vultures At the Loony 

bin called spy," began another. "If 

you think you can divide us womyn 

{sic} into "good girl and "bad girl' 

with chat deranged article by the 

two harpies Alex Gregory and Peter 

Hnyckj in bad need of a Prozac [sic}, 

then you are truly the bimbos you 

appear to be/’ The unsigned writer 

goes on to pooh-pooh our Kathie Lee 

penis envy theory, explaining chat "if 

we were to envy anything that men 

have, it would not be something 

that resembles the neck of a dead 

chicken and that can be outper¬ 

formed with a piece of plastic run¬ 

ning on two 'AA’ batteries/' 

There were more such letters, but 

weTe too discreet to run them. And 

besides, that thing about our editor 

isn’t true. He is not the policeman 

known throughout the department 

as "Nude Man," despite having the 

same name. In face, Sic adheres very 

strongly ro the rules of his parole. 

Finally, there seems to be 

some misconception that we are 

somehow responsible for clothing the 

raggedy lot of you. "Where's my free 

T-shirt, you bastards!?]!" a punctua¬ 

tion-happy Vance Hernandez of 

Fresno, California, discreetly asks. "1 

filled out your God-forsaken survey 

with the understanding that 1 would 

receive a free T-shirt for my debits, I 

fear I've been hoodwinked!" 

Where, we ask you, where did 

you ever get the idea that a cheap, 

smelly publication such as owes had 

rhe dough to put shirts on all your 

hacks? And the same goes for all you 

who think that, just because you an¬ 

swer the stupid SPY' List, you deserve 

something from us. Get this straight! 

We don't owe you anything! Only the 

first person to correctly answer the 

List gets a shirt* and then only if we 

fed like it! Okay? After all, we spend 

enough money keepi ng the bambolas 

in the office dressed in slinky* low-cut 

outfits that help satisfy the needs of 

our glistening manhoods. D 

14 SPY £E PTEM BERlOCTQBE ft E99Y 

Ms mu FNonenq. again? Given the credence you give to- the vi¬ 

ability of the various weapons you 

talk about in your article "Killing Them 

Softly,” I'm surprised at the problem you seem 

to have with “nonlethaT weapons, Given the 

missions that we send out troops on nowadays, 

it would be nice to give them weapons that 

we would allow them to shoot back with. 

If you are going to mock them, you 

should at least understand them. Contrary to 

what you state, art electromagnetic pulse has 

little, if any, direct effect on humans, chough 

it is devastating ro electronic devices, The 

"kills people but leaves real estate standing" 

effect of a “neutron bomb" is caused by sub¬ 

atomic particles quire distinct in nature from 

rhe nonpaniculate energy waves of EMF. 

James H. Hay 

San Diego, California 

By any chance, u your letter in jam kind of code? 

just asking* 

Thanks for a good article on the 

Pentagon's new generation of "non- 

lethal killing devices. Your writer underesti¬ 

mates the disaster potential of the HAARP 

project, however. HAARP is not an electron¬ 

ic warfare system to be "snapped into a jet." It 

is a 160-square-mile complex of electronic 

transmitters currently under construction at 

an Air Force facility in Alaska. Powered by 

huge natural-gas deposits owned by ARCO, 

HAARP will soon be beaming one gigawatt 

of electronic power into the Earth's ionosphere. 

According to Defense Department docu¬ 

ments, HAARP will ‘‘control ionospheric 

processes'" for military objectives—burning 

holes in the ozone layer ro disrupt communi¬ 

cations* destroy enemy missiles* change the 

weather, and X-ray the Northern 1 fernisphere 

for hidden runnels! Needless to say, HAARP 

also violates our international treaty obliga¬ 

tions under the 197? Environmental 

Modification Convention, ratified in 1979, 

Alex Cox 

Ashland, Oregon 

To find out mm about time hidden tunnels, A lex 

goes on to provide SPY readers with an address where 

they can unite "for more information, 'Just because 

it happens to he a post-office box in a place called 

Homer, Arkansas, shouldn't make any difference. 

oihen vnees, oner leitens Ihave discovered what appears ro be a 

conspiracy right in the middle of the 

Letters to SPY section! On page 8 of your 

August issue* among die brief bios of con¬ 

tributing writers* one finds a Dennis Purcell, 

"an angry—and decidedly Californian—man," 

Later, on page 10* SPY prints a letter from an 

angry and decidedly Californian man 

named.,.Dennis Purcell* from Los Angeles! 

The fact that said missive was printed 

under the headline "Conspiracy Madness!” 

indicates to me that Mr. Purcell is bur the 

mere nubbin of a decidedly nefarious iceberg 

under ruining the veracity of the whole 

Let rets to SPY concept. 

Are my fears justified* or am I overre¬ 

acting to a simple cotncidens praeternaturalis'* 

Ld Kitty 

Las Angelar* California 

First, some positive comments: Thank 

you forgetting rid of bilious hack Joe 

Queenan; thank you for keeping "The 

Industry" column; and thank you for turning 

your satirical sights on liberals, making hollow 

the bias complaints from the right. 

However* your old column reviewing 

reviewers made one feel less con tempr for 

journalists who split infinitives than for anal¬ 

ly retentive writers who document those split 

infinitives back to 1979. Similarly* one feels 

much* much less contempt for John Grisham 

for writing about breasts in The Firm than 

one feels for any writer who can produce 

vaguely similar passages from such magazines 

as Cent or Juggs {"The Pelican Parities," 

Naked City]. 

Besides* there must be some legitimate 

barbs you can aim at Grisham,, now that you 

don't have Jay Mclnerny to kick around any¬ 

more (at least until Jays new novel comes 

out; no doubt it will be the literary master¬ 

piece that will resurrect his career). 

Shaun hlcCotimck 

Nashville, Tennessee 

SPY" welcomes letters from its readers, hut only if you 

art not certifiably insane and can provide adequate 

paperwork to prow sa Address them to the Ixttm 

Editor, SPY, 49 Fast 21st Street, 11 th floor, 

New York, NY 10010 (or via E -mail at Spy 

Magaz&ao/.irm), Include your daytimephone num¬ 

ber, Letters may be edited for length and clarity, J 
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nl do think that we are transition figures, if you will. We don't fit easily into a lot of our preexisting a 

The Fine Feint 
By Michael Applebaum 

Puff and Circumstance 

Thank goodness our 

venerable academic insti¬ 

tutions continue to turn a 

deaf ear to the culture of 

celebri ty. Among the dis¬ 

tinguished citizens who 

have given a commence¬ 

ment address recently are 

Bob New hart (Loyola 

Mary mount); Lynn Red¬ 

grave (Baruch College]; 

Neil Diamond (New York 

University); Mister Rogers 

(West Virginia Universi¬ 

ty}; James Gamer (Uni¬ 

versity of Oklahoma); and 

Whoopi Goldberg (Wilm¬ 

ington College), if you're 

wondering whether these 

people know they have no 

business giving com¬ 

mencement addresses, 

consider the following ex¬ 

cerpts from 1995: 

I. Henry Winkler, Emer¬ 
son College 

/ was cruising along 

[at Emerson] until my ju¬ 

nior year. / had forgotten 

to memorize a scene for 
acting rLti-7, J appranched 

my teacher. I said, "I'm 

gonna try something 
brand new. Vm gonna 
read and act at the same 
time." The teacher sa id, 

'7'Jot in my class you're 

not" I was kicked out of 

acting. I had to do a lot of 

fast talking. / finally got 

back in. And then, of 
course, I forgot to take 

phys eti and nearly didn't 
graduate—but / did. 

In my senior year / ap- 

plied to the Yale School 

of Drama. [WJhile / was 

working on a sociology 
paper...I got the phone 

calf that / got in. And / 

threw the windows open, 

and : yeiied out to 

Boston, “I sot wro Yaic! 

Ho.v couto / do that? I'm 

STUPID...." 

I ran down to the Stu¬ 

dent Union. J told every¬ 

body t could find, ’7 got 

into Yale!" I went back to 
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Miramax, the much- publicized 

and overrated film company, has 

become rhe official scapegoat of 

Cannes and its annual ego-iest for, 

among other things, having bought 

the rights to no fewer than 4() 

films. During one particular 

screening—for a film which 

Miramax purchased simply be¬ 

cause it wanted to work with rIn¬ 

ch rector—head honcho Harvey 
4 

Weinstein got up and left after 

about half an hour. Apparently, 

the only entertainment to be 

found that evening was in the 

lobby before the fi Ini started, 

when one particularly pushy 

publicist got rather incensed 

that he was refused a ticket. 

"You tell Harvey," the pub¬ 

lic ist shouted to a nearby 

acquisitions person, "the 

next time he wants 

atricia Arquette at a press Jun- 

heon, he can forget it," 

John Travolta is currently 

suing the promoters of the rock 

group Extra Fancy lor rhe im¬ 

age on the cover of thcir recent 

record. The nude illustration 

oi a staggeringly well-en¬ 

dowed Travolta in his trade¬ 

mark Saturday Night Fet>er 

pose, according ro the suit, 

lias caused the srar ro suffer 

"shame, mortification, hurt 

feelings, [and] emotional 

distress,” as well as damages 

m his "reputation and 

standing in the communi¬ 

ty. But in a town where image is 

everything, Travolta's attorneys 

were careful to point out that, while 

the illustration was "lewd and out¬ 

rageous," it was not necessarily an 

exaggeration of the star's manhood; 

rather, the torpedo-like appendage 

was "an apparent public disclosure 

of private facts/' 

III 
Newly acquired Baywaicb hunk 

Jaason Simmons bit rely escaped 

full-frontal nudity recently in the 

September issue of Play girl. 

Originally scheduled to appear in 

July; Simmons had a bone to pick 

with the editors when it came time 

to select the phocos—particularly 

the naked ones. And for good rea¬ 

son: He never intended to get 

naked at the 

shoot. As an insider 

reporrs, Simmons was 

charmed into stripping down 

by the photographer, a “friendhr of 

Simmons, who offered the bronzed 

rhespian a few drinks to help loosen 

bis inhibition—and then his 

button fly—while 

he cajoled, "Olit 

come ont do it for me." 

n 
Apparently, 15 minutes 

of fame doesn't last as long 

as it used to. Former TV 

waitress Linda bavin 

was spotted recently, 
roaming the 

streets nf the 11 pper 

Side of Man hart an in dra¬ 

matic " I' m-a-eelebri ty- 

look-at-me" fashion. When 

no one approached tier, she 

sulked her way into a gro¬ 

cery store where one resident 

engaged her in a bit of 

chitchat. Lav in was apparent¬ 

ly so thrilled that somebody 

knew who she was that she 

didn't mind asking, "Have 1 

aged chat much since Aim that 

no one recognizes me? 5” 
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1 resisted /media inquiries] in ways that may have raised more questions than they answered/' 

What happens when Yankee movies crash the Forbidden City An act inn movie an action movie is an action movie, n^bc? So why clutter them 

up with silly, amhisini: tides' Come to think ot it, if it works lor Sthwaizencgger 

and Stallone, why not ja/./, upm'ty movie title that comes out of the I lollywootl lac- 

mryJ In the East, where simple is always preferable, rhe Chi nest' have a way of renaming 

American dims that seems somehow more appropriate to their content, The fallowing is 

a list ot actual movie titles translated from the Chinese. ■—7.A". Chang 

THE FILMS TRANSLATION 

Arnold Schwarzenegger; 

The Terminator 
Total Recall 
Kindergarten Cop 
Junior 

Red Sonja 
True Lies 

"Devil Terminator" 

"Devil Mobilized" 
"Devil King of Children" 
"Devil Jr." 
"Devil Red Star" 
"Devi! Emperor True Lies" 

Sylvester Stallone: 
The Specialist 
Cliffhanger 
Demolition Man 
Judge Dredd 

"Devil Expert" 
"Peak Warrior" 
"Super Warrior Police" 
"Super Warrior Police of All 

Times" 

Keanu Reeves: 

..^Speed 
j&hapX Mnemonic 

"Defender Warrior Police" 
"Defender Top Secret" 

Steven Seagal: 
Under Siege 

Deadly Ground 

Bruce Willis: 
Die Hard 

Hudson Hawk 
Last Boy Scout 

"Devil Warrior General" 
"Dead End Warrior General" 

"Last Police Detective 

"Last Divine Eagle" 
"Last Point Soldier" 

Moore: 
Proposal "Peach Colored Transaction" 

"Peach Colored Top Secret" 

for Chocolate 

Paris 
The Shawshank 

Redemption 

"The Piano Teacher and Her 
Lover" 

"Chocolate Lover" 
"Four Daughters's Lover" 
"President's Secret Lover' 
"Excitement 1995" 
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THE FINE PS I NT CONTINUED 

my apartment It cost me 

$25,95 to get back in- i 

had locked myself out and 

had to call a locksmith. 

EL Andrew Shuef Drew 
University 

In 1989, 1 was asked 
to speak in my hometown 

at South Orange Middle 

School graduation.... 

I TJhere I was, just out of 
college with two days to 

write a speech, to find 

something worthwhile to 

say... I thought about my 

qualifications. Let's see: I 
made h through high 
school and college- not a 

promising list. In factt 
that was the whole list... 

1 was afraid not be¬ 

cause there were a thou¬ 
sand people in the audito¬ 

rium, but because I 

thought I would be 

judged—judged to be un¬ 
worthy. If only I could be 

well known, like my sis- 

ter, I thought, then / 

would be worifiy, Then } 

would be important and 

people would listen.... 

What makes any of us 

worthy of being heard is 

that we have something to 

say■ and that we find the 

courage to say it...I am 

not suggesting that to 

stand up means to try to 

change the world through 
soda! activism, although 

that coufd indeed be pan 
of it. It is for each of lis in 
our Own way to figure out 

trow fa make our lives 
stand on their own. ft is 

one of the greatest chal¬ 
lenges we face, and it is 

never easy. 

HI. Michael Bolton, Uni- 
versity of Connecticut 

/ might have expected 

the energy here today after 

the energy we witnessed 

from the University. as the 
UConn Huskies—both 

teams -rocked this whole 

nation! If the determina¬ 

tion and support for each 

other we all saw on and off 

the court is indicative of 
the stuff that this class is 

made of, well, then this is 
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naked city. 
THE F1WE PRINT CONTINUED 

a class with a very 

promising future.,., 

When you know what 

you want to do in life, 

what your calling/your 

natural talent is, then you 

pursue that arena. The 
successful people that I 

know and surround myself 

with approach our work 

as if we are performing in 
the championships, the 

Super Bowl, the World 

Series, or, if you wilt, the 

Final Four 

When it comes to 

achieving successt I ad¬ 

vise you to do the same, 
because time is something 

that J promise, that will 

slip away more quickly 
with each passing year,,. 

Will you look hack and 

perceive yourself as one 
who played the game as 

though it was just another 

game—or will you look 

back and say, / gave 100 

percent; I gave it myall? 

1 like to use sports as a 

metaphor, Let's use, say, 

basketball as an exam¬ 

ple—perfect for the in¬ 

credible achievement of 
the teams of this Universi¬ 

ty. It happened right here! 

/ happen, by the way, 
to take great personal 
pride in the fact that 
never, ever before in the 

history of college sports 

have the women's and the 

men's basketball squads 

In any school both 

achieved number one sta¬ 

tus at the same time. You 

did on Valentine's Day/ 

/ happen to sell a lot of 

records on Valentine's 

Day. How about those 

Huskies, anyway? 

IV. Mario Andretti, 
New England Institute of 

Technology 

When I was asked to 

be your keynote speaker, I 

felt both honor and trepi¬ 

dation., .because i realize 
that among the many in¬ 

dividuals that may have 
been invited—perhaps 

someone distinguished in 

government, academics, 

or business—you chose 

Forget high-priced attorneys. Many Miamians Ex- 

1 ieve the best way to grease the wheels of justice 

is by hiring a Sanceria priest. They're a lot cheap¬ 

er and they work the night shift—when their acolytes 

drive by the Dade County courthouse to toss dc“id chick¬ 

ens, roosters, and the occasional goat on the steps. For the 

devout voodoo practitioner, these sacrifices are a way of 

appealing ro the spirits to protect loved ones on trial 

Courthouse voodoo is a tradition in Dade, home to 

many Caribbean and South American immigrants. 

Finding poultry, dried beans* cakes, lizards, and other 

remnants of black magic is so common that the morn¬ 

ing janitorial crew's checklist includes this item: “Report 

any voodoo objects that need to be removed," 

For attorney Louis Casuso, coping with voodoo is 

just part of doing business in south Florida, A few years 

ago, while working as a prosecutor in a cocaine trafFick- 

i ng case, he returned from a recess to find his chair sprin¬ 

kled with white powder, 

"Somebody said it was Santeria powder," Casuso re¬ 

calls. "We were laughing about it—-but all of a sudden 

1 got a nosebleed. 1 spent dosing arguments with a roll 

of toilet pajier up my nose, trying to stem the flow." 

Seasoned attorneys will tell you they've seen it all, 

but even Casuso was a hit startled to run across a goat s 

head on the steps of the North Dade Justice Center. “All 

they do there is traffic cases," he says. "It must have been 

a very heavy traffic case," 

Courthouse building manager 

Elizabeth Timpson lias also seen 

plenty of voodoo in iter day, As she 

understands it, here’s a guide ro 

getting justice, Miami style: 

* Gikes or candy will 

the judge and reduce the bond. 

■ Throwing eggs makes 

a case collapse, 

* Sprinkling San¬ 

teria powder-—a secret 

blend of ashes and 

ground twigs—-liber¬ 

ally on the judge’s 

bench and the prose¬ 

cutor's chair brings the 

defendant good hick. 

* If a case gets bogged down, corn kernels 

or dried beans can speed it up. 

* To muzzle a stool pigeon, bind the mouth of a 

lizard with twine or sew its lips together, and deposit it 

in the courtroom. 

When a story about the voodoo squad broke in the 

Miami Herald, Timpson was barraged with interview re¬ 

quests from as far away as South Africa. But she got only 

two calls from the Miami media. "Things of this nature 

are not considered that odd here,'’ she says. 

—A am Ka/osh 

Tasteless Trends, Part I 

American Cheese 
Power, passion, and pancakes 
in the Motor City 

n the days when the auco industry 

dominated America, the Motor 

City's wheelers and dealers cut con¬ 

tracts over cigarettes, martinis, and steaks 

in such venerable spots as the historic 

Little Harry’s restaurant. But just like 

their vehicles—smaller, safer, and more 

efficient for the ‘90s—the rage today in 

Detroit is power breakfasts. 

And now passion has joined the 

pancake arena. In a Rust Belt ver¬ 

sion of Breakfast at Tiffany's, 

Detroit attorney Sharon McFhail a 

household name since her strong 

bid for the mayor's office in 1993, 

has found romance amidst the 

raisin bran. During what was billed 

as the city's "wedding of the year,’1 

1 t80Q guests were invited 

(President Clinton was a no-show) 

co look on as McPhail and influen- 

c ial Detroit he hoc Is $ u peri nre ndent 

David Snead giddily tied the knot; 

another 3,000 close friends were in¬ 

vited co the reception. 

Where did this rorrid romance 

blossom? Ac Detroit's hottest venue 

for power breakfast buffs: the 

Internationa! House of Pancakes. 

But this is no ordi¬ 

nary' IHOP: The diner 

is owned by singer 

Anita Baker's husband, 

Walter Bridgforth Jr, 

And, ironically, it sics 

upon the same plot of 

land that Little Harry's 

once called home—that 

is, until contractors razed 

the 143-year-old mansion 

to make wav for the pan¬ 

cake house. 

The discovery of love by 

McPhail, a woman so un¬ 

lucky in affairs of the heart 

that she once described her¬ 

self as a "bum magnet," was im¬ 

mortalized by a local cable television 

program citled “McFhail—Snead 

Rhythm of Love: From [HOP to the 

Altar," It has also boosted the 

IHOPs business 200 percent, 

Bridgforth says, turning the pancake 

house into the place where bride 

wannabes are stopping in the name 

of love. —Mary Dempsey 
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Impossible Themes 

Play Thai runty Music, While Boy 
a5L Gee, Wally, the "Letterman" band sure knows how to get down 

1 
ny late-night 

talk-show hose 

would be remiss 

in his duties if he didn't try 

to make guests feeE right at 

home tin the show. As 

such, one of the primary 

functions of the house band is 

to help make visiting celebri¬ 

ties feel more comfortable 

by playing a friendly, 

ntifiable theme, as 

though they were 

working in more 

familiar sur¬ 

roundings. 

When 

the star of 

Home Im¬ 

provement y Tim 

Allen, was a guest 

on The Late Show 

With David Let ter man 

last May, lor example, Paul Shaffer 

and the CBS Orchestra played 

Handy Man." But what il your 

guest doesn’t have a hit TV show 

or an easily identifiable theme 

song? What if he or she just hap¬ 

pens to be a famous African- 

American? Hey, just play 

something black, mart! That's what 

Shaffer and Co. do! 

Was that Sly and the Family 

Stones 'You Can Make It It You 

Try” we heard when Samuel L. 

Jackson appeared on the show re¬ 

cently? Right on1. On May 1, Mario 

Van Peebles was greeted by Stevie 

Wonders "Higher Ground.1 

My hruthal Two days later, 

the comedian Si it bad 

was a guest, and Paul 

laded to commercial 

after the first seg¬ 

ment with KooJ & 

The Gangs "Holly¬ 

wood Swingingaf- 

rcr the second, it was 

with Parliament s "Tear 

the Roof oil the Sucker 

(We Want the Funk)," 

On June 15* the band had 

a special treat—two African 

DiPly words Thai Aren’t Dirty 

American guests! Bill Cosby came 

out to the familiar "You Can Make 

It IT You Try, and Houston 

Rockets forward Robert Horry to 

Herbie Hancock s “Rock It* No 

word yet on the rumor that 

Shaffers instructions to the band 

for Arnold Schwarzenegger's next 

visit is to play "anything by 

Wagner." —Lame Could 

—By T.5, Burroughs 

me, someone who's lived 

his life chasing a check¬ 

ered flag....! tried to 

think about what would be 
on my mind if / were in 

your shoes I today].,. Deep 

down l would probably 

know I was going to screw 

up a time hit. But I I'd beJ 
serene that if t worked 

real hard- -or secure that 

if i worked real hard my 

work ethic would over¬ 

come my mistakes... „ 
/ know that I would 

take some time to reflect, 

to think back to the tnines 

i had doubts as to whether 

or not I had the stuff to 

make it through college— 
the long hours of study, 

the grueling exams.... 

Commencement 
speeches are supposed to 
provide a meaningful 

message. I'm not a pro¬ 

fessional speaker, tvly ex¬ 

perience with speaking 

in front of a group was 

mastered to a show- 

and-tcl; some 45 years 

ago. That was a time 

set aside for bringing 

stuff from home to 

show to the class.... 
A college education is 

the one thing in my fife 

that I've left unfulfilled. 
Despite all the victorious 

moments, l know that / 
have not reached my 

fullest intellectual and 
leadership potential. Had / 

gone to college, I believe 1 

would have been able to 

Active BOX: Available collateral for loans. 

Air Screw: An aircraft propeller 

American Whipping: A knot at the end of a 

rope that insures that the ends don't fray. 

Anal Feeder: A sensory appendage located in 

till1 posterior of worms and some insects. 

Asses Bridge: The equal angles formed by the 

base of an isosdes triangle. 

Bail Hooter: A person whf ■ rolls logs down a hill. 
Balling Forceps: Sjiecial tongs for placing pills 

down an animal's throat. 

Barking: To investigate and denounce a candi¬ 

date, .i la Robert Rork. 

Bung Puller: A meat packing job that involves 

pulling (lie skin or bung off of truest iocs to be user I 

Is ter for sausage casing. 

Chicken Sexer: Person that goes around de¬ 

termining the gender of newborn c hit ks, 

Drop-Crotching: Taking down a trees large 

branches. 

Erection Wrench: An open-jawed wrench 

with a tapered handle. 

False Cleavage: Close parallel splits that oc¬ 

cur in fine-grained rocks, 

Flower-Pecker: A short-tailed bird that eats 

mistletoe berries and insects. 

Groining: Where intersecting vaults form a 

curved line. 

Motherumbung: An Australian shrub. 
Nude Pack: A financial agreement that can’t 

be enforced. 

Old Maid's Pink: An annual herb whose fruit 

resembles crab apples. 

Ream-Pig: A jar for holding cream. 

Stud Finder: A magnetic device that locates 

tile nails in wall studs. 

think more strategically.... 
Remember that educa¬ 

tion is a took It helps you 

got—it helps to get you 

where you warn to go, and 

allows you fa achieve 

things that might other¬ 

wise be out of reach,.. Re¬ 
member too that education 

is ongoing; it comes in all 

forms, In many ways, and 
virtually at all times.... 

As I was preparing for 

today; / looked up the 
word ''commence¬ 

ment"...! found that [it! 
means 11a beginning.'1' 

Last October ninth was 
my commencement. That 

was the date of my final 

race...So I know what 

you're feeling today. $ 
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Separated at Birth? 

Barry Oilier,„ 

Patricia Arquette... ...and Macaulay Calkin? 

Luke Perry*.. ...and Roy Rogers? 

Drew Barrymore... ...and George Washington? 

Young Jacqueline Bouvier 
Kennedy Onassis... 

...and an Qompa-Loompa? 

2O spy SE PTEM BE R/OCTOB RE 1995 

Jo; Bides 

By me Traffic Light For those "special” moments when you don’t have the compo¬ 

sure—or the cash—for a hotel room, do what many New Yorkers 

do: hail a cab. When SPY asked several of New York's venerable 

cab drivers whether they take couples where they ready want to go, we 

found their answers to Ex* rather, well, poetic. -—Christina lanzito 

Kwasi, of West Africa 
"Oht we see that all the time, 

They don't ask* though. 

They just do it. 

Men and women. 

Men and men. 

You know..,gay," 

Charandeep, of India 

"One guy said, 'Just keep going.’ 

1 said, ‘Mow long will it take? 

He said* Less than an hour, What 

about $80?h 

I said, ‘Okay.' 

1 was looking, not continuously. 

They made all kinds of noises. 

After that, 1 didn’t work anymore 

that night. 

I just went straight to home." 

Samir, of the Middle East 
“If they ask, I say no. 

If they don’t ask, 1 don't rare. 

You know why? 

Because I’m human/’ 

Abidf of Pakistan 
"Two women started kissing. 

1 said, 'What are you doing?' 

Stic said, 'We are married together/ 

I said, ‘Oh, my God!'" 

Jerry, of New York City 
"Sure, couples ask if they can fool 

around. 

I say, Okay, for $45/ 

1 drive around. 

Sometimes I ask, 

‘Everything okay hack there?'" 

Ahm, of Bangladesh 
"Once, I was working 

early in the morning. 

The man said, ‘Go ahead! 

I said, ‘Where you go?' 

He cold me address uptown 

where there is no street even, 

I feel that they make sex, 

Or something like that. 

It isn't hygienic for passengers. 

Kwabema, of Ghana 

Luis, of the Dominican 
Republic 
“I got two guys on Friday. 

They said, 'Do you mind if 

we...you know?' 

I said. That's for private, not my 

cab/ 

Then they fought with each 

other 

all the way from 14 th 

Street to 54th." 

Tr happens. 

But I don’t look, 

1 concentrate on driving. 

There's a lot of, 

you know,.. 

sucking." 
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"Mr. Jenkins has decided there aren't enough 

Tanqueray cocktails on the planet to inspire him to 

purchase any of these creations here tonight." 



naked city 

Tasteless Trends, Mil 

Why bother with Disney when you can have Weeki Wachee Spring? Whenever they're in Central Florida, winning athletes and Hollywood stars head for the 

high-tech glitz of Wait Disney World, That's okay for them, but what about the rest of 

us? Where are ordinary, bargain-hunting, thrill-seeking Americans going to go af¬ 

ter. . .well, after nothing. Nor to worry: There are plenty of less expensive attractions nearby that 

better embody our country's twin traditions of rasteiessness and tackiness, —Larry Wall berg 

•Sunken Gardens in Sc, Petersburg 

greets visitors with an entry way that winds 

them through the universe's largest assort¬ 

ment of souvenir junk, A formidable botani¬ 

cal collection is supplemented by a 

performing parrot show; a micro-zoo where 

birds and small creatures are kept in cages 

glorified by the misspellings of their names; 

and the smell of kerosene burners occasional¬ 

ly overpowering the lush aroma of the flow¬ 

ers. Rest of all is an indoor grotto featuring 

the “King of Kings/' described as "the story 

of Christ told in life-sized wax." 

•Located between Orlando and 

Kissimmee, GatOrlanD boasts a 2tQOO-f<x>t 

boardwalk, Guests can meander through a 

reptile-infested swamp, or just relax while 

watching alligator wrestling and the Gator 

jumparoo. The boutique offers various and 

sundry alligator products, and the restaurant 

offers delicious samples of cousins of 

the park's reptilian stars. 

•Only 45 minutes north of 

Tampa, Week] Wachee Spring— 

site of the 1949 Esther Williams flick 

Neptunes Daughter-—is the perfect lo¬ 

cation for an original underwater 

performance of "Pocahontas and the j 

Little Mermaid." 

• At Medieval Times in 

Kissimmee, you can attend a ban¬ 

quet and jousting tournament at 

the same time. From the moment you en¬ 

ter the castle, get handed a paper crown, and 
have your picture taken, to the time you 

spend sitting at long cables surrounding a 

sand-covered arena, rooting for your favorite 

knights as they engage in swordplay, you'll 

positively swear you were transported back a 

thousand years. 

•The Klassix Auto Museum exhibits 

every' Corvette model built from 1953 to the 

present. Located in the birthplace of speed, 

Daytona Beach, The Klassix also has displays 

of motorcycles "from the early 1900s to the 

Harley years and beyond." Many of them are 

nestled in mannequin-manned ersatz versions 

of their natural habitats; Main Street, a drive- 

in movie theater, a 195Os-style ice cream par¬ 

lor, and the world s most famous beach. 

•Splendid China, Orlando's newest 
theme park, is 7 6 acres of propaganda, 

including a half-mile replica of the 

Great Wall '"cons true red with over six-and-a- 

half million tiny hand-laid bricks." Forget 

about stereotypes; here you can revel in the 

teal high points of Chinese civilization: cos¬ 

tumed dancing, martial arts demonstrations, 

and, naturally, giant electronic pandas, 

rhil Gramm may not be the luckiest man on Capitol Hill—stones about his interest 

in "Truck Stop Women,” for example, came on the heels of his declaration of support 

for the Contract With the American Family—but he isn’t the smartest, either. When 

speaking to the media, perhaps he should consider using another—or any other—metaphor. 

■"Senator Dole has talked.. .about a small, 

kis.s-your-sister tax cut.,,,I've never had a 

sister, so 1 don't know what kissing my sister 

would be like. People tell me it's n,oc very ex¬ 

citing. I want the real thing," —speaking on 

This W&h With David Brinkley, May 21, 1995 

■"If the best we go is a kiss-vour-siscer 

difference that has government power ex¬ 

panded slower [jit], that gets to the station a 

couple of weeks later, 1 simply do nor believe 

we are representing the will of the people 

who call themselves Republican." —on Bill 

Clinton’s health-care proposal, the Houston 

Chronicle, February 12, 1994 

■"Sen. Phil Gramm, who has led con¬ 

gressional efforts in the past to impose spend¬ 

ing discipline on the government, called the 

Foley proposal [to cue spending] kissing 

your sister—[i.e.,] meaningless/' —in the 

Cleveland Plain Dealer, December 6, 1992 

•"It is kind of kisstng-your-sister reso¬ 

lution [iit']." —on the Democrats's "Peace 

Dividend" proposal. Match 6, 1990 

■"Mr. Gramm, who praised Mr. Sasser for 

acknowledging the need to balance the bud¬ 

get, declared that he had no trouble voting 

for the Democratic measure, beccause it was 

kind of like kissing your sister. " —on the 

Democrat’s balanced budget proposal, the 

New York Times, March 1, 1990 
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□1 Shakespeare's 
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QPB Speda! Edition 
QPB: (13.95 
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■*93-6154. A novel 
about self-deception 
and a mysterious 
disappearance. 
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classic spiritual 
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53-6230. These cartoons 
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road of love, and otter 
Straighflorrvard advice 
QPB: S9 

*33-6341. The stun- 
n ing portrayal of a 
crack dealer's strug¬ 
gle for redemption 
Kaidcover. $21.9$ 
QPfl: (12.95 

*43-6799. Hits new 
translation by poet 
Pfosfcy includes The 
original Italian vfiTSe 
Hardcover $35 
QPB: (17.95 

93-6751. Collected 
articles about the busi¬ 
ness and art of writing 
from Poets & Writers. 
QPB Spedat Edition 
QPB: |1195 

43-6713. Recasts 
the Tarot deck an 
light of the values of 
ancient Goddess 
cultures. 
QPB:(11.95 

37’1491.This best 
seller makes Bud¬ 
dhist philosophy and 
meditation practices 
accessible. 
QPB: (B.95 
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Hardcover: $1 S.95 
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Hardcover (25 
□PS:$14,95 

*472BM 
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*QP0 Exclusive; The Ortfy sottcovar edmon new available. 

HOW QPB MEMBERSHIP WORKS 
Each QPB Revkw fists our latest books, at up to 60% 
off hardcover prices. You'll get ft free 17 times a year 
(about every 3 weeks). If you want the Main Selection, 
do nothing; it will be sent automatically, if you want 
another book, or no book at alt, complete the Reply Form 
always enclosed and return it by the date given, A 
ping and handling charge is added to each shipment. 

Return Privilege: If our Review is delayed and you 
receive the Main Selection without having had 10 oa 
to notify us, Just send it back and owe nothing. 

Cancellations: You can cancel at any time, just by notify¬ 
ing us. We may cancel your membership ft you choose 
not to buy a book in any six-month period. 

ship- 

:ays 

O.K. Send me 4 books for $4. No Commitment. 
Quality Paperback Book Club*Camp Hilt, PA 17012-0001. Send me die 4 sa-ftcover choices I've listed below and 
enroll me in QPB, Bill me oniy $1 each, plus shipping and hailing charges, i understand that I am not required to buy 
another book. You will send me the QPB Review {if my account is in good standing) for at least six months, s-se 
frKfcafe fry number 
your 4 choices: I _ _”_ 
Add to your immediate savings: Take a 5th book fur only $2,99 
(plusshipping and handling), You'll still have 
no obligation to buy any additional books, 

#021 

QB6SB-9-D 
Nanflt? <Plfr£lft£ (Yljll LIh1 rtfly.il 

Apt. 

City State Zip 

Do you have a telephone? [ |YeS [ ] Nc 

Have yw ewei bought anything by mall in the past? | 1 Yes [ 1 No 
Hem have you paU fw your mailorder purchases? (Check ail that apply.) 
[ | CASH | ] CREDIT CARD [ |CHECK) | j MONEY ORDER 

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION 

You may examine your introductory books for 10 days, free. If yeu are not 
satisfied, fcr any reason whatsoever, simply return the books and you will 
be under no further obligation. 

To help us serve you, 
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you like to read. 

A. Fiction 
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C. Philosophy,/Region 
D. History 
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naked city 

Hire Education 

Adam 12 + Car 54 ^ Rescue 911 — ? 

frcr NYPD officers ran naked and drunk through a D C. hotel, 

Police Commissioner William Bratton vowed to “make ic harder 

to become a New York City police officer." He’d bet ter. Consider 

the billowing questions front past entrance exams, and ask yourself if ic 

isn't just a little tm easy to tarry a firearm and a nightstick in public. 

1) A criminal Is typically one who: 
(A) has a peculiarly shaped head 

(B) exhibits a most degenerate kind of behavior 
(C) is an Intelligent, well-educated person 
(D) looks like other people 

2) The most frequent cause among the following for making a 
person a criminal is: 

<A) mental retardation CO bad environmental conditions 
(B) good education CD) superior ability in a trade 

8) Law enforcement officials receive badges with numbers on 
them so that: 

(A) their personalities may be submerged 
CB> they may be more easily identified 
(C) they may be spied upon 
CD) their movements may be kept under constant control 

9) Suppose that while patrolling your post in an unfrequented 
area al 1:00 A,M., you find a man sprawled on the ground in an 
alley. The man's throat has been cut and he is dead. There is con¬ 
siderable blood on the ground, but the man does not appear to be 

bleeding. Of the following, the first step you should take is to: 
{A) straighten out the man so he is resting comfortably 
(B) telephone your precinct 
(C) investigate to determine whether the blood on the ground is 

the blood of the dead man 

(D) tarry the man out to the street 

10) The reason police officers have greater authority than pri¬ 
vate citizens in making arrests is: 

(A) to protect citizens against needless arrest 
(B) to ensure a fair trial 
CC) that they have greater knowledge of the law 
CD) that they are in better physical shape 

3) There would be no crime if there were no: 
(A) weapons CC) stupid laws 
CB) criminals CD) private property 

4) UA member of the department shall not indulge in intoxi¬ 
cants while in uniform, A member of the department, not required 
to wear a uniform, and a uniformed member, while out of uniform, 
shall not indulge in intoxicants to an extent unfitting him or her 
for duty/1 It follows that: 

(A) a member off duty, not in uniform, may drink intoxicants to 
any degree desired 

£8) a member on duty, not in uniform, may drink intoxicants 
CC) a member on duty, in uniform, may drink intoxicants 
CD) a uniformed member, in civilian clothes, may not drink in¬ 

toxicants 

5) You notice a man limping hurriedly, leaving a trail of blood 
behind him. You question him, and his explanation Is that he was 
hurt accidentally while he was watching a man clean a gun. You 
should: 

(A) let him go as you have no proof that his story is not true 
(B) have him sent to the nearest city hospital under police es¬ 

cort so that he may be questioned further after treatment 
(C) ask him whether the man has a license for the gun 
(D) ask him to lead you to the man who cleaned his gun so that 

you may question him further about the incident 

6) Assume that you are a police officer. A woman has com¬ 
plained to you about a man's Indecent exposure in front of her 
house. As you approach, the mar begins to run. You should: 

(A) shoot to kill, as the man may be a dangerous maniac 
(B) fire a warning shot to try to halt the man 
CC) summon other police officers in order to apprehend him 
CD) pursue and try to seize the man 

7) A police officer in civilian clothes appearing as a witness In a 
court must wear his or her shield over the left breast This procedure: 

(A) helps the officer in reporting for duty promptly If called 
(B) impresses the judge 
(C) identifies the witness as a police officer 
(D) preserves order 

11} Suppose that while you are directing traffic at Columbus 
Circle, a young man approaches and asks, "How can I get to 
Columbus Circle?" You should say: 

(A) "On your way, young man," 
(B) "This seems paradoxical. You seek what you have/' 
CC) "Columbus Circle is at 59th Street and Broadway." 
(D) "This is Columbus Circle. Where do you want to go?" 

12) You are watching a great number of people leave a ball 
game. Of the persons who are described below,, the one whom it 
would be easiest to spot would be: 

(A) female; age 15; height 
5'6"; weight 130 lbs.; long 
straight black hair 

(B) male; age 50; height 5'8"; 
weight 150 lbs.; missing toe on 
right foot 

CC) male; age 60; height 57"; 
weight 170 lbs.; all false teeth 

CD) male; age 25; height 6'3' 
weight 220 lbs.; pockmarked * 

13} Of the following, the best 
method to use in shooting a re¬ 
volver is to keep: 

(A) both eyes closed 
(B) both eyes open 
(C) the right eye open 
(D) thf left eye open 



naked city 

Department of Subtle Differences IV 

Saatchi, saatchi, li saatchi 
Three magazines, one advertising agency. What's 

a publisher to do? When three of Conde Nasr s star publications are 

collectively losing tens of millions of dollars* it’s editorial 

mileage—not originality—that counts. In successive 

issues, the editors of The Tatler, The New Yorker * and Vanity Pair 

each decided to give readers a different version of the same story: 

A “collapsed empire” (Saatchi & Saatchi)* a "master of illusion" 

(Maurice Saatchi)* and a “battle for revenge” (Saatchis)- Perhaps 

Tina Brown is mil editing those two other magazines? 

Vanity Fair, June 1995 

ft ftUiirr* ftl LftK* 

MAi TER at ILLUSION 

. -jiUm Lm*m 

The Alew Yorker, May 15, 1995 
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The Tatter, March 1995 

SPY LIST 1 SPY LIST 11 
Edward G. Robinson in Frank Sinatra in 

Little Caesar The Joker Is Wild 

Paul Muni in Scarface Sal Mineo in Exodus 

Dustin Hoffman in Anne Bancroft in 
Midnight Cowboy Garbo Talks 

James Caan in Robert Alda in 
The Godfather Rhapsody In Slue 

Eli Wallach in Robert De Niro in 
The Godfather, Part HI Once Upon A Time In 

America 
Tony Curtis in 

Sweet Smelt of Success Joe Mantegna in 
Compromising 

Lainie Kazan in Positions 

29th Street 
John Turturro in 

Chico Marx in anything almost anything 

>h spy siiFn-Mnr.R tx tobe^r i im 
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FINAL PRODUCTION RUN 
THE iO H ANNIVERSARY' LIMITED-EDITION 

official A-2 Flying jacket 
Act now to own this 
commemorative version 
of the jacket worn by 
our World War II 
flying1 heroes! 

FINAL 
PRODUCTION 

RUN. 

No more 
will be made 
after 1995. 

Honoring Victory 
in World War II. 

When the gallant pilots of the 
U.S Army Air Gjrps took to 
the skies during World War II 
to defend freedom, they wore 
the legendary A-2 Leather Flying 
Jacket, The A-2 was lightweight 
and comfortable, yet ‘ tough as nails' 
and identified its wearer as one of an 
elite breed of fighting men. 

Announcing the final production run for The 50f.fr 
Anuiversaiy Limited-Edition Official A-2 Flying Jacket, 

Genuine military Issue, Not a Commercial Reproduction, 
Cooper Sportswear was an original supplier of A-2 jackets during World 
War II and today still produces official military issue A-2 s under contract to 
the Air Force. Ngwt for the last time. Cooper has agreed to pi’oduce The 50th 
Anniversary Limited-Edition Official A-2 Flying Jacket This will be the final 
production run for this World War II Commemorative Edition, After 1995, 
it will never be made again. Each jacket is distinguished by a specially com¬ 
missioned pictoral map lining. You will receive a Certificate of Authenticity 
stating that yours is an official A-2, Not a repixxJuction and not a look-alike 
copy— this is the genuhie article! Available exclusively from Willabee & Ward. 

Proudly Made In the U.SA. to U.S. Air Force Specifications. 
The 50th Anniversary Limited-Edition Official A-2 Flying Jacket is made 
in the U. S.A., using material and production methods specified by the U.S, 
Air Force. Premium goatskin assures ruggedness and great iviaqe in 
looks, Official military issue details include knitted cuffs and 
waistband, regulation snap-down collar, shoulder epaulets, 
and roomy snap-close pockets. 

Convenient Monthly Installments. 
You can own this jacket for just $259 (plus $9.50 shipping and handling) 
payable in six convenient monthly credit card installments of $4475. 
Satisfaction is guaranteed. You can return the jacket in original condition 
within 30 days for exchange or refund. Available in even sizes 34-52 regular 
and long. Call about larger sizes (to 60) for $50 more. (For best fit, order 
one size larger than your usual jacket size.) Questions about sizing? 
Call—well fit you over the phone. Order today! But hurry,,,when they’re 
gone, they’re gone forever! 
Phone orders normally shipptxl next business day. 

CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-367-4534 
Extension 779-1 i38 

r—RESERVATION APPLICATION 

Willabee & Ward Satisfaction 
47 Richards Avenue Guaranteed. 
Norwalk, Cl 06857 

CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-367-4534 
Extension 779-1138 

Please send me_50th Anniversary 
Limited-Edition Official A-2 Flying Jacket(s). 

Size(s) (Even sizes 34-52)_ □ Reg. □ Long 
For each jacket, charge 6 monthly installments of 
$4475* to my credit card; 
□VISA □MasterCard DDiscover Cl Am, Ex. 

Credit Card No. 

Name__ 
Exp. Date 

•Pittas? pttrtl drtrtyj 

Address 

City/State/Zip. 

Signature_ 
IWl onJm to icwpJince.] 

P I prefer not to use a credit card and will pay 
by check. Enclosed is my check for $259, plus 
$9.50 shipping/handling, a total of $268.50* for 
each jacket. 
‘Any jbppSifiAhSf- ftAlpji L.iv will Jw» bjJIed wjfcfa shipment. 
Higherstiippingfhflndlmg onutidn U.S. 
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Ethics, Inc, 

mm smnk, can you* ice 
"One friend said Mr, McVeigh had returned [from the Persian Gulf War] 

believing that the Army had implanted a computer chip in his buttocks in order to keep him under 

surveillance."—the New York Times, April 29, 1995 

QlfR PARAMILITARY friends in 

Michigan and Idaho will be annoyed to 

learn that they haven! quite cornered 

the market on paranoia in the heartland. 

It appears that a terrific number of tax¬ 

paying, government-abiding citizens 

who don 't own bulletproof anything 

have also developed the nagging sensa¬ 

tion that someone, somewhere is watch¬ 

ing their every move- "Ic makes us all 

jumpy, apprehensive,1' says Marie, a bill 

collector in Pennsylvania. 11 We’re sitting 

there eight hours a day and wondering, 

are they listening to us?' Olivia, a software 

specialist from Georgia, also can t shake 

the feeling that ‘ Big Brother is count¬ 

ing us, listening to us, and filming us 

all the time." 

In the 70s, Olivia and Marie would 

have been treated 

with substantial dos¬ 

es of Haldol or 

Thorazine. But in 

the 90s, since their 

worst fears are justi¬ 

fied, they Can only 

log off of their work¬ 

stations and take a 

90-second, software- 

regulated micro¬ 

break. 

"Computer mon - 

itoring literally con¬ 

trols employees from 

the time they enter 

the work-place,1' says 

David LeGrand of 

the Communications 

Workers of America 

(CWA) union. MAs 

soon as they sit down 

at the computer, turn the machine on, 

and plug in, everything they do through¬ 

out the entire work shift is monitored— 

time spent completing a service, time 

spent taking a break, time spent eating 

lunch.1 

Let's NOT FORGET about potty 

breaks, which arc also computer-timed 

and tabulated. Gayle says that her airline 

regularly posts the results for fellow reser¬ 

vation agents to compare bathroom effi¬ 

ciency. Some time before Rita was fired 

from her 29-year-old data processing job 

for getting up from her chair three times 

in one day, she had been reprimanded for 

taking too much time in the bathroom. T 

had my period/' she says. 1 told them, 

You want to help me clean it up?1" 

"It s not a Big Brother attitude/ in¬ 

sists Ron Edens, founder of Electronic 
Banking systems, a direct-mail donation 
processor It s more of a calming atti¬ 

tude/ Edens not only tracks his data-en- 
try clerks by keystroke- and error-rate (a 

minimum of 8,500 correct strokes per 
hour—or the ax), he also controls eight 

video cameras from his office. “There's a 

little bit of Sneaky Pete to it/’ he told 
the Wall Street Journal's Tony Horwitz. 

'It's easier from behind, because they 

don’t know you're watching/ 

The Michigan Militia can fret all 

they want about the ATF and Janet 
Reno. But if any of them has a day job 

involving data or word processing, tele¬ 
marketing, customer service, insurance 
claims, or recruiting, the person who 

signs their paychecks 

has electronic tabs on 
them that the Stasi 
would have slob¬ 

bered over. More 

than 20 percent of 
the companies sur¬ 
veyed by A lac World 

in July 1993 report¬ 
ed that they engage 
in searches of em¬ 
ployee computer 

files, voice mail, elec- 
or other 
commu¬ 

nications. And labor 

experts now estimate 
that as many as 40 
million American 

employees are zeal¬ 

ously surveilled in 
their workplace. 

30 SPY SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1995 
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“It used to be hard to spy on peo¬ 

ple—now it's easy and cheap, says Lewis 

Malcby, director of the American Civil 

Liberties Union’s Workplace Division. 

"It is very possible that your phone is be¬ 

ing tapped, that your e-mail is being 

reach that your computer is being moni¬ 

tored, and even that there's a camera in 

the bathroom.!r 

Legally, you're supposed to he sale at 

home, but it doesn't always work out that 

way “ You can't always hear them click 

in,'7 explains Linda Heffern, a 25-year re¬ 

pair-service clerk for Bell Atlantic, 

According to the lawsuit Heffern filed 

against the company, she was at home re¬ 

covering from some medical procedures 

when a supervisor called to inform her 

chat he had just listened in on her person¬ 

al conversation with a coworker—and 

that if she was well enough to talk on the 

phone, she was well enough to be at work. 

There is, of course, a place for ap¬ 

propriate employee monitoring. “But ob¬ 

servation monitoring should be done for 

training purposes only/’ Leg rand says, 

“You don't come in and use monitoring 

on someone who has 17 or 18 years’ se¬ 

niority. Many employers use it as a tactic 

to intimidate and harass employees," 

Who SAYS JOURNALISM cant be 

a business like any other? An unsuspecting 

colleague reports being caught offguard 

one day as she started to sketch out a 

draft of an article on her computer From 

out of nowhere, a sentence appeared on 

her screen that she had not written: [I 

DON’T LIKE THAT LEAD!], It was 

her editor, taking an unsolicited look-see 

from another floor in the building. 

Such interoffice monitoring is made 

possible with such sophisticated software 

as ’Peek & Spy" ('the person spyed on 

[sic] will not be tipped off to the watch¬ 

ing") and “TrafficWatch II." You may 

not fancy yourself a Homer Simpson in 

the flesh, but any boss with a slight pre¬ 

disposition to tyranny can become an in¬ 

stant Montgomery Burns. Just click the 

“no notify" option on Noron Lambert's 

CloseUp/LAN: "You decide to look in on 

Sue's computer screen.. + .Sue doesn’t even 

know you are there!" 

On the other hand, if you've got too 

large a staff to track on an individual ba¬ 

sis, you can automate your eavesdrop¬ 

ping, The tools are there to sift through 

massive amounts of information,'' says 

Apple Computer’s Dean Blackketter 

This all amounts to mechanization 

that would make Frederick Taylor blush. 

It was Taylor who, in 1911, introduced 

the notion of "scientific management,'’ 

aiming tor a much more efficient indus¬ 

trial economy His idea was to break down 

jobs into their smallest workable compo¬ 

nents, to institute production quotas, and 

to vociferously monitor performance. 

Lawmakers traditionally have respected 

the Taylor way, showing great reluctance 

to limit the boss’s right to snoop. 

"The United States has some of the 

weakest laws in the world regarding in¬ 

formation privacy," says surveillance ex¬ 

pert Simson GarfmkeL He points to the 

1986 Electronic Communications 

Privacy Act, which, though it prohibits 

the monitoring of cellular phones and e- 

mail, makes a special exception for em¬ 

ployers, Another bill, The Privacy for 

Consumers and Workers Act, is much 

more favorable to employees. It is not ex¬ 

pected to get very far this session. 

Until good legislation does pass, 

however, office workers should note: Your 

desk phone may also be a listening out¬ 

post; your sprinkler system may actually 

be a Sprinkler-Cam; your voice mailbox¬ 

es are considered company property; and 

your computer files may be quietly 

recorded onto backup tape before being 

erased. And as for e-mail: "E-mail is a 

party line!" laughs one Silicon Valley 

CEO, Garfinkel concurs—“You're crazy 

if you use your business account for per¬ 

sonal e-mail"-—and strongly advises a 

separate Internet account for all personal 

e-correspondence. 

As the privacy issue gets even 

murkier, we ll all want to consider using 

some sort of encryption (P.G.P., one of 

the best, is distributed for free via on-line 

services), In addition, you might want to 

check into your company’s monitoring 

policy and press for mandatory notifica¬ 

tion before all peeking. 

Of course, if you're out of a job, 

you're safe, fl LIKE THAT ENDING!] 

—",David Shenk 

Comments or suggestions can be sent co the 
writer via e-mail at: DSHENKfa'aoLcom 

One Stop Shopping 
is Back. 

Looking for a way to reach 

SPY’s on-chc-go readers? What 

better way than Shop-O-Mafic, 

SPYs very own cavalcade of 

goods and services. Your ad not 

only gets excellent exposure in 

the pages of SPY, but you'll 

also be included in the reader 

response coupon, which makes 

your product readily accessible. 

The deadline for the 

January/February issue is 

October 20th. Showcase your 

ad today! Once your ad appears 

in Shop-G-Matic you’ll want 

to be in every issue. 

Questions? Call 
Russell Johns at 
(800) 237-9851 
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How to Be a Success 

Twenty years ago I began my semi-relentless pursuit of success. 

Began and—happily—ended. From that first day, when I realized I was being paid to do something I 

would have fun doing anyway, I considered myself a success. Smug? Oh, I rather think not. 

It finally occurred to met as the had 

Eighties shifted into the scary Nineties, 

that while I was successful enough to 

look dozens of people in the eye and say, 

“I am successful enough,” I was, com¬ 

pared to others 1 knew, just another ant 

schlepping crumbs back to the hole. Of 

the U) Or $o fellows I worked with in my 

early era, tour or five had by then become 

extremely, if not monstrously, successful. 

And they all had one thing in common. 

We'II ger to that in a minute, Firsr, 

let’s leap ahead to the lesson to be learned 

from their various triumphs. It is simple, 

if devastating; When asking how to be a 

success, we must first ask when to be a 

success. The answer, you will 

not be surprised to 

learn, is easy: As soon as 

possible, if you are under 

the age of 30, and that much 

sooner and sooner as you get 

older and older. No one 

wants to read this, of course 

and in fact I can’t stand writ¬ 

ing it. But 1 must write it, 

and you must read it, 

cause., .because 1 said so. 

But we're getting 

ahead of ourselves. What, in 

fact, do we mean by "success ? 

Accomplishment, advancement, 

money, renown, and power. Not a 

warm glow of personal satisfac¬ 

tion; not a private victory in the 

eternal struggle of the self. 

Those things are what we 

mean by ‘something even 

more precious,1' as in the 

model sentence, "In the end. 

in your pre-success days will suddenly, 

with no advance notice, become more 

successful than you. The longer you wait, 

the more this will happen. And it will 

be indescribably galling. 

Note here that I do not condemn 

wholesale the success of everybody else 

in the world. I’m not a maniac, you 

know, L don't endorse the maxim, 

"Success is not enough. Others must 

fail,'" This notion, ascribed in tacky fic¬ 

tion and tacky nonfiction mainly to 

denizens of Hollywood, strikes me as coo 

sweeping, distastefully unenlightened, 

and unnecessarily cruel. I would 

amend it to read, "Success is 

tiot enough. Others—their 

names to be specified by me; 

see list, attached—must 

fell" 

In this 3 evince an un¬ 

characteristic and unseemly 

bitterness. But I have an ex¬ 

cuse: I’m a victim. I've been in¬ 

fluenced by what we may call 

the Fallacy of Institutional 

Pedagogy, or FOIP {pronounced 

'*foip''k Briefly put, the Fallacy 

runs thusly: In school, from K 

through 12 and even beyond, one 

comes to assume a certain cause- 

ant I-effect relationship between 

input and output. In the main, if 

you do the work, you get the 

grades, (True, sometimes you 

don't do the work, and you do 

get the grades. Or you do the 

work, but the test is just so ob¬ 

viously unfair, and you don't 

get the grades.) 

This has nothing to do 

I did not enjoy success with my steam- 

powered shoehorn (the company went 

bankrupt), but I enjoyed something even 

more precious," etc. 

I call upon the reader to transcend 

31 is or her petty, narrow, childishly self- 

centered notion of success and to adopt a 

more com m un i ty - based, or he r-cen tered 

view. Stop worrying about your success; 

start worrying about the success of oth¬ 

ers. Because one thing my father didn’t 

tell me (and if he didn't tell me, he cer¬ 

tainly isn't going to tell yon) is that, soon¬ 

er or later, people you 

knew 
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with "learning." of course. Still, in terms 

of the narrowly defined manufacturing 
procedure by which tender young stu¬ 

dents are harvested, processed with raw 

pedagogical instruction, and converted 

into a grade- point average, school is a 

sort-of meritocracy ("rule of merit"). 

Bur life* one discovers, is not even a 

sort-of sort-of meritocracy. Which is not 

to say that life is like school. It is, but 

only socially. In terms of career—and 

therefore in terms of success—liie is of¬ 

ten a ierkocracy (“rule of jerks ); a pHck- 

ocracy ("rule of pricks"); and—-say it fast, 

it acquires a certain dippity-1ioppity equine 

appeal— a mediocriryocracy (“rule of 

mediocrities"). 

Early success is important/ 

though, in spite of the above list, nor for 

the money. Anyone with a bit of pluck, 

spine, mettle, or moxie can get by with 

sub-success levels of income in his or her 

twenties (assuming they neither have 

children nor live in Manhattan), because 

people in their twenties possess a money- 

substitute—he,, the energy of people in 

their rwenries. Granted, energy cannot be 

used to pay bills—except insofar as one 

uses neurochemical energy to have the 

brains to write a check, musculoskeletal 

energy to shove it in the envelope, and 

saiival-rongular energy to lick the stamp. 

But it can be used to skate, swim, bike, 

play, dance, lounge, drink, and run 

around enough to avoid worrying about 

one's inability to pay bills. 

(Come to think of it, energy can also 

be translated into money—and vice ver¬ 

sa—because, as Einstein has demonstrat¬ 

ed, energy is a form of mass, and mass, 

let's face it, costs money,) 

The point is, it’s not the status of 

your bank account that makes youthful 

success so vital to a happy, healthy life. 

It’s the status of your ego. "Ah." the read¬ 

er thinks, "you mean, the younger a suc¬ 

cess you- are, the more fun you can have 

swaggering around and feeling like a big 

shot." Well.,.the reader would chink 

that. But I mean something far more el¬ 

evated. Swaggering around and feeling 

like a big shot is only appealing to little 

shots who think that, by convincing orh- 

ers they are big shots, they will finally 

stifle their inner fear that they arc, as 

shots go, really rather small. 

So does this mean that virtue goes 

unrewarded' Nor at all! Virtue gets this 

handsome wall plaque, not to mention 

our sinceresr expressions of thanks and 

appreciation. Am 1 suggesting that tal¬ 

ent goes unrecognized? Absolutely 

not.. See. there it is mm \ coming nut of that 

Chinese takeout placet talent! Ooh, that was 

dose, it almost got run over by that white 

stretch linm. I hope it's okay. No, don't look. 

Let's just go. 

The importance of youthful 

success, then, is to inoculate one against 

the ravages of other people's success. Rut 

not just any other people. I'm talking 

about people whose success you feel— 

feel, hell; you knou—to be unmerited. 

The nice-bur-limited, the strenuous 

semi-cals, the eagerly imitative, that lot. 

'fen years later they pop up with power, 

dough, deals, fame, and influence. And 

you> You do what any sensible man or 

woman would: You chuckle knowingly, 

shake your head at the cruel and unpre¬ 

dictable vagaries of the world, get 

drunk—bad drunk, gin drunk—and 

scream naughty words at your spouse and 

children. 

This was the case (except for the 

drunken screaming) when 1 reviewed the 

achievements of those four or five col¬ 

leagues who had gone on to blinding* 

stellar success. All of them had been, 

without exception, among the most 

mediocre of the bunch. They were the 

least inspired, the most second-rate. 

News of their various triumphs in 

movies, television, and journalism fell 

like rain-—.acid rain—on the delicate 

blossoms of my sensibility I moaned* I 

groaned, I got moody and sullen. Oh, my 

friends were there, of course. 

And without hesitation, they 

laughed in my face. 

I m better now. I have found the 

courage to accept what I can't change* 

and the wisdom to just shut up about it. 

Still, my suffering will not have been in 

vain if the reader comes away from this 

account (running, probably) with that 

one golden insight: Go forth. Follow 

your bliss. Be all that you can be. 

Fast, 

—Ellis Weiner 
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Cheyenne Brando’s story is the 

Pandora's box America won't open, 

because Marlon Brando is one of our 

gods. When she killed herself this past 

Easter, the headline in People read: 

"Her father tried desperately to save 

her." But the truth is far more 

convoluted: He tried both to save her 

and destroy her. And all the while, it 

seems, he tried hardest to control her. 

By Jill Neimark 



I 

w]io reaids a tabloid or watches EahrUnwhcnt Tnnighi, bur, some¬ 

how, die Jet/fil* have escaped our norite. Or have been held 

back hy editors wary of pissing off Hnllywotxls literal 400- 

pound gorilla* The headlines tell the story-: "As he copes with 

his son's murder rap, Marlon Brando is dealt a second blow: 

da Lighter Cheyenne s suicide try, wept Pwpk magazine in 3 990, 

You see, Marlon is the victim here, the poor father of up¬ 

ward of a dozen children by three different wives, one house¬ 

keeper, and assorted affairs—the man presented in the press as 

‘stammering through his tears while confessing his failure as 

a father: "There wertf1 things that I could have done different¬ 

ly had 1 known better at the time, but I didn't, indeed. 

txhaps what I need is an exorcist,' Cheyenne 

Brando told reporters in the spring of 1993. 

before she killed herself in her moth- m two years 

ers home in Tahiti. She was speaking o! her 

father's psychological influence over lien comparing it to 

“voodoo'1 and depicting him as a man able to make me think 

about him more than 1 think about myself He had, she de¬ 

scribed, the “mentality of the {real-life] Godfather—the pow¬ 

erful man able to manipulate people as it pleases him. That's 

why 1 say he is the demon*” 

”1 tell you/'she confessed. '1 am Marlon Brando's sacrifice.” 
The plot points of fiheyennes life are familiar to anyone 



Iook no further for evidence of Marlon Brando s fail¬ 

ures than the circumstances surrounding the 

shooting of Dag Drollec, Cheyenne's lover, by her 

half-brother Christian, Sympathetic reporters who focused on 

Marlon, "The Good Father," apparently overlooked several facts 

contained within police reports, court testimony, and state¬ 

ments of sources close to the shooting. Among them; 

•Christians claim that the shooting was an accident (the 

result of a struggle for die gun) was undermined the instant 

detectives discovered Dag's dead bocty: His left hand was seen 

clenching a lighter, a pouch of tobacco, and cigarette papers* 

and his right hand lay next to a 

TV remote control, 

•Marlon later cold the |>o- 

lice that he picked up the remote 

after the shooting to turn off die 

television, and that Drollet’s 

hand was free to strike at 

Christian prompting one de¬ 

tect i ve to say that up until chat 

point, he hadn't realized Brando 

was willing to lie for his son. 

• According to his technical 

assistant, Tom Papke, Marlon 

discovered the bullet that killed 

l>ag while attempting to recon¬ 

struct the crime himself—but 

waited days before giving it to 

the police. 

•On the afternoon of’ the 

murder, Marlon took his son 

aside and reportedly cold him 

that Dag had been abusive to¬ 

ward Cheyenne* who had recent¬ 

ly become pregnant. Cheyenne 

told Peter Manso, author of the 

1,000-page Brando: The Biography, that Christian made jxtsis- 

rent threats to "bust on Droller that night. Cheyenne said she 

couldn't take the threats seriously, but was certain they stemmed 

Irom her fathers conversation with Christian that day. 

•Both Marlon and Christian admitted that Christian was 

angry with Dag that night. However, they claimed it was 

•Marion had Cheyenne sequestered at his home lor al¬ 

most a month after the shooting, before detectives were final¬ 

ly permitted to question her. When Cheyenne told a police 

detective* "It's murder, an case you don't know it,' Marlon im¬ 

mediately sent her back to Tahiti—where she was hospital¬ 

ized and conveniently declared mentally unfit to testify at 

Christian's trial. 

r 
Mi rom the beginning, Cheyenne hdd her father re- 

n sponsible lor Dag’s shooting. On June 8, 1993, she 

JL told reporters that she believed Marlon was "an ac¬ 

complice'1 to the crime—chat* by speaking negatively about 

Dag, he actually induced 

Christian to shoot Dag through 

"auto-suggestion." Although 

Marion Brando was never impli¬ 

cated in the crime (Christian 

pled guilty to voluntary 

manslaughter), Peter Manso be¬ 

lieves he should be held "moral¬ 

ly responsible." 

In his biography, Manso 

portrayed Christian as a mal¬ 

leable son, zealously ovetprotec- 

tive of his half-sister and 

desperate to follow in his fa¬ 

thers macho image. "Christian 

is weak and crazy,1' Cheyenne 

told Manso. " And his greatest 

joy in life, his nirvana, is to 

please Marlon Brando." The au¬ 

thor agrees: "1 would have head¬ 

lined the shooting that night as 

a confession from Christian:'I 

killed for my father's love,'1' 

Years of research ltd Manso 

to uncover an episode in the 

Brando past that is particularly chilling in light of the present: 

Once, when he was young, Marlon had come close to killing 

his father after heel found him beating his mother. And, just 

as Christian stopped at a girlfriend's home to pick up his .45 

and a knife on the night of the shooting, Marlon had retrieved 

his father s .45 and a knife in the attempt. The similarities are 

Marlon blended his Bounty experience into his real life. 

“It’s murder, in case you don’t know it,” Cheyenne told a police detec¬ 
tive after the crime. Then Marlon shipped her off to a Tahitian hospital. 
Cheyenne who role] Christian about Dag’s abuse, and rhar she 

was lying. Yet Tarita, Cheyenne's mother, who had been liv¬ 

ing in Marlon's house at the time, said she had herself be¬ 

come aware chat Dag sometimes "hit" Cheyenne, When 

confronted with the Branches statement that Cheyenne had 

lied about die beatings, Manso reports* Tarita said: "I don't 

want to answer you." 

uncanny—except, of course, chat Marlon never went through 

with his attempt, 

Christian claims he never intended to shoot I3ag, but his 

initial statements to the police sound like eerie confessions 

lodged within protests of innocence: "Please believe me, i wouldn't 

do it in my fath&ds house... A didn't* / mean, go up to him and go 

boom! in my dads house, if l was going to do that, Td take him 
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chum the road and knock him off., .,1/1 was going to do something de¬ 

vious like this, 1 mean. 1 would hate {said}, ‘Hey, let's go out, you 

know, check out the mine shafts on the Mojave. \ .. Whoops! He fell 

down a hole,, ..(Or) take him out to Death Valley, no clothes mT and 

give him three gallons of water: Get a suntan,"' 

More riveting than the brutal images is Christian's em¬ 

phasis on his father's house—as though dishonoring his father 

Tarira Teriipia, who starred as his Tahitian lover in the film, 

and bought himself an island there. One can also assume that 

he named his first-born son alter his character in the film, 

/Mr. Christian. 

Yet throughout Cheyenne's childhood, Marlon never 

spent more than three months at a time in his Polynesian 

home. When lie did come to visit, he chose to stay most of- 

When Brando asked his 17-year old daughter to “take care of him,” she re¬ 
called, “it was if he were asking me to choose between him and my fiance.” 
by committing murder in his home were the real crime, not 

the killing it sell. 

Whereas Christian's relationship with his lather was based 

on emulation, Cheyenne s was based on distance. Throughout 

the latter stages of her life,, she was shipped from one psychiatric 

facility to another—including clinics in Tahiti, France, and 

Berkeley, California. She had undergone treatment as late as 

April 1990 at Tahiti’s military 

hospital; her major symptoms 

then were aggression, sleeping 

problems, and vacillating contact 

with reality. She finally commit¬ 

ted suicide after losing custody of 

her son, Juki, due to her chronic 

depression and drug abuse. 

His daughter s supposed 

lack of emotional well-being was 

something Marlon Brando con¬ 

tinually harped on, particularly 

after the shooting, in a letter 

thanking Sergeant Walker for 

his conduct during the investi¬ 

gation, lie inexplicably included 

the fact that Cheyenne ,Lhad a 

very serious car accident that 

produced severe damage to her 

head and face which left her with 

deep emotional problems and 

behavioral disorders, plus other 

things that are appalling/’ 

At the time of the shooting, 

Marlon was intending to bring 

Cheyenne to Los Angeles for treatment in yet another mental 

hospital. “My real phobia is to be put in the crazy house—-a 

real crazy house," she once confessed. "1 fear that my father 

would do that because he has doubts about himself and what 

he did to me.’ 

ten at the Beachcomber Hotel, rather than on his island or at 

any of his three houses. Jacques Droller Dag's father, reports 

that during these visits, Cheyenne would 'go and stay with 

him for days ' at the hotel 

During an interview with Maoso well after Dag’s death, 

Cheyenne indicated that Marlon had "sexually abused” her. 

From the time she was seven, Cheyenne said, Marlon had 

___ “touched" her: 

Manso: Touched you where? 

Cheyenne: My breasts. Or 

when he would give me a mas¬ 

sage he would, like, push me on 

the—on the bed. Making me 

bounce on the bed....He’s mas¬ 

saging me, but he's doing it in a 

way like I’m having*,.I'm hav¬ 

ing sex, you know? 

M an so: How old are you when it 

stops? 

Cheyenne: I was still going 

out with Dag when he did this 

to me, when he touched my 

breasts, 

Cheyenne explained that 

Marlon never wanted her to be 

with Dag, whom she met in a 

waterfront disco when she was 

17, a year after dropping out of 

high school. She had experi¬ 

mented wirh drugs since age 

\At and she and Dag were 

known to have tried LSD, angel 

T I he odd home life that Brando created for himself 

H and his family closely mirrored his ever-chang- 

A mg whims and whatever character he happened 

to be portraying on the screen at the time. After filming 

Mutiny On the Bounty on location in Tahiti, Marlon married 

Christian's “nirvana," his sister said, was pleasing Marlon. 

dust, and ecstasy. Brando, in turn, blamed Dag for their drug 

use. It was in response to their ongoing relationship, Cheyenne 

believes, that Marlon asked her to move to Los Angeles to 

“rake carc of him.” 

'He was living with a woman {at the time]/’ she later re 

called. "Yet I was supposed to stay with him, cook his meals, 

be close ro him.. Jr was as if he were asking me to choose be¬ 

tween him and my fiance/' 

Jacques Drollet concurs with her analysis. "When she fell 

in love with Dag, they got into a very special spin of difficul¬ 

ties with Marlon Brando,’' he recalls. "[Marlon] was very jealous. 

She felt very insecure that for the first time in her lire she was 

really in love and.. .Brando was trying to separate them,” 
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D 
1'iB these scenes of family Intrigue stands an 

I I ominous figure controlling everything that hap- 

pens. Throughout Marlon s life, those who know 

him have described Brando as a man with an X-ray ability to 

see into others, to sense their wound or fragility, to absorb 

their being into his. For a great acton this uncanny ability to 

sense others is a necessity. 

Aside from the emotional stress Brando plated on his 

daughter and her boyfriend, Marlon s relationship with 

Christian seems equally disturbing. Whenever both siblings 

were in Los Angeles, Brando would have his secretary take 

them to a screening of The King 

and l—a familial metaphor of 

power probably not missed by 

the two. And at one point in 

Christian s sentencing hearing, 

Brando confessed that he had 

had his son's room bugged when 

he was a teenager. 

"Christian came to me one 

night and said, lDad, for God's 

sake, turn off the tape recorder. 

Every time it clicks on, it keeps 

me up,'" the actor testified. 

Indeed, when things got 

messy, Brando knew exactly 

how to 'protect'’ his son. After 

the shooting, Jacques Droller 

and Albert LeCaill (Dag’s step¬ 

father) filed a $100 million 

wrongful-death civil suit 

against Marlon and Christian. 

In response, Marlon wrote a let¬ 

ter to Dag s mother, Lisette, 

and Albert LeCaill, offering one 

million dollars—along with 

“all our love and tears"'—to provide for Drollers four-year- 

old daughter, Tiairani. 

Of course, as Manso reported, that wa% after Brando told 

Papke, in inimitable Godfather style, ‘They're becoming 

bothersome—but I’ve got that covered.’’ 

Then an odd thing occurred: Droller and LeCaill asked 

Cheyenne was in Los Angeles with her lather and brother, re¬ 

covering from a Jeep accident. After she recuperated, she re¬ 

turned to Tahiti, was reunited with Dag, and "soon became 

pregnant," reported the San Francisco Chronicle. The baby, how¬ 

ever, was born four weeks early, leaving the actual time—and 

partner—of conception open to speculation. (In recent pho¬ 

tographs of Tuki, published after Cheyenne's death, the boy ap¬ 

pears tow-headed, despite the fact that both his parents are 

presumed to be dark-haired Polynesians.) 

"We're dealing with myths here," Manso says. "Marlon 

Brando is one of the most powerful icons of our time. When 

Olivier and I published our interview with Cheyenne in Paris 

Match, where she accused him of molesting her, nobody here 

picked it up. After she died I wrote an 8,000-wTord piece for 

the London Sunday Times, and 

the only paper that would pick 

it up here was the San Francisco 

Chronkk, The Los Angeles Times 

turned it down because, in that 

town, Marlon is sacred.’ 

Even Marlon s oldest friend, 

whom Manso refuses to identify, 

told the author: "[Marlon] used 

to talk about himself as a spider 

who’d snare people in his web. 

He'd laugh about it, and in the 

old days you could take it as a 

joke. But that was before he got 

famous—before he had all this 

monstrous power. The simple 

truth, though, is that he drags 

you down. Anyone who gets in¬ 

side is a threat to him, so he 

drags us all down, including his 

own kids. " 

Since the shooting of Dag 

Droller, Marlon Brando has not 

returned to Tahiti. In chc wake 

of his daughter's suicide, the ac- 

tor has been something of a recluse in his sprawling Hollywood 

home. Apparently, the role of hermit is another that Marlon 

works to perfection. 

When Cheyenne lived with her father for several months 

in 1992, she noticed how he often “sat in a dark room and 

played rapes. He was listening to voices—I think his own 

Tow-headed Tuki—an unlikely product of two Polynesians? 

Marlon tried to defuse a wrongful-death suit with a $1 million trust fund. 
Said Brando: “They’re becoming bothersome—but I’ve got that covered." 
fora DNA test to determine Tukis paternity. When People re¬ 

ported that Tuki was presumed to be Drollet s child," other 

publications, such as the Los Angeles Ttmes\ mentioned the 

question of "who the father is." On the night of Dag's shoot¬ 

ing, in fact, Cheyenne reported that she told her lover he was 

not the father of her child. 

The riming of Tuki's birth seems suspect as well. In 1989, 

voice—for hours.., .1 would say that he’s made a space for him¬ 

self in that room so that nobody can touch him, that makes 

walls so he is no longer open." 

"Is lie searching for his soul?" Manso later asked her. 

"1 don’t think he has a soul, so he is not searching for it. 

He’s the devil himself. We might all live in a dark zone, but 

his is worldwide,” J 
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urprise—the Clintons in * 

>f ’78 to find out where it a 

By Mark Ebner ai tl> [jm 



you say, not another story on Hillary Clinton’s 
dubious investments. Relax, you may 

think you’ve read this before, Only yOU haven’t. Call it 

a SPY investigative hypothesis—a summing-up of 

known facts into a classic “ follow-the-money ” 
scenario involving a COZy relationship between a gover¬ 

nor, his wife, and a well-known chicken company. 

n October 

11, 1978, 

Hillary 

Rodham 

Clinton, a 

first-time 

trader with 

an annual 

income below $25,000, opened a com¬ 

modities futures trading account with 

an initial deposit of Si,000. Although 

tier investment was tiny (even minus¬ 

cule by industry standards), she per¬ 

formed extremely well. So well, in fact, 

that from her very first trade—the sale 

and subsequent repurchase of 10 live 

cattle contracts—-Hillary was a winner. 

One might even use the word phenome¬ 

non. within days her account had 

swelled to $5,300, awarding her an as¬ 

tonishing 430 percent profit. 

Hey, it happens, Long shots come 

in, royal flushes are dealt, the ^69 Mets 

won the World Series. The real trick, of 

course, is to keep such an incredible 

winning streak going, as Hillary did, 

for 10 straight months. A little under a 

year after she began, the future First 

Lady had amassed nearly $100,000 in 

profits, closing her account in July of 

the following year to the incredible tune 

of a 10,000 percent return on her orig¬ 

inal $1,000 investment. 

Okay, you say; so the profit mar¬ 

gin s a little high. And never mind the 

fact that she had no experience, Or that, 

by some estimates, three-quarters of all 

investors lose money at such endeavors 

(including those who know what 

they’re doing). Or chat, for some rea¬ 

son, she decided to quit suddenly, never 
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to return to commodities trading de¬ 

spite amassing $99,540—almost twice 

her and her husband's combined in¬ 

comes at the time. 

(Good thing, log, considering the 

equally amazing tact that she began 

trading at precisely the moment when 

the cattle futures market boomed and 

left just before ir busted.) 

"She was good and she was lucky/' 

a straight-faced George Stephanopoulos 

tor of Vutum magazine. ‘"Or may be she 

had none, and little gnomes were work¬ 

ing behind the scenes." 

“You are looking at monumental 

odds, comparable to what OJ. is facing 

in the DNA analysis/' reports Jack 

Hughes, a former Chicago Board of 

Trade (CBOT) pit trader with more 

than 39 years experience, “Hillary 

didn't actually trade that well, and nei¬ 

ther did anyone else," 

was the beneficiary of illegal gains/' 

Hughes continues. ''Probably from her 

friends connected with Tyson Foods. 

But what does Tyson Foods have to 

do with the Clintons? In the words of 

its illustrious chairman, Don Tyson, 

politics is "a series of unsentimental 

transactions between those who need 

votes and those who have money/’ 

Tyson has also been described in the 

media as "the driving force behind the 

would larer explain. 

According to industry experts, 

however, lucky ain't even the word for 

her accomplishment: 

"There are people who make mon¬ 

ey in futures, but that's a stellar amount 

that she made/’ says Dan Gold, a com¬ 

modities writer for Investors Business 

Daily. It would probably be right up 

there with the best of the best/’ 

'Perhaps Hillary had more knowl¬ 

edge than even the Wail Street journal 

[from which she claimed co have gotten 

advice]/’ speculates Ginger Szala, edi- 

So what’s the explana¬ 

tion? With few excep¬ 

tions, traders and 

industry observers told 

SPY that Mrs, Clinton 

appears to have accom¬ 

plished the impossible. 

They hypothesize that 

her gains were not profits at all, but 

rather the Iruits of bogus trades put into 

her account in order to purchase influ¬ 

ence with her husband, then the gover¬ 

nor-elect of Arkansas. 

"There is an inference that Hillary 

political ascendancy of Bill Clinton. 

And, during the 1992 presidential cam¬ 

paign s Ross Perot dubbed Clinton 

' chicken man" because of his ties to 

Arkansas (where Tyson Foods is based) 

and its substantial poultry industry. 

And the reason for the S 100,000? 

Barron* Midwest editor and former 

CBOT soybean trader Jonathon Laing 

opines “that the trading account was 

used to get funds to Mrs, Clinton and 

her husband..,,Its clear that there weis 

no way she could have achieved those 

trading results on a legitimate basis. 
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You have to remember, when the trad¬ 

ing account was sec up, [Bill] had just 

won the Democratic nomination for 

governor, which in that state was tanta¬ 

mount to being elected. Hillary was just 

getting started at the Rose Law Firm, 

and they didn't have two nickels to mb 

together. This money bought them 

their first house." 

Re-enter the Tyson connection. Jn 

I 978, three weeks before her husband 

became governor, Hillary was intro¬ 

duced to a man named Robert Lee 

"Red11 Bone. A broker for a Chicago-based 

firm called Refco, and a former Tyson 

employee himself, Bone had previous¬ 

ly been suspended from trading for a 

year lor manipulating die eggs futures 
market. He now ran Refco"s branch of¬ 

fice in Springdale, Arkansas, the bro¬ 

kerage firm where Hillary’s account 

was held. 

Oh, and the man who introduced 

them? None other than James Blair, le¬ 

gal counsel for Tyson and the man who 

placed most of Hillary s trades for her. 

Thus began the greatest run in the 

history of the commodities futures trad¬ 

ing market, In a flurry of reporting that 

lasted a brief, one-month 

period during the spring of 

1994, the question of 

Hillary's dubious invest¬ 

ments came to light in a se¬ 

nes of articles appearing in 

the Wall Street Journal, t he 

New York Times, USA Today, and other 

newspapers, as well as in countless trade 

journals around the country. "Top 

Arkansas Lawyer Helped Hillary 

Clinton Turn Big Profit" and ' Records 

Suggest Investment Favors" read the 

headlines. Then, just as quickly, it 

seems, the story disappeared. 

What happened? Why were so 

many questions left unanswered at a 

rime when politicians are more closely 

scrutinized than ever before—certainly 

more so than, say, around the time of 

the Watergate break-m? The White 

House, grown accustomed to issuing 

denials and explanations since the early 

days of the Clinton presidency, dis¬ 

missed the story as casually as if Mrs. 

Clinton had won the lottery, repeating 

the White House's official "Hey, you 

never know" response. 

In a prepared statement, Leo 

Melamed, former chairman of the 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange {‘ the 

Merc '), called fhe inquiries a Tempest 

in a teapot" and described Hillary's 

quirky success as ' minuscule when 

measured against the background of 

that market era." 

Even more characteristic of the 

anything-is-possible1' defense was that 

of the Merc's current chairman, Jack 

Sand tier. He speculated that, considering 

Hillary was "trading the biggest bull 

market in the history of cattle. .,[w]hen 
you are lucky enough to catch a dramat¬ 

ic market , you can take $ 1,000 and scale 

up, and you can make a million." 

Well, jtire. And if you or 1 knew the 

outcome of tomorrow’s box scores, we 

could make a fortune betting on base¬ 

ball games, 

Dan O’Day, a longtime indepen¬ 

dent stock, options, and futures trader, 

laments the rather abrupt disappearance 

of the story without sufficient investiga¬ 

tion. "(So for] the inquiries have been lu¬ 

dicrous," he says, "Take the statement by 

Sandner. All he did was state that it was 

possible^ given the range of the market, 

for someone to make money at it. There 

wits no scrutiny at all, Sandner might 

just as well have made the case that it 

was possible for elephants to fly." 

Even the notorious, rush-to-judg¬ 

ment press has been soft on the 

Clintons. One I ISA Today headline used 

the phrase "rules may have been bent 

for First Lady," suggesting chat a 

SI00,000 windfall was no more than a 

slight infraction—a subtle turn of the 

head by regulators who should have 

been looking more closely. 

So what's the real story, and why 

haven't we heard it before? in fact, we 

have. But it’s been couched mostly in 

financial terms, and it lacks one crucial 

element: a serious attempt to build the 

connections between a poultry con¬ 

glomerate and a pair of ambitious, if 

slightly strapped, people hungry for a 

little power and a lot of money. 

Any serious at¬ 

tempt to con¬ 

struct such a 

tale of politi¬ 

cal influence 

in exchange 

lor money 

would have to 

include several possible scenarios. One 

of them, Jack Hughes hypothesizes, 

might go something like this: 

"Say someone at Tyson Foods 

wanted to give Mrs. Clinton $100,Q0(L 

He might direct Refco broker Red 

Bone to create a scries of trades where¬ 

by she would profit and Tyson would 

lose money,” 

Hughes suggests a theory involv¬ 

ing mirrored trades to account for 

Hillarys windfall. Put simply, on a day 

when Bone expects there will be a lot of 

action in the market, he simultaneous¬ 

ly places an order to buy a quantity of 

a certain contract and to sell a similar 

quantity of the saw contract. If the mar¬ 

ket goes up, the buyer profits; if it goes 

down, the seller profits. 

Only rather than putting account 

numbers on die orders at the time that 

they arc entered into the market (as 

prescribed by regulations), he waits un¬ 

til the close of the marker day. Then he 

allocates the winning trades to Mrs. 

Clinton and the losing trades to Tyson 

Foods* These "mirrored trades" would 

represent a no-risk profit for Hillary. 

Another theory suggests that Red 

Bone, a professional trader himself, may 

have simply played the market to the 

best of his ability without making mir¬ 

rored trades. Again, however, he waits 

until the close of the market day before 

allocating any of the trades to a specific 

account—then assigns Hillary the 

winners and lyson the losers. 

If you’re any good at math, it may 

have already struck vou that, in order to 

successfully give Mrs. Clinton the 

$ 100,000 she supposedly earned on the 

market, Tyson would have to suck up 

an equal or greater amount in losses. 

And why would they do rhat,' 

Consider what took place under 

Clinton's governorship around the time 
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of the actual investments: In addition to 

being granted $9 million in state loans, 

Tyson was allowed to dump sludge 

from its processing plants into 

Arkansas's drinking-water supply, due 

to the state's lack of enforcement ol 

waste-treating agreements. In 1983, 

waste from Tysons Careen Forest plant 

seeped into the town's drinking water, 

sickening town residents and requiring 

it to be declared a disasrcr area. That 

same year, the governor signed a bill 

that raised the legal truck weight limit 

to 80,000 pounds, allowing Tyson 

(among other companies) to make few¬ 

er runs with more heavily loaded trucks. If, then, the table is set lor 

an exchange of cash for in¬ 

fluence, what other indica¬ 

tors arc there to bolster the 

general consensus among 

traders and brokers we in¬ 

terviewed that there was 

something shady about the 

near impossibility of 11 diary's success? 

Several, beginning with the fact 

that, on numerous occasions, according 

to records released by the White House, 

her tratling account was severely under¬ 

margined—meaning that there sim ply 

wasn’t anywhere near enough collateral 

to cover the moves she was making. 

How far under-margined? The 

records indicate that, on June 27, 

1979—during Hillary's single biggest 

trade with Refco (and one that would 

turn out to be the most profitable)—she 

invested in 50 cattle futures contracts, 

Such a trade would have required a 

$60,000 margin deposit, yet her avail¬ 

able balance was only $25,011, It wasn't 

the biggest deficit she was to incur, On 

July 1 2th, Hillary's account showed a 

net loss of $6l T270. According to regu¬ 

lations, she should have added $92,364 

to avoid being terminated, Still, no 

more cash was added, and Refco covered 

the deficit. 

Although Leo Melamed, in his 

White House statement, acknowledges 

the oddity of such behavior, he offers the 

explanation that "being under-margin¬ 

ed is not a violation of the customer in¬ 

volved, but rather a violation of the firm 

SPY’s Official Idiot’s 

Guide to Commodities 

Trading* 

* Buyer agrees to purchase a 
certain amount of a commodity 
(e.g, cattle or soybeans) at some 
date in the future, for a preset 
price. 

* If the market price for that 
commodity DROPS during that 
period, the buyer is still obligat¬ 
ed to pay the prearranged price, 
and loses money. 

* If the market price for that 
commodity' RISES, the seller is ob¬ 
ligated to honor the prearranged 
pricej and the buyer makes a 
profit. 

The process: 

1. Customer places order with 
local commodities broker 

2. Broker writes order, time 
stamps it, and phones it to the 
floor of the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange. 

3. Floor phone person writes 
order, time stamps it, and sends 
it to broker in the trading pit. 

4. Floor broker executes trade 
and returns order slip to phone 
person, 

5. Phone person time stamps 
the order slip again, and notifies 
local broker that the trade is 
completed. 

6. Local broker time stamps 
his order slip again, and tells the 
customer that his trade has been 
executed. 

Glossary: 

Margin call: A margin is mon¬ 
ey the customer puts up as col¬ 
lateral against potential losses. 
When the account is depleted to 
the point where such losses may 
exceed available funds* the cus¬ 
tomer is required to add more 
cash to his account. 

* source; 7 'JjeNetc York Tojm, USA Today 

where the customers account is held," 

Granted. And, in fact, in 1979 Retco 

was fined $250,000 by the Merc for 

margin violations (at the time, the 

largest fine ever I tv i ed for commodity 

trading violations). 

Still, how likely was it that Refco 

would take such a risk on behalf of a 

neophyte customer? 

Not very, according to Gerald 

Celente, director of the Trends Institute 

in Rhinebeck, New York* and a former 

trader with Refco. T cannot believe 

that Refco would back her losses and 

cover her margin call/' Celente says. 

"When 1 was dealing with them, they 

always demanded immediate payment 

for margins. 1 had to pay promptly, or 

else they would have dosed my ac¬ 

count,, .,Sure, had I been given the 

same treatment [Hillary] got, 1 would 

have cleaned up, roo." 

And just what did happen to or tier 

Refco customers who didn't keep up 

their margins? Gist year, USA Toddy re¬ 

ported that, on July 12—the same day 

Hillary avoided a more than $90,000 

deficit—Refco customer Stanley Green¬ 

wood's investments "were liquidated 

when he failed to [>ost $48,000 to cover 

his losses." And in a suit bled against 

none other than Red Bone himself, an¬ 

other customer, Randall Barnes, said he 

had to give Bone a mortgage on his farm 

in 1978 to cover his trading losses. 

The future First Lady, on the other 

hand, appears us be excused from such 

requirements. 

Additionally, the records indicate 

that a good percentage of Hillary's 

trades were executed near die day’s ex¬ 

tremes—the market's high and low 

points. On her hist big trade, in July 

1979* Hillary sold 50 live cattle con¬ 

tracts just 12 cents from the high price 

of the day. And how far did the market 

drop? The maximum $1.50 limit im¬ 

posed by regulations, 

(due cannot make better moves its 

an investor, according to Jack Hughes 

and other experienced traders. Even the 

fact that she began trading jusr after 

the market took an incredible upswing 

and got out just before it collapsed 

seems suspicious. 
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So why, for God's sake, 

did she stop at all? 

Imagine that you're on 

the biggest winning 

streak of all time; 

youve started with a 

mere $1,000 and built 

it up to 100 times that 

much, Would you quit? In 197#, 

Hillary's salary from the Rose Law 

Firm was a mere $24,250. Her hus- 

With the Clintons relative new¬ 

comers to the White House, and with 

health care taking full priority in the 

press, the initial response to such in¬ 

quiry was that the FirsL Lady was being 

attacked for being "a new type of presi¬ 

dential spouse, a major policymaker," 

Others blamed conservatives for setting 

out to destroy her credibility 

Things are different now, however. 

Writh reelection looming large on the 

up only one suspicious character: Red 

Bone, who was later suspended for three 

years for allocating winning trades to fa¬ 

vored customers while dumping the 

losers on others. Sound familiar? 

And, tn 1982, Refco was found 

guilty by an Arkansas jury oi manipulat¬ 

ing the market in cattle futures during 

the summer and tall of 1979—the exact 

period during which Hillary' reaped her 

largest profits. Not to worry, however: 

ie time of Clifrf 

continu1 

band’s salary as Arkansas attorney gen¬ 

eral was $26,500—accounting for 

their family income of $50,750, 

Therefore, at the successful trading rare 
of $120,000 a year, it would seem ab¬ 

surd to quit because the process had 

become too nerve-wracking,;' as 

Hillary put it. 

Although the financial scenarios 

presented to SPY in this article were hy¬ 

pothetical, why has there not been a 

more thorough investigation—especial¬ 

ly in light of the fact that much suspi¬ 

cion still surrounds these events? 

political horizon, with national health 

care seemingly cooling on the back 

burner, and with Hillary reluctantly ac¬ 

cepting a more traditional interpreta¬ 
tion of a First Lady's duties, what excuse 

would there be for not further investi¬ 

gating the matter? 

Dan O'Day offers an obvious solu¬ 

tion: “Just compare Mrs. Clintons 

trades with the other trades in the Refco 

office during the same period, The ex¬ 

changes and regulators should have 

done it a long time ago/' 

So far, an investigation has turned 

The verdict was later overturned by a 

federal appeals court. And no further in¬ 

vestigation has since taken place. 

Is this an old story'? Are we merely 
adding steam to Melameds "tempest in 

a teapot’ ? Consider the jittery state¬ 

ment a “top Administration official'' 

told Time magazine for its July 24 th sto¬ 

ry on tile latest Whitewater hearings: 

'It's not Whitewater [the White 

House] is worried about. It's Hillary's 

finances, ’hey re worried about the 

$100,000 she made. " 

So are we. ® 
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with Quehtih Tarantino raking in $650,000 to write two jokes for the 

Crimson Tide script and Shane Black unloading his screenplays for $4 million, more and 

more aspiring players are turning towards their Powerbooks as the ticket to 

Hollywood gold. For better or worse, 99.99 percent of these people will fail 

miserably. How, then, does one determine whether he or she is part of the other .01 

percent? As a service to wannabe screen hacks, SPY presents the official 

Screenwriter Aptitude Test (SAT). Using our vast network of industry 

spies, we procured the scripts to two yet-to-be-produced star vehicles of Hollywood’s 

highest-paid actor and actress: Sylvester Stsllolne ($17.5 million for Daylight) 

and Demi Moore ($12.5 million for Striptease). The following questions are all taken 

from actual dialogue and screen directions from these two future blockbusters. 

Since you, the reader, have yet to see either movie, this will be a test of your instincts 

rather than your knowledge. Use only a Mont Blanc Meisterstuck pen and take no more 

than five working days to complete the exam. Good luck, and we ll call you. Ciao. 

Alex Gregory and Peter Huyck 
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Striptease: 

Part I 

A Dehni Moore Vehicle 

tv Plot»200 word* 
Erin Grant is a stripper because she needs money to pay for an appeal to regain custody of her daughter from her drug* 

addicted ex-husband. One night at the club, a drunken congressman, Dave Dilbeck, wearing a lake moustache and dark glass- 

es, beats a customer over the head with a champagne bottle. Jerry Killian, a nerd obsessed with Erin, offers to heJp her get her 

daughter back by blackmailing Dilbeck, whom lie recognized as the assailant, Dilbeck has Killian murdered. Garda, a homi¬ 

cide detective, finds the body and traces it back to Erin. They become friends and agree to help each other. Dilbeck becomes ob¬ 

sessed with Erin and offers to help her with her daughter in exchange for a private strip show. She- accepts. Erin and Garcia 

eventually learn chat Dilbeck is not only responsible for the murder, but also for helping a crime family called the Rojos, who 

control Florida’s sugar crops, get around migrant labor laws. Dilbeck plans to seduce Erin, but the Rojos are plotting to kill her. 

At the end, TV reporters arrive just in time to find Dilbeck trying to rape Erin. She is reunited with her daughter and they live 

happily ever after, 

Section I: Making the Scene 
A screenwriter must be able to create scenes which simul¬ 

taneously develop the characters and advance the plot. Guess 

which one of the following scenes has not been taken word* 

for-word from the script: 

I .(A) THE STRIP CLUB AFTER CLOSING TIME. 

ORLY, THE OWNER OF "THE EAGER BEAVER," HAS 

GATHERED THE DANCERS—ERIN, UR BAN A, AND 

ARIEL—TO MAKE AN ANNOUNCEMENT 

ORLY: Important announcement—on Monday, I’m in¬ 

stalling a ring... 

URBANA: Mud wrestling? 

ERIN: Orly, don't even think about it, 

ARIEL: In Israel, we have hummus wrestling. 

ORLY: Mud wrestling is passe! And I don't know what 

hummus is. But we re going to do something really spe¬ 

cial—its huge in West Palm and Tampa—and thats 

creamed corn wrestling! 

(B) THE EAGER BEAVER'S RIVAL CLUB, THE 

FLESH FARM, CONGRESSMAN DILBECK; HIS 

FLUNKY, ERB; A CRIME BOSS, CHRIS ROJO; AND 

THE FLESH FARM'S OWNER, MR, LING, ARE 

WATCHING THE STRIPPERS. 

CHRIS: Ling! We have a her: Lorelei’s boobs—-real or 

Memorex? 

LING: At Flesh Farm is all red! 

DILBECK: I knew it! 

ERB: Davey, we gotta go. 

DILBECK: Mr. Ling, Lem me ’duce myself—Im Larry 

Loo per and I'd like the privilege of humping Miss Lorelei 

immediately after this wonderful presentation. 

LING: She doesn't date customers, Larry, Em sorry. But 1 

can do better*—the Wu sisters, dancers item Singapore. 

DILBECK: Singapore! Will they cane me? 

LING: That's extra! 

{Q DILBECK’S CAR, HE AND ERB ARE SPYING 

ON ERIN AND HER DAUGHTER WITH BINOCU¬ 

LARS. 

DILBECK: 1 want every1 square inch of that moist, succu¬ 

lent,. . 

ERB: Davey, you promised,.. 

DILBECK: This is love. I won’t campaign unless I can 

plunge deep into that magnificent creature. No debates, no 

speeches. 

ERB: You can't be serious. 

DILBECK: And unril I have her actual pink, juicy self, I 

want something of hers to tide me over. Something personal. 

ERB: How personal? 

DILBECK: /tensely personal. 

(D) All tliree scenes arc genuine. 

2 (A) DfLBECK'S YACHT. DILBECK AND MAL¬ 

COLM, HIS ADVISER, ARE DISCUSSING ERIN'S UP¬ 

COMING $5,000 PRIVATE STRIP SESSION FOR THE 

CONGRESSMAN. 

DILBECK: For five thousand dollars, I expect to get laid, 

That’s only human. 

MALCOLM; Davey, I want you to listen to me. . * 
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DILBECK: She doesn't know what it is to make love to a 

congressman. The ecstasy, the wonder,,, 

MALCOLM: She's been meeting with a cop, I told her 

not to*.. 

DILBECK: Maybe it s the Time Squad, 

rually fornicate? 

(A) her unwashed panties 

{B) the stockings she dances in 

(C) a lace bra 

(D) her black patent-leather high-heel shoes 

(E) the lint from her clothes drier 

<B) DILB EG ICS YACHT ERIN IS DANCING 

DILBECK: Mother of mercy! 

ERIN: You like this song? 

DILBECK: Yes, ma’am, 

ERIN: It's called "Whipping Post." 

DILBECK: Well, Eve been such a bad boy, 1 

believe l could use a whipping. 

ERIN: It's just a song, Davey. 

DILBECK: Gimme,., 

(C) THE FLORIDA SUGAR CANE 

FIELDS. DILBECK HAS ERIN PINNED 

TO THE GROUND AND IS TEARING 

OFF HER DRESS. I IE HOLDS A MA¬ 

CHETE TO HER CHEEK. 

DILBECK: Don't wiggle, baby, or 

you're going to get hurt, 

ERIN: Get off, 

DILBECK: Who do you 

think you re dealing with, 

some geek at the club? 

I m a United States 

congressman. 

Lyndon Johnson 

used to take out his V? 

pecker and say, "Look 

at that. Is that Presidential or what?, 

for it, 

ERIN: No chance. 
DILBECK: BEG FOR IT! 

f D) All three scenes are genuine, 

% 

IB. Dilbeek s henchman, Erb, walks in on 

Dilbeek as he is violating {the answer to I A}. 

What is Dilbeek wearing? 

(A) a Little Bo Peep costume 

(B) cowboy boots, boxers, a leather vest, and 

Vaseline on his legs 

(C) a pink bra and panties 

(D) nothing 

(E) a sport coat and slacks with the 

crotch cut out 

\ 

) 

2* Shad, the bouncer at the Eager 

Beaver, brags to two of Dilbeck's 

guards that both Kirn Basinger and 

Meryl Streep were dancers at the 

club. What was Meryls stage name? 

(A) Meryl Mountains 

(B) Nipsy Russell 

(C) Chesty LaFrance 

(D) Heidi Hough 

(E) Summer Rayne 

Beg 

Section II: Details, Details 
In order to make a screenplay read believably, 

the writer must have a keen eye for detail In the fol¬ 

lowing questions, choose the fact that the writer acru 

ally included in the script: 

l A* In order to satisfy his unrequited cravings for 

Erin, Congressman Dilbeek sends his henchman to 

steal something intensely personal" of Erins, so 

that he may have sex with it. What does he even- 

{ 
\ 

3. In addition to Kim Basinger and 

Meryl Streep, which celebrity names ate 

also dropped in the movie? 

{A) Richard Nixon, Ted Koppel, 

Michael Jordan, Don Sliula, and Cindy 

Crawford 

(B) Harrison Ford, Frank Perdue, Donald 

Trump, Donna Rice, Gcnnifer Flowers, and 

Mark Maples 

(C) Abraham Lincoln, George Bush, Barbara Bush, 

Don Johnson, and Perry Mason 

CD) Jerry Le wis, Sammy Davis Jr., Kenny G, Lyndon 

Johnson, and Princess Di 

(E) all of the above 

Sectioh III: Shappy Dialogue 
Intelligent dialogue is crucial to story' development. 

In each of the following examples, complete the line of 

dialogue with the actual missing phrase: 

1 A. Orly is dissatisfied with the strippers’s per¬ 

formances. He says: "Ail I want is an effort. 

Tonight l saw a guy fast asleep, 

(A) so you girls have to pay more attention to 

the schmucks its the back rows 
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(B) and all he el had to drink was Pepsi 

(C) and Orbiina was practically slapping him with her tics 

(D) and he's one of our highest-tipping customers 

(E) his face maybe a foot away from Monique's muff 

(B) Ralph Nader 

(C) Susan B. Anthony 

(D) Karl Marx 

(E) Adlai Stevenson 

LB* Orly compares his dancers to his rival clubss: 

4Their girls dance fast; fast means sweat, sweat means 

drinking* 

From now on I want to see /' 

(A) some real hoofin’ 

(B) your absolute best effort 

(C) your boobs fiyin' 

(D) more lesbo scuff 

(E) you sflakin' it in their faces 

5. When detective Garcia first shows Erin a picture of 

Congressman Dilbeck without his disguise, Erin remarks 

'Who is it? Looks like ____ 

(A.) a real weirdo 

(B) that guy from the Hair Club for Men 

(C) my uncle 

(D) that guy from MF Troop” 

(E) my senior prom date 

6* After Erin performs a private dance for Congressman 

2. Alberto, Erins lecherous ex—brother-in-law, is describ 

ing the litter of wolves he's raising; 

"Six babies and the only male is albino. 

You should see -11 

(A) how much friggin' Alpo he eats 

(B) his little pink eyes 

(C) the way he humps Ritas leg 

(D) the fangs on that little bastard 

(E) the size of this little guy's nuts 

3. After Alberto refuses to tell Erin 

where Darrell has taken her daughter, 

she knees him and stands over him 

with a pot of boiling coffee: 

"You tell me where that child is 

or 

(A) I'll hurt you, I swear 

to God 1 will 

(B) I U mocha Brasilia 

your nuts 

(C) I’ll give you a 

latte enema 

(D) I'll give you a 

Eolgers facial 

(E) else 

4. When Erin 

refuses to dance 

unless Orly raises 

the room tempera¬ 

ture to 70 degrees* 

Orly, who keeps the 

mom chilly because 

"cold air makes 

your nips stand 

out,’1 * * 4 * * retorts, 

"Who are you all of 

a sudden, the 

________ of tits?’r 

(A) Cesar Chavez 

Dilbeck for $2,000, she allows him to hold her hand. 

Shuddering, he says, "Just the touch of your hand and 

(A) my heart starts beating like a jackham¬ 

mer 

(B) I break out in a river of cold swear 

(C) shivers shoot up and down my spine 

(D) my head starts swimming 

(E) my dick's on fire 

7, During Erins next private perfor¬ 

mance for Dilbeck, lie is mistakenly con¬ 

vinced that she will sleep with him. 

While she dances, he says, "Before we 

make love, I want to_ _ 

if A) spank your naughty der- 

riere 

(B) take a long hot bath 

(C) shave you 

(13) lick you from head 

to toe 

(E) get to know you 

better 

Sectioh IV: 
What’s IAm 

Line? 7 

A screenwriter must be 

able to sustain witty inter¬ 

changes and retorts between char¬ 

acters. In each of the following 

questions, choose the actual retort from 

the script; 
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1. After Congressman Diibeck is reminded by his henc Il¬ 

men that he clubbed someone with a bottle, Diibeck asks it 

the victim was white. 

The henchman replies: 

(A) "White as your grandmothers ass!" 

(B) "After you got through with him, he was dark red/' 

(C) "I don’t see why that's relevant." 

(D) lfNo, it was the last of the Mohicans. Fucking 

Chi ngac hacook." 

(E) "As a matter of fact, he was, Mt Sheet-Head!" 

2. When Erin first meets congressman Diibeck, she says, 

"Good evening, I'm Erin Grant. And you must be**, /’ To 
which he replies: 

(A) 'Your knight in shining armor." 

(B) Tm Congressbeck Dilmam..Dildo.*.Diibeck.’1 

(C) “Hung like a giraffe/' 

(D) "Diibeck. David Diibeck. At your service/1 

(E) “Finger-lickin' good/' 

3. Orly, owner of the Eager Beaver, and Shad the bouncer are 

discussing the side effects of Prozac, impotence in particular. 

Orly comments: 
(A) "Who cares? I haven't had a hard-on since I started 

running this place. Except once at Sea World, a porpoise got 

me hot." 

(B) In this business, potency is a liability. It's hard to do 

business with a boner/' 

(C) "Not me, buddy. I could take ten of those pills and 

you'd still break a Ginsu knife on my pecker.” 

(D) "Tell me about it. That shit started happening to me, 

so my shrink pur me on Zoloft." 

(E) "I'd rather be miserable with a hard-on than happy 

with a softee.” 

Part II 

DAiUGHT: A Sylvester Stallone Vehicle 

The Plotm 200 words 
Two neo-Nazis drive a stolen Lexus into the back of a truck carrying contraband chemicals through the Holland Tunnel. The 

accident causes an explosion which kills most of the people in the tunnel and traps the rest. The explosion also releases a toxic 

fire that is quickly using up the oxygen in the tunnel. Kit Latura, an ex-JEMS chief, is driving a cab near the tunnel when the 

explosion occurs, and he leaps into action. Against the orders of the bureaucrats who took away his job, Latura takes charge of 

the rescue mission and enters the tunnel. Along the way he falls for a beautiful, streetwise public defender who is trapped along 

with a group of inner-city kids, a dysfunctional wealthy family, an arrogant millionaire businessman/mountaineer, a couple with 

a dog, and a heroic tunnel worker. Despite a series of calamities, Latura leads the survivors to safety, in the film's final sequence, 

Latura and his new love interest use a high-tech explosive hot-wired with a car battery to blast their way through the tunnel roof 

and ride the explosion through mud and water to land safe and sound in the middle of the Hudson River. 

Section I: Action Move Recycling 
Part of be trig a bankable Hollywood screenwriter is being 

an expert recycler Many scenes from Daylight are reminis¬ 

cent, il not directly lifted from, various action movies. In 

each of the following questions, pick the most likely source. 

1* Stallone’s character, Kit Latura, is a maverick civil ser¬ 

vant who has been suspended from his duties because he 

broke the rules, just like 

(A) Bruce Willis as John Median c in Die Hard With a 

Vengeance. 

(B) Clint Eastwood as Harry Callahan in Dirty Harry. 

(C) Steven Seagal as Nico Toscani in Abm the Lam 

(D) Mel Gibson as Martin Riggs in Lethal Weapon„ 

(E) Wesley Snipes as John Cutter in Passenger 57. 

2. Latura takes a businessman on a wild cab ride through 

crowded New York streets, just like in 

(A) Die Hard With a Vengeance. 

(B) Action Jackson, 

(C) Bullitt. 

(D) Terminator 2: Judgment Day. 

(E) Terminal Velocity. 

3A. During one action sequence, Latura is trapped in an 

underground tunnel that is rapidly filling with water, just 
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(E) "I'm really get tin' way too old for this shit/' like in 

(A) Die Hard With a Vengeance. 

(R) Tht Fugitive, 

(C) Trm Lies. 

(D) Speed. 

(E) Time Cop. 

3B. Rut just in the nick of time, Latum gets shot out of 

the tunnel on a geyser of water, just tike in 

(A) Die Hard With a Vengeance. 

(B) Crimson Tide. 

(C) Johnny Aimmmk. 

(D) Drop Zone. 

(F) Total Retail. 

Section II: The Action fAovie Quip 
Every^' good action star has co be able to spout catchy, devil- 

may-care witticisms in the face of almost certain death. In 

the following questions, pick the one genuine quip from the 

five possible choices, 

1. The only way down into the tunnel is through a series 

of giant fans which could easily slice a man in half. Grate, a 

tunnel engineer, is explaining the situation to Latura: "You 

don't come out on the roadway, you come out under it, in the 

intake ducr. We can't shut the fans down a second time*,,. 

It'll be like a hurricane in there/’ Latura responds: 

(A) "And I just combed my hair/' 

(B) tfThat's okay—I'm from Miami/’ 

(C) "I like a cool breeze on a hot night/1 

(D) "What are you trying to do, scare me or something?” 

(E) Tm getrin’ coo old for this shit/' 

2* In order to stop the nver from flooding the tunnel. 

Liltura needs to seal off one end of the runnel by partially cav¬ 

ing h in with a powerful explosive. As he lays down the wire 

from the explosive to the trigger, lie secs that the length of 

wire is too short for him to safely trigger the detonator. He 

mutters: 

(A) "Least I’ll get a good tan/’ 

(B) "They better have Advil in heaven/' 

(C) "Is it too late to buy life insurance?1’ 

(D) "Budget cuts.” 

(E) 'Em getrin' way too old for this shit,” 

3- After Lit ura detonates the lead azide, the survivors are 

nearly crushed by a hurtling tanker truck full of milk, which 

is spraying everywhere. He jests: 

(A) "Hey, did anyone bring Oreo®?” 

(B) "Now I know how the Cheer j os feel” 

(C) "You never outgrow your need for milk/’ 

CD) "1 guess the cows finally came home.” 

4 A. As rhe tunnel is caving in, Latura s love interest. 

Made lame, takes off her blouse and rolls it into a makeshift 

rope, which she lowers to Latum to hoist him out of the ris¬ 

ing waters. Latum pulls himself up, but the blouse rips and 

Madelaine plunges into tile water. As she surfaces, she quips: 

(A) "Never, never buy Donna Karan off the rack," 

(B) "You think Bloomie's will take that back?" 

(C) "I've been looking for a sleeveless blouse." 

(D) T didn't know you did alterations, LaturaT 

(E) "Next time, III wear nylon,” 

4B. Madelaine realises that with the water rising, 

there was no need to pull Latura up in the first 

place. Exasperated, she asks why he let her tear off 

her blouse, He chuckles: 

(A) "You look so cure when you're angry’ and naked/' 

(R) For years I haven't been able to get a woman co rake 

her clothes off to save my life.” 

(G) "We’re half an hour late, and you're still not dressed yet?!" 

(D) "I wanted a taste of heaven before we get blown to hell. ’ 

(E) "Have l mentioned that I'm gettiri' too old for this shit?" 

5. After rhey are safe on dry land, Latura asks Madelaine 

out on a date. She accepts. Then Latura adds rakishly: 

(A) "l hope I wont liave to blast my way into your tunnel." 

(B) "just promise me if we ever go to Disney World, you 

won't take me on The Pirates of the Caribbean/" 

(G) "1 know this great seafood restaurant....” 

(D) "OK. But if we go co jersey, we're taking a bridge. ' 

(E) "This is the shit Lm not too old for/' J 

Ahswer Key 

Parc I, Sec. I: l)D 2) I> 

Sec II: IA) E 1B)B 2)C 3)E 

Sec, III: 1 A) E 1B)C 2)E 3)B 4) 

A 5) D 6) E 7) C 

Set. IV: l) D 2) B 3) A 

Part II, Sec. I: 1)A 2) A 3A) A 3B)A 

Sec II: 1) C 2) D3)C 4A) A 4B) B 5) D 

SCORING: Add I point for each correct answer, 0 

points for each incorrect answer. 27-23 points: Write? 

You’re ready co direct! 22-16 points: Get an agent. Now+ 

If you don’t make the call, we will 13-10 points: Is there 

a script doctor in rhe house? You 're not ready for the big 

leagues yet, but there’s a job for you in development 

somewhere. 9—1 point: Thanks for your interest, we’ll 

keep your resume on file. 0 points: Forget it. There is an 

outside chance that you might have some genuine talent. 
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iMils, mini again, as me new" m Mbp meanders tnrougti ns tnird yean under Tina Brown’s reign, staffers 

and conlrmnlors oiler a lar different norlralt than the one Condd Hast spin doctors le lo nalnl. By Greg Easley 

hree weeks 

into research¬ 

ing this article, 

I get a call 

from Tina 

_ Brown's publi¬ 

cist, Mauric Pert. Though I had 

yet to make any formal inter¬ 

view requests, Perl politely of¬ 

fers her services; she even 

suggests 1 might have die op¬ 

portunity to interview her boss. 

If Tina had indeed gotten wind 

of the contributors I d contact¬ 

ed, she was apparently just a 

little bit nervous about what was being said behind her back. 

And, I might add, with good reason. 

Amidst tile many faxes and phone calls I had already re¬ 

ceived were these comments: 

Garrison Keillor: "1 can't tell you much about Tinas AW 

Yorker—lor the same reason 1 don’t have much to say about Let 

AMserablei or 7he Bridges oj A\adison Conrity. One's interest in 

bad work is limited, really." 

Eric Utne: "I enjoy Tina Brown’s magazine, but 1 miss 

he biggest canard about New house's owner¬ 

ship of The Neiv Yorker," says Harpers presi¬ 

dent and publisher John MacArthur, "is that 

they came in and rescued an ailing magazine. 

In fact, they came in and wrecked a healthy, 

___ profitable one." 

MacArthur is right, after 

all. In 1984, the year before S.L 

New ho use purchased it for $ 170 

million, The New Yorker showed 

a year-end profit of about $5 

million. In fact, lor most of its 

60-year history prior to the sale, 

the magazine had managed to 

strike a healthy balance between 

editorial integrity and strong 

business performance. But look 

what's happened since: 

* Ad pages have dropped 

from about 3,500 in 1984 to 

2,100 in 1994, according to 

Media Industry Newsletter. 

* The renewal race {percent¬ 

age of people resubscribing) has 

slid from 75-5 percent eo 66.8 

percent in the same period, ac¬ 

cording to The New Yorkers own 

published statements. 

* Efforts to increase circula¬ 

tion-including mass mailings, 

television commercials, and sub¬ 

scriptions discounted as low as 32 

cents an issue—appear to have 

worked. While the magazine's 

rate base has increased to more than 800,000, however, the cost 

of luring and then maintaining so many new readers has been 

staggering. One former New Yorker executive ’'well acquainted 

with the magazines finances,'” reported Thomas Maier in his 

biography of S.L Newhouse, "estimated that the added costs of 

promotion and other gimmicks totaled $13 million, far ex¬ 

ceeding whatever financial gains the magazine had made.'" 

Conde Nast’s response to these numbers? Tom Florin, 

president of The New YorkerT takes the smartest route and sim- 
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ply refuses to discuss revenues. Instead, he gives the usual up¬ 

beat response about turning profitable "in a year or two." And 

Executive Editor Hendrik Hertzberg, whose spin mastery may 

stem from his days as a speechwriter for Jimmy Carter, is also 

optimistic. 1 le believes chat the “old" Nett1 Yorker did not move 

quickly to stave off competition, and that the "new" New 

Yorker has a damn good chance of surviving. 

“By the time Newhouse bought the magazine., .it was 

one more piranha fish in a tank full of them," Hertz berg says. 

'Sure, I think somebody had to rescue it, I think somebody 

had to be prepared to stay with it through a pretty lengthy 

dark period, financially." 

Dark, indeed. After 10 

years of New houses rule, media 

executives, including John 

MacArthur, estimate The New 

Yorkers, losses to be around $15 

million a year, 
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Tina's oDses- 

Copyrighted mate 

The New Yorker, because I really don e think it s die 

same magazine." 

Tony Hiss: “[TheNew Yorker] used to be more like 

a small town that people moved to, pretty much for 

life. But now it's like a small town that a new highway 

opened up near." 

And there are several more. Admittedly, not all of 

them arc bad, but even when praise is offered it seems 

tainted with a bitter aftertaste, "The problem with 

writing about the magazine is that there's a publtc as¬ 

sumption chat people are pissed off/' says longtime 

contributor Roger Angell. “In fact, it s a series oi in¬ 

dividual stories," 

Construction on Brown's infotain¬ 

ment superhighway began wrhen she took 

over as editor in September 1992, and al¬ 

most immediately, her changes were 

wrought with all the subtlety of a steam¬ 

roller. The contents page expanded; color 

illustrations were added; scent strips 

slipped in; new artists and writers were 

transplanted to replace the clear-cut 

swaths of staff; and fashion photographer 

Richard Avedorfs photographs (not to 

mention Marky Mark) appeared for the 

first time. The once almost-priggish New 

Yorker began to engage in a sort of week¬ 

ly lap dance for readers and the media, 

with unblushing acts of exhibitionism 

that included a six-page O.J, photo spread 

(complete with shirtless Kato), a 248-page 

‘fashion issue,' and a host of profiles rhat 

read like literary adaptations of Lifestyles 

of the Rich and Famous. 

n Tina Brown’s newly fashion¬ 

able fieldom, two generations of courtiers 

are struggling to protect their interests. 

On one side are the old-guard writers who 

migrated to The New Yorker decades ago 

because it then towered over mass-market 

magazines it now slouches towards. On the other is an 

ascendant generation of contributors who view the 

magazine as a font of prestige pumping with new life. 

Longtime contributor Tony Hiss and thir- 

tysometbing writer John Seabrook both echo a fairly 

common sentiment that Tina's editorial and visual 

changes were long overdue. ‘The changes seem more 

vivid simply because they came all at once, rather than 

gradually/' Hiss says. Seabrook adds that the re¬ 

vamped magazine necessarily overlaps with Vanity 

slon with 

Hollywood led 

to a polite ol 

Albert Brooks 

\m a promi- 

nem writer 

describes as 

"two columns 

ol non-stop en¬ 

dorsements." 

Fair; otherwise young media buyers would ignore it. 

(And no ads, no New Yorker.) But, as he vividly ex¬ 

plains, there's a limit. 
' The patient was moribund, far more diseased 

internally than the face led you to believe/' Seabrook 

analogizes. 1 And the new doctor has had to take 

drastic measures to revive it—including regular 

colonics of power and celebrity. Now that the pa¬ 

tient seems to be getting healthier, hopefully the 

Barry Dillcr enemas can be cut back/’ 

Given Tina’s much-publicized obsession with 

Hollywood and Washington, D.C., however, those 

cutbacks aren't like¬ 

ly to happen any¬ 

time soon. 

“There have 

been stories in which 

celebrity quotes have 

been pumped into 

the first few para¬ 

graphs to try to estab¬ 

lish the i mponance of 

a subject if the sub¬ 

ject itself was not suf¬ 

ficiently topical/' one 

longtime contributor 

says. "An outstanding 

example is a profile 

that Allison Rose did 

of Albert Brooks, 

Tina thought that 

[Brooks] wasn’t very 

well known, so there¬ 

fore you had to have 

famous people deliv¬ 

ering encomiums to 

him. It ended up be¬ 

ing two columns of 

non-stop endorse¬ 

ments, This happens 

again and again." 

Which isn't necessarily a bad thing, particu¬ 

larly fur writers who earn their well-paid keep 

profiling famous and powerful people, A prime ex¬ 

ample is media columnist Ken Auletta, a former 

network television political commentator and hus¬ 

band of iibet-agent Binky Urban. 

“The previous New Yorker largely didn’t recog¬ 

nize the existence of television/ Auletta says, 

'Television has this profound effect upon the pop¬ 

ulace, and to ignore it is crazy. I always thought 

that USA Today had the right idea—Literally, 

when a plotline changes on a sitcom, [ USA Today] 

will write about it because they know millions of 

people are watching [that show]/' 

Given their mutual interests, the fact that 
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Aulecta and Tina Brawn have a good working relationship 

should come as no surprise, 

"I think rhar Tina Brown has reinvigorated the maga¬ 

zine," Auletta says. "People are reading it more, talking about 

it more." One of the major improvements lie cites is a will¬ 

ingness to tun shorter, snappier pieces—unlike "those three- 

or four-part [stories] chat went on eternally, that people 

collected as trophies on their coffee tables but didn't read." 

Come to think of it, that would explain why a writer from 

the pre-Tina days suspects his work is no longer being solicit¬ 

ed because "there were a lot of high-profile people wanting to 

wri te for her, 1 think she felt that rhere was probably going to 

be less space in rhe magazine that she wras evolving or moving 

toward.. There would be less space for somebody writing 

these starchy pieces and profiles of people who maybe weren't 

all that riveting." 

As riveting, perhaps, as a USA Today subject? 

spiring to peer into the centers of celebrity 

and political power, even for The New Yorker, 

may be a worthwhile goal. But how about 

trading editorial control for access to such 

power? Last year, SPY reported that* in 

1986, while editing Vanity Fair, Tina Brown 

wrote a letter to Nancy Reagan asking her to be photographed 

ior a special VF feature. In the letter* Brown assured the First 

Lady that she would have an early opportunity to approve 

the photos and the text,” 

Nowr consider recent events inside The Nw> Yorker: In the 

May 8th issue, Tina ran "Violence As Style," a Comment piece 

in which Adam Gopnik relates the Oklahoma City bombing to 

the violent culture that produced it. A week later, in the Letters 

section, one can find the following under "Department of 

In a comment on the Oklahoma City bombingr / took a jwipe 

at Norman Mailer for what I called his “praise” of "two kids for 

killing a candy-store owner"—which might be read to imply that 

Mailer approved of an actual murder by actual kids of an actual 

store owner, < ^Murder still seems to me altogether cowardly even 

when it's hypothetical, but Tm persuaded that Mailer was trying to 

make a subtler and mm complicated point than my summary ver¬ 

sion of it suggested. 

The letter was signed, "Adam Gopnik, NewT York City" 

Forger, if you will, that groveling retractions like this 

would never have appeared an The New Yorker of old (the mag¬ 

azine didn't even have a letters section). More to the point is 

why it appeared in the first place. An inside source explains; 

"On Monday, the day after the Comment piece was published, 

Mailer calls up and screams at Tina Brown. The next day, Tina 

and Hendrik Hertzherg review the disputed Mailer essay and 

decide that the author has a point. On Thursday, rhe source 

says, "Rick [Herrzberg] sirs down at rhe computer and wrrites 

up the letter—ick writes it." 

The source’s week was not over yet: "When I walked in 

Friday morning, [an editor] said something to me about 

whether or not I had seen rhe final version of the letter, and I 

thought char rhe final version had already been done. And 

rhey said, 'Oh, well, Mailer didn’t like rhe first version.'1' 

When presented with a report defending Gopnik s reading 

of Mailer, the source says, I Iertzberg responded: "That's all very 

well and good, but justice has been done. We've done justice 

to Mailer/1 When pressed, however, the editor admitted, "Well, 

look, it comes down to Mailer’s relationship with Tina." 

When I ask Hcrtzberg whether or not the retraction was 

even necessary ^ he refers to "Gopniks letter" but then men¬ 

tions "Mailer's unhappiness with wThat we had said about 

him." He goes on to say that Gopnik "was persuaded that 

he had done Mailer an injustice—well, maybe injustice1 

would be t<x> strong of a word—that he had oversimplified 

Mailer's view to a point that distorted it." 

As for Tinas involvement in the retraction, Hertzberg ex¬ 

plains, "It's only human to want to keep your contributors 

.1 

ceieMly-li'Cltlel: At ms New Men /am annivensapv party, in nonnous with horn actors and beneiaciors. 
flees wim ortginal sugar dandy Harold Evans (ten), me literary Harrison Ford (middle), and boss SJ. Mouse. 
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NiacMEiur r 
mart' 

chink Mailer would have preferred—in fact, l kmw 

Mailer would have preferred—a far 

com p rehensi ve re t tact ion, ” 

r 

nc writer who has no reason to wor¬ 

ry about his relationship with ’Una 

Brown and The New Yorker-—he sev¬ 

ered it three years ago—is former 

Talk of the Town columnist 

Garrison Keillor, Since the day Tina 

Brown cook over, which is also the 

day he quit, Keillor has established a 

consistent media campaign from 

which to launch his salvos. In a recent 

Los Angeles Times editorial, Keillor ex¬ 

plained that "if some ditzy American 

editor went to Ix>ndon, took over the 

Spectatori and turned it into, say. In 

Your Face: A Magazine of Mucus, there 

would be an uproar, Bui here in 

America, we expect turnover,” 

Also on the outside looking in, 

though generally much more diplo¬ 

matic about it, is Holly Brubach. The 

New Yorkers fashion writer when Tina 

arrived, Brubach moved on to be¬ 

come style editor at the New York 

Tims Magazine because, she says, "it 

became dear to me that Tina and J 

weren't going to work out togeth¬ 

er,. .what she was interested in is not 

what I do well.” 

Evidently, Tina wasn't interest¬ 

ed in preserving The New Yorker’s 

unique legacy of standoffish, incisive 

fashion reporting. Brubach was only 

die third in the bloodline, after Lois 

Long and Kennedy Frasier Still, fash¬ 

ion is doing considerably better than the cartoons, 

which have steadily decreased in number since 

Brown took over, 

L’[The cartoons] have really been overshadowed 

by all the graphics in the magazine, and ah the col¬ 

or,” .cays cartoonist Robert Weber “I'm just glad that 

we don't have cartoons in color like Play hoy.L" 

Weber says he doesn t fed slighted by the 

changes in general, although he's not too pleased that 

about the magazine s failure to run some of his 

cartoons-—-particularly the ones it has already paid for, 

A contributor since 1962, he has observed the maga¬ 

zine s overall decline in quality: ' There's a kind ot 

goes mat you 

dom have 10 

he sclilocky to 

make money. 

Bui he knows 
■ 

llurc’s some¬ 

thing mope 

here than M 

editorship: had 

ownership. 

wonderful subtlety and charm that the magazine 

doesn’t have anymore," 

One of Weber s peers (who sadly stated that, 

were he to be quoted by name, his career there 

would be over) expresses even greater frustration: 

"I think of what I do now for The New Yorker as a 

hobby. It used to be a calling. But there’s no dig¬ 

nity involved., * .It's just a sleazy operation, with 

moments of real value," 

It’s clear that The New Yorker's relationship to 

irs contributors—writers and illustrators alike—has 

been fundamentally altered. Art Spiegdman, per¬ 

haps more than any other artist, has helped identi¬ 

ty the magazine's new look; yet he considers himself 

to be far from a permanent fixture. "What’s ironic 

is that I'm identified with 

the magazine—but I 

could leave it in five min¬ 

utes,” he says, adding that, 

ar any given moment, his 

relationship to The New 

Yorker could "blow up," 

Consider biographer 

Thomas Kunke's descrip¬ 

tion of the magazine's 

original editor, in Genius 

in Disguise: "[Harold] Ross 

had a respect for creative 

people that bordered on 

veneration. Everyone else, 

himself included, was 

meant to be in their ser¬ 

vice," Ross's successor, 

William Shawn, was held 

in such high esteem that 

154 contributors and 

staffers—J.D, Salinger in¬ 

cluded—signed a petition 

urging Robert Gottlieb, 

his replacement, to reject 

the job Newhousc had of¬ 

fered him. 

Now consider a pre¬ 

sent-day staffer’s sketch of the same magazine under 

Tina: "Someone described it as a court; I thought it 

was very much like a class system. There are those peo¬ 

ple whom she talks to and looks at, and everyone else 

is pretty much nonexistent to her. You can hold the 

door open lor her, or say hello to her in the elevator, 

and she won’t respond.” 

It's hard ro imagine this kind of frigidity being 

conducive ro team spirit. Add the fact that writers, 

editors, and fact checkers have to work more 

feverishly than ever to ensure stories’s timeliness, and 

the result is a pretty nigged editorial department. A 

staff member whose arrival preceded Tinas by several 
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Vanity Fair— and he said do it for The New Yorker. So 

what's she going to say? No?” 

Herr/berg concurs, 'I'd be extremely surprised if 

\\ i haven't dramatically reduced the race of revenue 

loss [under Tina],"' he says, Recent increases in mail¬ 

ing and printing costs, he adds, which are particu¬ 

larly damaging to a weekly, are "really not germane 

to the question of Tina's editorship/' 

On the other hand, perhaps these facts are: Tina 

continues to have advanced issues of The New Yorker 

hand delivered each Sunday to hundreds of media- 

savvy people in New York, Washington, and Los 

Angeles (Utne Reader 

Editor Eric Ume did 

tell us he rather en¬ 

joyed the cartoons 

and the press releases 

Tina Fed-Exes to him 

each week); she con¬ 

tinues to bankroll a 

staff of about 200; she 

continues to bill S.L 

New house for ever¬ 

more lavish New 

Yorker fetes; and she 

continues to bill 

herself as the maga¬ 

zine's savior. 

Meanwhile, 1 

hear back from 

Maurie Perl. Anti¬ 

cipating word on a 

possible interview 

with Ms. Brown, 

what I get instead is 

a faxed i 14-page bio 

cataloguing Tina's 

accomplishments 

ever since she joined 

"[one of) Adweek s 10 

Hottest Magazines of 199 V —a bio that utilizes the 

terms 'honored/' "award(s)/' or “of-thc-year" 19 

times. Two days later, I get yet another phone call 

from Perl- -which would not be the last—repri¬ 

manding me lor not interviewing people like 

David Rem nick. 

(I did. I le gave me a 50 minute lecture in de¬ 

fense ol tire magazine. I iighlight: My editor before 'Vina 

was Ben Bradley one oj the most charismatic editors of his 

generation, and he didn't line edit every piece,) 

"So where's Tina?" I ask Perl Seems that Tinas in¬ 

terest in being interviewed by SPY suddenly vanished— 

as did Tina, to Europe—the moment the massive PR 

campaign for this years fiction issue was complete. 

Pity Doesn't she know [hat the truth is stranger 

than fiction? 3 

years says, “The Neu> Yorker was a perfect machine when 

1 got here. ..but that's changed. People now feel over¬ 

worked and underappreciated—and not as proud ol 

the final product." 

Even Hertzberg admits there’s some truth to 

rhese descriptions, although he’s quick to point our 

that Tina—whose editorship he compares to Ralph 

Graves (Time) and charisma to Ben Brad lee (the 

Washington Post)—is far more "collegial” than either 

Shawn or Gottlieb. 

"Tina's a lot more sociable, clubbable, party- 

able..Hertzberg says. "[People] can tell themselves 

that there's some contradiction between 

that and seriousness and quality, but Ed like 

to know where the causal relationship is. I 

don’t see it. Having parties and Tina being 

a celebrity helps the magazine.” 

umm 

says, is 

only human In 

want to keen 

yoiip conintiu- 

lons nanny.” 

t the heart of Tina's 

would-be defense is the 

argument that the mag¬ 

azine had to change. 

Otherwise, as Auletta 

explains, it would risk 

going the way of the dinosaur. Hoyt 

Spclman, a former business executive at 

The New Yorker who struggled in vain to 

block the New house purchase, remembers 

a time when the magazine was a "money 

machine." Then, according to Spclman, 

The New Yorker spent almost no money on 

maintaining its circulation—a fact which 

is certainly no longer true. 

“There still have to be a half-million 

people out there who will subscribe to a 

magazine of high intentions and standards, 

Spclman says, "If the country loses those people, 

well, then it’s not worth living in anyway. Instead, 

executives [at The New Yorker] pump the magazine 

full of steroids and start talking to a lot of people 

they don’t know, and people subscribe to it for rea¬ 

sons other than it's The New YorkerT 

Like just about everyone else, MacArdmr 

thinks The New Yorker could have taken another 

course. "You don't have to be schlocky and crappy to 

make money," he says. "And all their pandering to 

advertisers I don't think is paying off" 

But even MacArthur acknowledges that, ulti¬ 

mately, you have to blame the owner; "Tina didn't 

tell Newhou.se to do this; New house asked her to do 

it. She's got one idea for a magazine-—The la tier. 
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Sports a Entertainment Autographs 
Personally Signed By Tour Favorite Stars & Guaranteed Authentic For Fife. 

Swimsuit Models 
KEm Alexis - $35 
Carol Alt - $35 

Tyra Banks - $35 

Brigitte Bardot - $45 

Christie Brinkley - $50 

Naomi Campbell - $45 
Cindy Crawford - $75 

Kelly Emberg - $35 

Linda Evangelista - $35 

Rachel Hunter - $45 

Iman - £30 

Kathy Ireland - $55 

EFIe Macpherson - $45 

Ashley Montana - $35 

Kate Moss * $35 
Paulina - $50 
Claudia Schlffsr - $50 

Stephanie Seymour - $45 

Brooke Shields -135 

Anna Nicole Smith - $40 

Niki Taylor - $45 

Cheryl Tiegs - $35 

Christy Turlington * $45 

Vendela * $45 

Raquel Welch - $45 

Television Stars 
Tim Allen - $45 

Pamela Anderson - $55 

Christina Applegate - $45 

Josie Bissett - $45 

Dean Cain - $40 

Ellen Degeneres - £35 

Shannen Doherty - $75 

Julia-Louis Dreyfuss - $40 

□avid Duchovny - $40 

Nicole Eggert - $50 

Jennie Garth«$45 

Teri Hatcher - $45 

Helen Hunt * $35 

Laura Leighton - $45 

David Letterman * £45 
Heather Locklear - $50 
Leonard Nirnoy ’ $50 

Luke Perry - $65 

Jason Priestley - $65 

Jerry Seinfeld - $45 

William Shatner - $65 

Grant Show - $45 

Andrew Shoe - $45 

Courtney T. Smith ■ $45 

Patrick Stewart * $50 

«owi» Stira 
Patricia Arquette - $45 

Alec Baldwin S55 

Stephen Baldwin * $35 

William Baldwin - 555 

Ellen Barkui - $50 

Drew Barrymore - $45 

Kim Basirger - $60 

Annette Ben-rung - $50 

Lara Flynn Boyle - $40 

Sandra Bullock - $35 

John Candy - $35 
Jim Carrey - 535 

Sean Connery - $125 
Kevin Costner - £65 

Tom Cruise - $65 

Billy Crystal - S50 

Macaulay Cuikin - $40 

Jamie Lee Curtis - 550 

Lolita Davidovitch - £35 

Geena Davis * $75 

Rebecca Demornay - $55 

Robert Deniro - $45 

Johnny Depp - $45 

Laura Dern - $35 

Cameron Diaz - $35 

Leonardo DiCapno - $35 

Matt Dilion ■ $35 

Stephen Dorff ■ $35 
Michael Douglas - $60 
Clint Eastwood - $65 

Erika Eleniak - $55 

Emilio Estevez - $50 

Ralph Fiennes - $40 

Bridget Fonda - $75 

Harrison Ford - $150 

Jodie Foster ■ $150 
Brendan Fraser - $40 

Andy Garcia - $45 

Richard Gere ■ $75 

Mel Gibson - $75 

Whoopi Goldberg - $35 

Hugh Grant - S40 

Melanie Griffith - $45 

Tom Hanks * $45 
Daryll Hannah, - $50 

Woody Hairelson * $40 
Ethan Hawke - $45 

Goldie Hawn - $40 

Dennis Hopper * $45 

Tommy Lee Jones - $65 

Michael Keaton - $45 

Moira Kelly - $40 

Nicole Kidman - $50 

Joanne W, Kilmer - $35 

Val Kilmer - $35 
Daniel Day Lewis - $65 

Juliette Lewis - $45 
Ray Liotta - $45 

Andie MacOowell - $50 
John Malkovlch - S45 

Mary S,. Masterson - $60 

Demi Moore - $1 tO 

Eddie Murphy - $75 

Bill Murray - $45 

Liam Nieson - $50 

Paul Newman - S65 
Jack Nicholson - $45 

Nick Nolle - $35 
Gary Oldman - $45 

AI Pacino - $60 
Sarah Jessica Parker - $45 

Michelle Pfeiffer - $125 
River Phoenix - $125 

Brad Pitt - $45 

Robert Redford - $75 

Keanu Reeves - $50 

Tim Robbins - $45 

Julia Roberts - $195 

Meg Ryan - $75 
Winona Ryder - $95 

Susan Sarandon - $40 

A, Schwarzenegger - Si 10 

Arabella Sciorra - $45 

Steven Seagal - $60 

Charlie Sheen - $45 

Alicia Silverstone - $50 

Christian Slater - $50 

Wesley Snipes ■ $45 

Steven Speilberg - $75 

Sylvestor Stallone - $75 

Oliver Slone - $35 

Sharon Stone - $75 

Madeline Slows - $60 

Meryl Streep - $50 

Kiefer Sutherland - 135 

Kristy Swanson - £35 

Patrick Swayze - $45 

Quentin Tarantino - $35 

Emma Thompson - $45 
Una Thurman - $45 

Manse Tomes - $65 
John Travolta - $30 

Kathleen Turner - $45 

J,C. Van Damme - S60 

Denzel Washington - $45 

Sigourney Weaver - $35 

Robin Williams - $40 

Bruce Willis - $65 

Robin Wright - $35 

Music Stars 
Bryan Adams - $45 

Tori Amos - $45 

Michael Bolton - 565 

Jon Bon Jovi - $45 

Bono - $95 

David Bowie ■ 565 

Garth Brooks - $45 

Manah Carey - $50 

Eric Clapton - $75 

Kur! Cubam - $250 

Phil Colims - $50 

Sheryl Crow - $35 

Bob Dylan - $350 

Sheena Easton - $40 

Gloria Estefan - $50 

Melissa Etheridge - $30 

Peter Gabriel - S60 
Amy Grant - $45 

Sammy Hagar - $45 

Deborah Harry - $35 

Whitney Houston * $75 

Janet Jackson - $65 

Michael Jackson - $295 

Mick dagger - $175 

Bdly JoeS - $75 

Elton John - $75 

Lenny Kravitz - $45 
K.D. Lang ■ $45 

Madonna - $250 
Paul McCariney - $350 

MeatFoaf - $40 

John Meliencamp - $45 

Natalie Merchant - $50 

George Michael - $75 

Bette Midler - $125 

Stevie Nicks - $60 
Tom Petty - $95 

Robert Plant - $65 

Prince - $400 

Keith Richards - $75 

Axl Rase - $60 

Paul Simon - $75 

Frank Sinatra - $250 

Bruce Springsteen - $200 
Rod Stewart - $75 

Sting - $60 
Barbra Streisand - $250 

Tina Turner - $75 

Sieven Tyler - $45 

Eddie Van Halen - $65 

Eddie Vedder - $50 

Nell Young - $95 

Frank Zappa - $295 

Check or Money Order - CPG Dined, DephSPY, P.O. Box 1020, 
Valley Cottage, NY 109B9, Checks are held 7-10 days. 

Shipping - include $5.95 & add $1.00 for ea. additional item. 

Jfre Aca jyl I Esd% Masletrard^ Discover & American Erprt 

CALL 1-800-382-3075 24 HOURS 

-3omim^momm(EYMa(GWUuiMi^ 
~w nms m mm & ready for framing. 
-QJSTOM FRAMING IS ALSO AVARABtl FOR $25. 

-most nmAREAmoxmmYirx isr,: 

-spfmuFnwtmMMttOfAiimmmrr. 
- urn mm a urtifica jf of Ammxm. 

- cm or mm fora free color catalog. 
Others available from Scarfs 5 Entertainment Call Customer Service Mon - Fri from lOam-dpm (ETj. 
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Why does everything you read about the fashion world sound like ad copy ? Or 

ass-kissing on the part of struggling, reborn satirical bi-monthlies to woo reluctant 

advertisers? And why are we so obsessed with it anyway? Is it the models? The 

jet-setting lifestyle? The oh-so-fabulous parties where everyone is beautiful and 

rich and to which none of us will ever be invited? 

To answer these and other questions, we asked covert fashion infiltrator 

Sandra Bernhard to take us on a tour though the world, of haute couture 

and explain it all to us: the magic; the mystery, the asthma inhalers. 
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Backstage. Kevin is cutring little vinyl eyebrows to glue on the models. The smaller 

girls are wearing high-heeled boots ami baby tees, mimicking desires u e don i even want 

to think about. All around, the phalanx of makeup artists and hair people stress them¬ 

selves into a perfectionist freak-outCamera arms from Miamif New York News 1, 

and Fashion TV are milling about, all of them looking far that immortal backstage 

moment, hoping to catch someone off-guard amidst all this carefully structured mayhem. 

In the front rows of the audience, the editors wait, wearing their Chanel stats, 

black leather jackets, perennial big sunglasses, and Prada bags. 'They talk in hushed 

undertones\ Around them. the paparazzi move in for the kill. A puffy-eyed actress 

clutches a small dog, while urgent faces press for attention in the standing-room-only 

croud, drinking in the warmth of feeling included. 

Then the lights go out. Designers make last-minute changes - -maybe running a 

hand through Helena's hair will give it that just -fucked- up -enough - to - u ork look. 

The girls are ready, decked out in hot pants and Mandarin silk dresses, low-slung 

hip-huggers and sky-scraping heels, pink tuxedos, skin-tight evening gowns, mad little 

top hats, and cowboy-themed bustiers—sleek outfits not exactly designed to reassure the 

average woman. 

Suddenly the lights come up hot. bright, and blindingr the music explodes with a 

big funky disco slam, and everything else is forgotten. Meagan pauses that just-perfect 

instant, then hits the runway,... 

first of till, what the 

hell is fashion any¬ 

way, and what does 

SPY magazine want 

me to say about it? 

Aft er all, it's not a 

positive business. It doesn't have peo¬ 

ples—especially womens—best in¬ 

terests at heart. Designers, photogra¬ 

phers, and editors aren't sitting 

around thinking: What can l do to 

make a woman feel better^ look fatter, have 

a fatter self-image ? T h eyh re thinking 

about what their fantasy is, kids, and 

who the hell’s gonna wear it; Because 

the designers were either obsessed 

with their mothers and what they 

wore, or they have some other reason 

to create this bizarre unreality of a 

world. 

Everybody wants ro get inside a 

model s head, as if they can dissect her 

brain to find our what makes her so 

beautiful, fs it fun to be gorgeous? Is 

the look, the lifestyle, the attention, 

the leers, the comments, the back- 

stabbing everything we imagine it to 

be? And what about the money? Surely, 

that's got to make it all worthwhile. 

Most of us, thank God, will nev¬ 

er know. Oh, sure, its hours in first 
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class (the Concorde if you're really hot). 

Trunks of cou ture. Appoin tment books 

of fine-grain leather. Exercise videos and 

Pepsi commercials. Acting coaches and 

record deals, Caribbean islands, business 

managers, and Swiss bank accounts. 

Its also overly tanned French pho¬ 

tographers. Espressos to wash down 

downers, Breakdowns and fall-outs, di¬ 

ets and massages. Families back home 

in the Midwest, London, Tel Aviv, 

Maricaibo, Moscow. Dreams and im¬ 

you can experience the endless hair-color 

changes of Linda Evangelista in the cafe's 

exclusive ‘ Wash-In, Wash-Out” coloring 

booth. You can even take home the Stay 

Out All Night Drugging, Parrying, and 

Sleeping With Whomever You Please 

and Still Wake Up Radiant'' video. 

There’s the hall of echoes, including the 

reverberating voices of make-up artists 

trashing the girls behind their backs, as 

well as vicious fights on exotic locations 

between one of those already-established- 

yet-still-insecure models and any other 

younger, prettier girl. 

buy them a bottle of Criscal, and then 

they blow you off for a rich, ugly, 

European play hoy. That’s right, it's 

nothing but glamour and crazy fun 

with the edgy, sexy troika every night. 

Why of course Naomi, Claudia, and 

Elie will always be on hand, and what 

could be more important than welcom¬ 

ing you to the home of international ex¬ 

citement and superdupermodels? 

The menu here is simple, consisr- 

mg mainly nf a rarror stirk or two with 

garnish. Rut for those not faint of heart, 

there's the Binge-and-Purge Plate—a 

take-home special!—complete with ba¬ 

nana-split dessert, and instructions for 

putting your finger down your throat 

and making yourself puke. 

For the guys in the crowd, you can 

experience the rejection of bitchy fledg¬ 

ling modelettes posed strategically 

around the bar; They smile at you, you 

flint, Michigan, 

cannot, by any 

stretch of the 

imagination, be 

considered an im¬ 

portant breeding 

ground of high fashion. But, 

growing up there as 1 did and 

seeing the stalwart women of 

that town dress themselves to 

the teeth for every imaginable 

occasion gave me the perfect 

background to put fashion in 

its place. Which is in your life, 

part of it, but not controlled by 

it. This is not easy to do. 

Bad example; When my 

mother's friends walked into 

Beth Israel for lour fabulous 

services of Rosh Hashonah (two 

lor the less observant), decked 

out in Balmain and Trigere, all 

heads turned. Late entrances 

were de rigeurt major hairdos a 

must, Nothing threw these 

dames. No stuffed mushroom cap or 

overflowing Manhattan could not be 

balanced with aplomb. Likewise when 

they hit the greens at the country club, 

everything worked, from their hot little 

skirts CO rheir peds with a pom-pom. 

Life was simple but had a point, and 

that was to look good, as much for each 

other as for the men in their lives. 

Of course it's hard to live with that 

plants. Green cards and visas, 

Gilles and Anna. Helmut and 

Peter. Double kisses. Faded. Jaded. 

Hopeful. Doubtful. Arrivals. 

Departures. Lovers, Mothers. Is she 

beautiful;' Can you make her a 

star,' Is she a bitch? Perfect. although I did not 

attend the opening 

of the Fashion Cafe 

in New York City, 

the idea of such a 

thing intrigues me. 

What can one possibly expect to 

find in so aptly named a place as 

this? An amazing array of fascinat¬ 

ing memorabilia, perhaps? As in a 

set of Naoxni Campbell’s dirty G- 

strings, or Claudia Schiffers 

Koran-inspired dresses by Karl 

Lagerfeld (along with the ashes 

from the offending garments)? 

Maybe even a Tiffany-style 

display case of glue-on moles worn 

On the upper lips of Cindy 

Crawford and Nikki Taylor, And 

you won’t want to miss the beauti¬ 

fully mounted ticket stubs of Christy 

Turlington’s seemingly endless string of 

Concorde flights. You'll be enchanted 

by the magical guirar stylings of Kate 

Moss, and marvel at how effortlessly 

Elle McPherson makes the jump from 

simply staring into rhe camera to actu¬ 

ally speaking to one. 

Visit the Interactive Room, where 
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kind of pressure, day in and day out, to 

look absolutely perfect. It’s what's 

wrong with the whole scene. I have a 

certain contempt for the fashion world, 

and I don’t always appreciate the fact 

char its mostly manipulative and 

makes women feel that they never look 

good enough. 

When I was growing up, my mom 

was an artist, sort of anti-fashion in that 

way that allows them to be taken more 

seriously. I had to twist her arm to get 

her to buy new clothes. On the flip side 

were the trophy wives of my dad's com¬ 

patriots—women who were fashion- 

obsessive, They spent all their money 

and time dressing, they believed in 

fashion as reality, because, for them, 

shopping was a ritual, an escape, a place 

to sort out the good thoughts from the 

bad. And, above all, a tvay to fill their 

lonely days by making something spec¬ 

tacular out oi their nights. 

Is it any wonder 1 spent my high 

school years dressed in bell-bottoms and 

stuff from Chess King? Even now, at the 

end of the day, I find myself dressing in 

a jeans shirt and a pair of pants from 

The Gap more than anything that's 

been given to me or loaned to me or 

that I've begged, borrowed, or stolen 

from the fashion world. 

model has anything to do with 

any of it. 

How do you think it hap¬ 

pens that some designer finds 

a certain fabric, decides on a 

certain style, a certain length 

of skirt, and then everybody 

If fashion exists for any¬ 

thing, it exists for showman¬ 

ship, for theater. We must 

remember that none of it is re¬ 

ality, and shouldn't be tak¬ 

en as such, To try to make 

it appear real or take it as reality in 

your life is a mistake. Except, of 

course, by the people who do it. It s 

very much reality to them, and 

without their commitment to it, 

they couldn't be successful. 

There's probably an underlying 

sadness to the whole rhing as well, 

because the designers are constantly try¬ 

ing to reinvent the wheel. Every season 

there's a huge pressure on them to come 

up with some spin on what's already ex¬ 

isted throughout history, really, and to 

make it fresh again, to make it exciting. 

Whether it's the fabrics or the colors or 

just the simple modification of a skirt 

style or length, they are always under 

pressure to reinvent. 

And everything's leading up to the 

show, the show happens, and then 

everyone's completely depressed and 

disappointed and disillusioned. Then 

they have a couple of days to recover and 

it's back to the drawing board for the 

next season. It's disposable creativity. 

You never have a chance to get back on 

your feet again and think it all through, 

you just better have that next idea, or 

have somebody whispering in your ear 

what they feel the buzz is going to be. 

And how can you not feel drained 

when you go from selling your designs 

one month at Bergdorfs and the next 

you're down at the Century 21 outlets. 

Its one of the harsh realities of 

fashion—everybody ends up on the dis¬ 

count racks eventually. 

Underneath the veneer of all these 

editors of all these magazines—all the 

coldness and detachment—there must 

be, on some level, a lot of pain. Take 

somebody like Anna Witltour, who's all 

business, constantly hiding behind a 

pair of huge sunglasses, very rarely smil¬ 

ing, 1 can t imagine that at the end of 

the day somebody would feel really 

good about that. Never being able to be 

real or feel any kind of emotion; always 

this kind of but toned-up, freaked-Out, 

p i cki i ig-at-your- fi i lge r-sand w i c hes-and- 

cuc lira ber-s 1 i ces - a nd - never- real 1 y-eat - 

with-gusto, always fearing to express 

yourself emotionally type of person. 

How much is ic worth to be someone 

like her? 

hat very few people 

outside of the busi¬ 

ness realize is the 

power these editors 

have, that they can 

make or break the 

designers. That they decide who's going 

to be a star. Okay, certain girls sell more 

magazines; certain types of articles sell 

more subscriptions, get the advertisers 

ail excited and ready to commit for an¬ 

other spread, another year. And all of it 

gets summed up as how "hot" you are 

and how hot your magazine is and how 

hot a designer is and whether or not the 
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Would you spend $5 to 
feel like a million? 

too? 
We're so sure MDR Fitness Tabs 

will make such an important 

difference in your life, well give vou a 

tree gift - an AM/FM Sports Radio , 
just for trying them. 

After all how much is your health 

worth? What would you spend to feel 

energized, strengthen your immune 

system, revitalize your skin, hair, and 

nails, and improve your overall health? 

If you're like most people, you’ve 

probably tried vitamins in the past 

without seeing any results. 

MDR 
Fp'fAirLiT **415 MCff 

f A K * 
HtlW| 

MDR 
Ftmt&z, T*ts FOR «*| 

/ A A1 

H CNfM't 

Why most vitamins don't work. 

The fact is many vitamin formulas 

aren't properly balanced. This can 

hinder their absorption, (For 

example, too much calcium 

may decrease the y_ 

magnesium in your system,) m- 
Also, some nutrients are -*1 

best taken in the 

morning and others at 

night, so a multi¬ 

vitamin taken once a 

day is not a good idea. 

Many other vitamins contain dyes 

and unproven ingredients (tike 

molybdenum), yet they lack important 

nutrients that are depleted by stress, 

birth-control pills, physical exertion, 

smoking, and drinking. 

The MDR Fitness Tabs formula is 

based on the latest research to supply the 

right amounts of the right nutrients at 

just the right time. Plus, MDR has all 

the nutrients in the news today, like 

chromium picolinate, beta carotene and 

other important antioxidants. 

Developed by Doctors* 
A group of doctors (the Medical 

Doctors Research Group; hence MDR) 

decided to assemble a team of leading 

nutritionists, dieticians, dermatologists, 

biochemists, and physicians to research 

how vitamins could be more effective. 

AM and PM formulas. 
Together, the team developed MDR’s 

unique AM and PM Fitness Tabs system. 

With one formula for women. And 

another for men. 

Taking one Fitness Tab in the 

morning and one at night, both men 

and women noticed impressive 

results. In a survey of thousands 

of regular MDR users, dieters 

benefited. Smokers felt better. 

People under stress had more 

energy Pilots felt more alert. 

Athletes noticed improved 

performance. And women taking birth- 

control pills sensed a newr vitality. Many 

doctors now use and recommend MDR 

Fitness Tabs, which are listed in the 

Physicians' Desk Reference. It’s easy to 

see why MDR is now recognized as a 

leader in advanced vitamin 

formulations. 

Free gift* 
For only $5* you can 

try MDR Fitness Tabs and 

receive this great .AM/FM 

Sports Radio — FREE. 

Lightweight and compact, 

it includes a handy belt clip 

and built-in turbo speaker! 

it’s perfect for workouts, the 

beach, sporting events, or 

anywhere you want news 

and music on the go. 

Direct from the research labs. 
We send MDR Fitness Tabs directly 

to you so we can guarantee maximum 

freshness and assure optimal purity and 

potency. We also continually update the 

formulas so you benefit from the latest 

scientific findings. 

Discover a new health insurance. 
With stress, pollution, and viruses 

that plague us today, why gamble with 

your health? Try to eat right, and take 

MDR Fitness Tabs as insurance. 

To obtain MDR Fitness Tabs, call: 

I BOO MDR-TABS 
or mail the coupon below. You'll receive 

a 10-day trial supply, MDR Travel Case, 

and free AM/FM Sports Radio gift - all 

for only $5 * And if you call now and 

order with your credit card, we'll even 

include an extra little gift - free!' 

If pleased, every 2 months, at just 

the right time, you’ll continue to receive 

a fresh 6Q-day supply for only $3 50 per 

week, billed to your credit card 

bimonthly. Cancel at anytime. There’s 

no obligation or minimum purchase. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed And no 

matter what, the gift is yours to keep! 

□ YES! i want to try jMDR for just $5*+$3 
shipping and receive my FREE Sports Radio. 
□ Women 's Fitness Tabs (LV191) 

□ Hen s Fitness Tabs (LV192) 
□ Charge it to my (circle one): 

m ac m 
C-radil Card Number 

Exp. Date |MqD|h/Year) 

Please Sjgn Hera 
□ I’m endowing mv check far (S paynhie to MOW 

Name 

Across 

CiTy £l.nlo 2 ci 

( ) 
Telephone Number 

IWDflfeS?" 1800 637-8227 I 
1410t N.W. 4th Street, Sunrise, FL 33325 j 

EISA i iaB5tktonmtm Cwb. 
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REQUIRED 
READING 

HQ ®! 

mmmuvm 

SEPARATED AT BIRTH? includes 
Over 450 different faces and chapter 
introductions only SPY could have 
produced, all for just $6.95 plus $2 
shipping. 

Send your name & address along with 

your check or money order to SPY 

Books, Dept. 9195, 49 E. 21st Street, 
New York, NY 10010. Otter limited 
to U.S. and Canada. Canadian orders 

send 12,50 additional US- funds 

only, NY res, add sales rax. 

sttwetk 

***** mm UGHTI, 
BIG CITY 
MIES OF 
mm 

™ ussRuitzae 

SPY NOTES will enlighten those in 
search of pop cultural literacy, amuse 
the skeptical, arid astonish the naive. 
Even funnier than the originals. 
Includes SPY’S NGVEL-O-MATIC. 
Only $5-95 plus $2 shipping. 

Send your name & address along with 

your check or money order to SPY 

Books, Dept. 9195, 49 E, 21st Street, 

New York, NY 10010. Offer limited 
to U.S. and Canada. Canadian orders 

send $2,50 additional. U.S~ Funds 

only. NY res. add sales tax. 

else decides on it at precisely the same 

moment? How do trends get started, 

anyway? Because if it were really all an 

individual effort, from designer to pho¬ 

tographer to editor, then wouldn't we 

have 15 or 20 different trends happen¬ 

ing every' year? 

ut then you know what 

would happen, don't you? 

People, especially the 

women who are expected 

ro go out and actually buy 

the cloches, buy the mag¬ 

azines, would have to decide for them¬ 

selves what looks good, what they're 

going to wear to the next event in Flint 

or wherever the hell it is they're off to. 

And we can’t have that, not by any 

means. Neither can some editor appear 

foolish by choosing a look that's so ob¬ 

viously off the mark as to what’s hot for 

'95, or 96, or whenever. 

With fashion, you never realty say 

how you fed about anything. So how can 

we criticize, how can we really identify 

what goes on in the 

world of fashion if no 

one s telling the truth? 

Because the truth is its 

not teal. 

Why did Pret a 

Porter suck so badly? 

Because how can you 

make a him seem realis¬ 

tic when your subject is 

so unreal? None of these 

movies, no documentary, 

no smart-ass magazine 

article, will ever capture 

what happens, because 

the crazy secret is that 

you have to get to the 

unreality of it in order to 

understand what it's all 

about. 

And then when you 

get it, you have to put it 

all in perspective and keep it in perspec¬ 

tive, because thats what's necessary if 

you're going to have a normal, healthy 

life and not be controlled by this crazy 

thing called fashion. Pay attention, now. 

Here comes the big finish; Clothes are 

clothes! Its nice to look nice, but how 

big a price do you want to pay for it? 

Your life? All your money? AO your 

time? Your marriage, even? Or your 

kids's sanity? 

I’ve always felt chat 1 wanted to be 

a part of the world of high fashion to 

exact some sort of revenge for the way 

my mother was treated back in Flint, 

She was snubbed, frankly, and 1 always 

resented it, even as I felt bad for her and 

wanted her to look her best. It’s the an¬ 

cient conflict that many insecure 

women have about themselves—this 

$3,500 Marc Jacobs dress will make me 

feel successful, more I ike...a model, a 

younger woman, Anna Wintour? All of 

those things, probably. But of course 

that feeling is fleeting, and next month 

you’re back buying something else. 

Your self-esteem, like everything else, 

began uptown and ended on the dis¬ 

count racks, fj 

70 spv SEFTEM0ER/OCTO0ER 1995 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

How to get a great tan. 
with your shirt on? 
ITS, clothing manufacturer develops new 100% cotton fabric 

which allows you to tan with your shirt on. Now you can tan 

while you golf walk, play tennis or do anything outdoors- 

by Charles Anton 

When I was a kid, getting a tan was 
easy. With only a part-time job, 1 
would spend my free time by the 

pool. Without even trying, I would easily de¬ 
velop a warm glowing tan. 

Of course, things aren't as easy now. 1 don't 
have time to sit around laying out in the Sun. 
Besides, its boringf 

Fortunately, new developments in textile 
technology may eliminate the need to lay out 
in the sun. I'm talking about the development 
of a remarkable new fabric called "mkrosol" 

Patented shirt. This fabric 
has been used to make a new 
line of shirts called Cool Tan. 
"Microsol" is a lightweight 
100% cotton fabric. Because 
of its weave and a special 

process, "microsol" allows 
most sunlight to penetrate 
without being blocked, IE 
acts as a sunscreen (about 
SPF 6}r so you get an even, 
natural tan all over your up¬ 
per body. Since there is a lot 
less chance of burning, you 
get a rich, glowing tan while 
you wear your shirt. 

This process also renders 
the fabric very soft and sheer, 
allowing air to circulate 
around your body. No more 
damp shirts stuck to your 
back in the sweltering heat of 
the summer. This fabric is 
very breathable. Very com¬ 
fortable, This special fabric 
has twice as much give as regular shirts, 

Tan without trying. You can tan while 
you're golfing. White you're window shop¬ 
ping, While you're out on your walk, And you 
Won't have those embarrassing tan-lines. 

Imagine yourself with a warm, glowing, 
flawless tan, Not just on your arms with a tan 

line at your shirt sleeve, but a great 
tan all over,., on your front and your 
back. These all- cotton shirts allow you to ■r 
tan without going topless. 

Style end comfort for both men 
and women. These shirts are avail¬ 
able in rich colors like raspberry, teal 
and navy. You won't have a prob¬ 
lem with fading or shrinking, ei¬ 
ther. These amazing shirts are just 
regular wash and dry. They are 
so comfortable, you may want 
_ to wear them 

Thtr it'otid'sJirsi tan-tbraugfo shirt lets \vm tan icilh \<rur shirt on. 

Old tanning methods 
made obsolete. 

The Cool Tan shirts give you 
a natural tan the easy wav, t r 
Plus, they also provide pro¬ 
tection from the sun, up to 

SPF ft, Now you can start 
having fun in the sun instead 
of agonizing over your tan! 

Put an end to 444 

m easily tanning salons. 

■ messy oats or goos. 

■ baking in the sun for hours. 

m dangeroes, unprotected skin. 

a bro n2e r$ or tan acce le raters. 

■ sticky, uncomfortable shirts. 

■ ugly "arm only" tans. 

a u n approved Ian ni n g drugs 

wear 
year round. Wear them any¬ 
time you want a cool, com¬ 
fortable fit. They're great for 
indoor or outdoor sports or 
for just doing nothing, 

One year guarantee. Re¬ 
gardless of the season we 
want you take advantage of 
this offer without risk.,, so, 
we'll give you a full year to 
wear your cool, comfortable, 
tan-through shirts while you 
golf, hike, play tennis or do 
anything outdoors. If your 
Cool Tan shirt doesn't give 
you a great tan and maximum 
comfort- return it to us for a 
complete refund. You've got 
nothing to lose but ugly tan 
lines.so act now! 

Factory direct offer. With 

this revolutionary 100% cot¬ 
ton lan-through fabric, superb 
Styling and innovative de¬ 

sign, you'd expect to pay $60 or S7Q at exclusive 

shops- if they were available! We have decided 

to cut-out the middle man and offer these great 
shirts direct-to-you at greatly reduced prices, 
Plus, we will ship your order within 72 hours of 
receiving it. So, try out these amazing shirts and 
tell vour friends about them! 

DON TAKE OUR WORD FOR 

'Tm din outdoors person who needs sunshine- 
this shirt eliminates bathing suit tops. My 
friends wilt love this!" 

Saran Campagna- Klamath Faffs, Off 

"Cool comfortable, and l cm tm without 
laying around in the sun doing nothing " 

L ostia Mitch&it- Virginia Beach. VA 

"This tan-through shirt is just like using a 4 
to 6 sunscreen, buf imffrouf the mess of oils and 
lotions, tan-through is the way to go" 

CuGffntenfa Setvi- Peris, CA 

"Now 1 cm tan without worrying about my 
'middle-age bw Ige' sh anting." 

Mark Nuasst&- Atlantic City, NJ 

Free tan-through shirt offer 

For a limited time we are offering these Cool Tan 
shirts "direct to you." Not for (t>frll hut tor $49.95 
($4 S&Hj per shirt. For even,' two shirts you pur¬ 
chase within 30 days of this ad, we will send you 
a third shirt for free! 

. , WWr 
htcMhhfv skid? ■ i"."1 i t'ile, 

ihr^r ifirt-fh) *ugh-'i rts are rtnufr 

in ,;rr d,S7l tf??d uwr'f sftrwrfc, 

Men/Women’s striped shirt 

style IQ teal with white stupe; wiw s. s, m. L. xl. xxl 

st/ie 20 whtti wsth Slue stripe: S. m. l. xl xxl 

Men/Women’s solid shirt 

style 30 white: 5, M, L, XL, XXL 

style 40 rase berry: #<1E S.r.1 l XL XXL 

Please mention promotional code 223-SY-5211 

For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day 

800-992-2966 

To liinter by mail send check or money order for the full 

amou.nl including shipping find handling oi enclose vom 

credit card number and t*\p. date (YA resi Jenl s id J 4 5% sales 

Ux5, Be sure to include quantity, style, color .and size, 

INDUSTRIES 
2B2Q Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106 

Midlothian. Virginia 23113 
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ADVICE 

TWIN VISION 
presents ** 

+* The Best of the Best ** 

(900) 860-5777 
Established 1959. still onty S3.25.<'niin. 

« Pame-la ["MEL-) Pin #1006 * TAROT 
Leadm^ reader in USA - Relalicnships 

•Christina Pin #1Q£3 *CLAIRAUDIENT 
Spiritual 23% Accurate an a Bad Day 

• LaRue Pm 1/1009 * CLAIRVOYANT 
Very famous Great Southern Accent. 

The Psychic Insblute has rated us si 
in Am&Hca ior live past years 

MOTHERLY/SISTERLY/ 

Best friend, Unique “discreet1' 

conversation! Let's talk live, 

now! (900) 388-2500, Exten¬ 
sion 5 3 31, $3.99/ minute. 

Must be 18 years, P roc all, 

(602) 954-7420* 

astrology 

WINNER = YOU + gifted 

guidance! No problem too 

large/too small. Please call 
now! (900) 825-3800, Exten¬ 
sion 5364. $3,99/minute. 

Must be 18 years, P roc all , 

(602) 954-7420* 

AUDIO/VIDEO 

CABLE 
DESCRAMBLER 

COD 
VISA 
Discover 
Master Cnni 

Fite 
Catalog 

DEALERS WASTED 
EARS EXTRA $$$ 

1 -800-535-1843 9-e CST 
MON-FBf 
SAT 10 2 

EDUCATION 

spy? tuuld VOU be the nest JAMES 

BOND? The nationally renowned, lECAL I INVESTIGATION CERTIFICATE COLUSE 
is now available from THE CENTER FOR 

LEGAL STLDIES and U.S.C. on video tape or 

tau^hi live. 

GALL (800) 522-7737 

BOOKS/ P V BLICATIONS 

°THE RUSH Limbaugh Quiz 

Book5' by led Ructcr. $8,95 at 
bookstores. 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 

“THE OFFICIAL Guide to The 

Best Cat Houses in Nevada”, ISO 
pages on everything you wanted 

to know and where they are in 

Nevada, $16.95 + $3,00 S&H. 

APM Inc*, 2533 Nr Carson 

Street, Suite 346* Carson City, 

NV 89706, 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

FAMOUS MAILORDER mil¬ 

lionaire reveals moneymaking 

secrets. Free exciting cassette: 

Melvin Powers, 12015 Sherman 

Road, North Hollywood* CA 

9I605S- 

OPERATIVES WANTED, per¬ 

sonal health/wealth assignment. 

Mission taped, send $2.00 

before it self des cruets. New 

World Associates* P.O.B. 370, 

Alief, TX 77411. 

EARN EXTRA income process¬ 

ing mail at home. Send SASE 

to: CSR, Inc,, 10705 .S. Roberts 

Road. Suite 74. Palos Hills* II. 

60465, 

GET PAID $268,20/rolt caking 

easy snapshots! Film sup¬ 

plied- Phototck, Box 3706-Y2, 

Idyll wild, CA 92549. (909) 

659-9757. 

CATALOGS 

BEEPER ACCESSORIES cata¬ 

log. Hot colors! Newest styles. 

California bungees. Send $1,00: 

Crystal-Co mm, 1115 Inman, 

#259SF, Edison, NJ 08820* 

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS by 

mail. Beautiful unusual items. 

Send for free catalog: RM Bird* 

Drawer 2036M, Myrtle Beach, 

SC 29578* 

CINDY CRAWFORD, ocher 

nudes — Playboy, Penthouse 

back issues. Catalog: $3.00 

(included $5.00 coupon). BRC, 

Department-!’!?* Box 12277> 
Marina del Rey, CA 90295, 

ENTERTAINMENT 

101 O.J. Jokes! 101 hilarious 

O.J. jokes. Entertain your 
friends. Send only $7.00 to: 

jokes, P.Q. Box 6516, Fort 

Wayne, IN 46896-0516. 

OUTSMART EVERYONE! 

Every 15 minutes updated 

stocks/sports spreads, hero- 
scopcs/soaps/trivia! (900) 484- 

6000* Extension 4656. $2.99/ 

minute. Must be IS years. Pro- 

call, (602) 954-7420.’ 

HEALTH & FITNESS 

MEDICAL -DENTAL Hotline. 

Answers to al! your medical or 
dental questions. Should you 

sue your doctor? How to sue. 

Selecting an attorney* Mercury 

hazard in fillings. Impotence. 

Premature ejaculation. Sensual 

pleasuring, AIDS risk in Med- 

Dental offices. Denial implants. 
Bleaching your teeth white. 

Heart disease. Best .Med-Dent 

products. May more subjects 

available. Private personal con¬ 

sultations with doctor available. 
EXCITING* SENSUAL, "Sultry- 
voiced11 beauty, just for you! 

Live* Call now. (900) 38 8- 

2500* Extension 5382* $3-99/ 

minute. Must be 18 years. Pro- 

call, (602) 954-7420. 
............ 

COMEDY WRITERS - wanted 

topical material faxed to us. We 
pay cop dollar for material we 
use. Call Susan at (800) 336- 
6542, Extension 226 for details. 

EMPLOYMENT 

WORK AT home assembling 

easy crafts! Program guaran¬ 

teed! (800) 377-6000, Exten¬ 

sion 7650. 

HEALTH & FITNESS 

(900) 896-3939, Average 3-6 

minutes. $3.8 5/minute* 18, 

i ouch tone phone. Dr. Gary 

Tanski, Hudson, FL, 

MERCHANDISE 

Dicks of America 
The world famous dub, 

newsletter, and gift 
catolng for Richard^ 

FREE CATALOG 
P.O. Rnx 6007R2 

5an Diego. CA 92160 
or <619.1286-5448 

WORLDWIDE TRAVEL, 

adventure nudist videos, books, 

magazines* also erotic Rio carni¬ 

vals, Mardi Gras and explicit 
nudisrs contests. 100+ video cat¬ 

alog and nudist info kit, $3.00. 
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PERSONALS PERSONALS PHONE SERVICES PHONE SERVICES 

ASIAN WOMEN abroad seek 

love, marriage. Info; P.O.B, 

1245F, Ben, CA 94510. (707) 

747-6906, 

LATIN AMERICAN beauties 

seek marriage' Photos, tours, 

videos. Free brochure, Introduc¬ 

tions, Bojr 924994(Y), Houston, 

TX 77292-4994, (713) 896- 

9224. 

GORCEOUS ASIAN women! 
Romance, correspondence* life- 

mates! Co tor photos! PIC* Box 

461 873-S* Los Angeles. CA 

90046. (213) 650-1994. 

Russian Ladies, beautiful, educated 
flre ¥iftMr?ly seeking rSlafonihsp*. 2000 ledle* 

selected from owt £0,000. 
FBf £ Color Photo Brochure 

^ EUROPEAN CONNECTIONS 
:4; fttf.ilS-P.OB.S»65l 

»Si(8i(yi39»‘'Fii^W-i51-57T4 
IJf PWKW(404) +5frtB03 24HOtfK 

-MOSCOW TOURS AVAILABLE- 

BEAUTIFUL LATIN Sadies! Tra¬ 

ditional and loyal, seek friend¬ 

ship/marriage with sincere gentle¬ 

men. Wc have II gats for every 

guy! Free brochure, (305) 524- 

2244, 

ASIAN WOMEN desire carre- 

spondence! Sunshine I mernation- 

al, Box 5500-AE, Kailua-Kona, 

HI 96745-5500. (808) 325-7707. 

Beautiful Young Russian Ladies 
seek Amman Cerrttefnen tot manage. Ronwilic, 

n efewaled, stoie; Out semes 
is simple fast and compile. 
FRO COUDfl PHQID BROCHURE 

WorldRIatch ltd., 
3100 Peach! if e PW,.Sui1e 040A 

Atlanta. GA 30320 
CMl (404} 365-B314nhk 

HUE (404) 365-97*0 

MEET WOMEN worldwide. 

Free 32-page photo catalog. Cor¬ 

respondence since 1974. Cherry 

Blossoms, 190SY Rainbow Ridge, 

Kapaau, Hi 96755. (408) 980- 

74HK. 

DOMINATRIX/5EX educator 

Nancy Ava Miller, M.Ed. — a 

misted name in the S&M/B&D 

fetish community since 1986. 

(716) 672-3422, (312) 604-1700. 

Ljvc. Nancy 

LONELY BECAUSE of Herpes? 

Meet otliers, Send $49.95 to; 

Confidential Groups, Box 354A* 

Avon, OH 44011, 

CONFESSIONS, PERSONAL 

and secret! Listen or reveal, Pri¬ 

vate and discreet. Call now, 

(900) 860-3323, Extension 

28?]. $2.99/m mute. Muse be 18 

years. ProeaiL (602) 954-7420, 

MAKE YOUR day (night) with 

romance/lo vc/friends. Call 

Dateline now! (900) 329-5000* 

Extension 1636, $2.99/mmure. 

Must be 18 years. Procall, (602) 

954-7420. 

LOOKING FOR A MATE? 

Call the 

DATE LINEl 

1-900-435-066? 
All hfistyles welcome 

Mud b* ' A V 

Jj DB per rwutfl 

PHONE SERVICES 

MEF.T NEW people rhe fun way 

today! (900) 656-3000, Exten¬ 

sion 5393- $2,99/minutc. Must 

be 18 years. Procall Co., (602) 

954-7420, 

ABSOLUTE PLEASURES! Pri¬ 

vate, personal conversation. 

Explore your fantasies, V7MC/ 

AE* (201) 313-5750,_ 

UVgTMJt | 

MOT - WILD * $IXY 

■ ICNl 

004 minuw 
^ ^ No minimum 

iaia> 741-iaoa 

MISTRESS! SLAVE! Poet! 
Dominique Jones — young, bril¬ 

liant, blonde, beautiful of mind/ 

heart. Intelligent fetish conver¬ 

sation. Loving! (215) 552-8582; 

(908) 284-8028. Free inquiry, 

please,*.?!! 

SEXY COLLEGE girls - Live! 

1-on-l* group chat, personals. 

(900) 435-0995, S2.GO-$3.50/ 

minute* I8 + , Miami* FL, 

FIND YOUR mate. Locally or 

nationwide! (900) 945-6200* 

Extension 5251. 52.99/minute. 

Must be 18 years. Procall Co., 

(602) 954-7420. 

A B&D/S&M message with 

love. Free inquiry. Wc?rc not 

900# actresses mouthing plati¬ 

tudes; we are true dominant/ 

submissive ladies - intelligent, 

caring. (201) 300-8080; (412) 

284-5088* (908) 284-8066. 

721 LIVE SEX 
mjir PARTYLINE 

011-592-587-955 
EAGER BABES 

24 HRS...7 DAYS 

BIZARRE EROTICA 
011-592-587-107 
WHY PAY MORE? 

NO CHARGES 
NO C/C,.,NO 900 

only low LD dig 
fas low as 72c min) 

STRICTLY 
ADULTS! 

(VERY EXPLICIT) 

^1-80M92-HpeTflf 

$ if****™ ^ 
ia+*2.50 ■ 

LIVE* EXPLICIT* unrestricted, 

uncensored and very bizarre 

erotica. 1-on-l. 10718-01 1- 

972-0666, 

EROTIC SEXUAL fantasies 

explored I -on-1. (800) 430-5638, 
(500) 938-7361. (V/MC/ AF,)* 

DON'T WAIT 

FOR THE UNEXPECTED. 

KNOW YOUR DAILY 
HOROSCOPE WOW/ Call 

1-900-484-0020, Ext. 1387 
$2.99,wm. 18k. K.O.G. Ortartdfc. Ft 

OUTRAGEOUS PHONE MESSAGES! 
Award wnn;og fun for your ansvrering machine 
BIbh Bard - Mo b Bust - EvangaLiil - Mirtiuit 
10 assorted character and rusKi" goings city £10. 
GiiiTutsd lo aniuse anc annare &■' your nvarify tad* 

taaid Erl, Dept. S. P.G. Bin. 13 Station mk\ 
ttHHwdals. oma no. C-amda. M7K 557 

-HOT LIVE PARTY I INK- 

No “9GG'h Charges/No Blocking 

1 -809-474-7400 
Adults Only/IntU Tolls/TLP 

DON’T TALK! 
JUST LISTEN 

Recorded Fantasies Fur Yutir Pleasure 
Naughty Women Talk Dirty 

1-900-342-2428 
Hot, uninhibited Gay Man 

1-9DQ-342-JOCK 
KBI. w+, 

M*. t>ol<Hre* t rench 

invites your inpln- 

ratiun 

of S&M/BAD, related 

ftli'ihes. Intelligcnl. 
tx!ituiitli 1 Indies await! 

(4W) 892-1WJ 

A - J 

i ■ i 

POSTERS/PHOTOS 

NUDE CELEBRITY photos! 

Movie and TV stars! illustrated list. 

$1,00. Superstar Enterprises, Box 

886, Orchard Park, NY 14127* 

VIDEOS 

VIDEOS! ADULT/Nudisi/ 

more! Free catalog! F,P.(s), 

CP116F, Toronto, M4Y 2L5* 

Canada, 

YOUNG MODEL 18 + * and 

friends offer unique videos. 

Information, $3.00. Stevi 

Secret, 556 North Eastern, P- 

196, Las Vegas, NV 89101. 

LofitaS 
TOPttst aucHEs of nmoi uvnu 

video i50., cctabg $2, Bnazi! Video,. P.O. Box 

8572, La JoHo, CA 92038, 

FRENCH LOLITAS at Riviera 

beaches. Video: $50, Catalog 

$2.00. Brazil Video* Box 8572, 

Ujolla, CA 92038. 

ORGANIZATIONS 

HATE roUTH Ai VOttEEdSESS t 
Learn some t&rma yuu cutt SAFELY us*’ t 

Coil the DAILY-UEHMAN-INSULT-UNS ' / 

I 900-S88-7755 
Lmm ih'rfj' fn> tay if and what t! mranj. Jjran: your, 
OWN intuit at the ehd u;ui order wir FREE ctvpy 
i>,r DANG !, the Rcn-dcitcr. Jut* free ai charge she 
SPCC, the Screw Pniificnl Correctness Crtahlitin. 

SST.C - attKJ f fri LTr.j.Jr - y.u,\r2JSi •R.-. ir,rd st. 
Still * 5 T jfj ~n\ n. u ^ r p, J jnn , runt* jujuiiJ olaiJj IJiw yrr. 

SERVICES 

CURIOUS? PARANOID? Get 

your FBI* CIA, IRS files and 

morel £49.95 t $6,00 s/L Send 

name, 3SN, birthdate; BT Info 

Services* Box 4177K, Mountain 

View, CA 94040. 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ i ■ ■ a ■ I ■ i i i « .s. i ■ ■ ■ d * *1 i. ■ ■ i 

CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. 

Forwarding worldwide* Voice¬ 

mail. Mail post, 2421X Pratt, 

Chicago, 60645. (312) 764- 

0100* (800) 890-3199. 

For Advertising 
Rates and Information 

Please call: 

(800)237-98.51 
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PHOTO CREDITS: 
Cover: NY Daily News Photo (Clinton head), 
Michael Patrick/Folio (background) 
Page 6-7: E. Adams/Sygma (McVeigh), AP/Wide 
World (Clintons) 
Page 16-17: Gerardo Somoza/Outline (Weinstein), 
David Fisher/London Features (Simmons), NY 
Daily News Photo (Clinton) 
Page 18-19: Richard Mitchell (pancakes, Ito doll), 
Lisa Browning/New Orleans Historic Voodoo 
Museum (Ito doll maker), 
Mitchell Levy/Globe Photos (Shaffer head), Everett 
Collection (Shaffer hair) 
Page 20: Al Ortega/Ron Galella (Perry), Neal 
Peters Collection (Rogers, Culkin), Frank 
Edwards/Archive Photos (Arquette), Brian 
Smale/Onyx (Diller), Everett Collection (King 
Kong), Steve Granitz/Retna (Barrymore), 
UPI/Bettmann (Onassis) 
Page 24: AP/Wide World (Gramm) 
Page 27: Ewing Galloway 
Page 34-35: AP/Wide World (left), Archive News 
Photos (right) 
Page 36-37: Stills/Retna (left), AP/Wide World 

(right) 
Page 38: Eric Bonamy/Gamma Liaison 
Page 42-43: Sygma 
Page 45: John Sykes/Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 
Page 46: Bill Parsons 
Page 49: Bill Parsons 
Page 50: Ewing Galloway (students), Ken 
Briggs/Tony Stone Images (Hollywood sign), Mark 
Lewis/Tony Stone Images (pafm tree) 
Page 53: AP/Wide World (Moore head). Archive 
Photos (stripper) 
Page 54; Movie Still Archives (Stallone head), 
Ewing Galloway (doctor body) 
Page 58-59: Reuters/Bettmann (left), 
U PT/Bettmann (right) 
Page 60-61: Rose Hartman/Globe Photos (3 left), 
Nancy Crampton (right) 
Page 62: UPI/Bettmann Newsphotos 
Page 76-77: Paul Smith/Retna (Barrymore; 
Spelling), Marina Garnier (Kennedy), Richard 
Young/Rex Features London (Rod Stewart), David 
Allocca/DMT (Wintour), Albert Ferreira/D MI 
(Trumps), Janet Gough/Celebrity Photo (Smith), 
Celebrity Photo (Moore) 

CABLE T V 
f • vtt\ Y 

Converters • Descramblers • Accessories 

Renting from your Cable Company is like 
money down the “Tube!" 

You Now Have A Choice.. .save 
money by purchasing your cable equipment. 

Access all premium and basic channels. 

We offer the lowest prices on all major 
brand names including Zenith, Jerrold, 

Scientific Atlanta, Tocom, and Pioneer. FREE 30 day trial 
period and 1 year warranty. 

Call for your free catalog today 
Addon Cable Company 

800/334-8475 
MasterCard • VISA AMX • COD 

So, if you are tired of the 
rising cost of cable TV... 

i SPVSPPTTiMRf K * >< TO BUR l1-" A 
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“Changed My Whole Life!” 
HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS is the original authentic, 

world-famous book on the subject with over 2 million 

copies in print. 

•Famous author Dan Green burg had this to say about 

HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS: "HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS 
inspired me , , , and jf you're a man and you read 
HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS you will probably be able 

to have dinner with a beautiful lady you just mefr 
even as I did,. * 

Of course, Dan's not the only one who picked up a 

gtrf using our techniques. Here ore just o few com¬ 

ments from our scores of safrsfred customers: 

Yll fell you, I surprised the hell out of myself. By fol¬ 
lowing the guidelines set farth in the book, I picked 

up 2 girls in the same nightclub on the some night 
Granted the circumstances were a bit unusualr but I 
never would have 'picked up' either one of them herd 

/ not read your book earlier that day . . . When i first 
sent off for the book, t thought the price was a little 

high. But now t feel that it would be cheap at twice 
the price. 

Richard L, Calif. 

It works, I wasn't even halfway through it and I got a 

girl! Even my brother—who has token out every girl 

in the world — said VVbwl when he saw her. She and 

I are quite close already. 
A.W.# Mass. 

Just thought Yd drop you o line to fef you know that 
jrtjurbool changed my whole damn life. I don't know 
what kind of accomplishment that is, since I'm only 
18 and highiy susceptive to change, but fust for the 

Eric Weber's World Famous Classic 

record, you did it. They're calling me now, if t don't 

call them. 

D. Taylor, Colorado 

Interviews With 25 Beautiful Girls 
Ever since HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS was first pub¬ 
lished there have been dozens of slick-sounding imi¬ 
tations. One book even goes so far as to promise 

girls through hypnotism. Whot a joke Science has 
proven time ana again you Canrt get a girl to da any¬ 
thing she doesn't want la do.No, the real way into a 
aid's heart is through charm and; imagination. And 
InaKt precisely why HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS can be 

such a help. HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS features inter¬ 
views with twenty-five young, hip, good-looking aids. 
They tell you, in their very own words, exactly what it 

takes to pick them up. For example, you will I earn: 

* How to Moke Women Homy * How to moke shy¬ 
ness work far you ■ Why a man doesn't have to oe 

good-looking * Haw to be a big hr/ in clubs and 

oars. * Girls' favorite places far getting picked up 
* Opening fines that never fail to get her attention 
* An ingenious, foolproof way to meet women at 
work, at school on the street • How to use a smile to 
moke her feel worm and sexual toward you ■ How to 
get girls to pick you up m and MUCH, MUCH, MORE, 

Gel the Original 
You don't wont a book that promises you success with 
girls. You want one that delivers. And year in and 
year out HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS has helped more 
men pick up more girls than any other book in the 

world! Don't be fooled by second-rate imitations. Get 
the original, The Classic, The one that's been featured 
on over 200 radio and television shows 

Think of it this way, A book doesn't sell 2 million 
copies by accident. Clever ads can take you only so 
for. After that word of mouth takes over. And with 

over 2 million copies in print, men must be sayin 
some pretty good things about HOW TO PICK U 
GIRLS, As the young man said in the letter above, IT 
CAN CHANGE YOUR WHOLE DAMN LIFE* 

ORDER ALL 3 ITEMS AND SAVE A WHOPPING $25! ORDER NOW 1-800-631-2560 

How To Talk 
to Women 

Do you get tongue-tied around attractive women? 

World Famous author Eric Weber is here to help with 

an amazing 90 minute cassette of his highly 

acclaimed New York City Course. You will learn 

* How to "break the ice" with women • How to moke 

a woman feel loving * Why the most beauliFul women 

are the easiest to meet * Conversation openers that 

don't sound corny * Pieces where women always out¬ 

number men * And so much more! To order '’HOW 

TO TALK TO WOMEN" send only $24.95 + $5.00 

(1 st Class Shipping). 

How to Make Love 
to a Single Woman 

Over 160 Informative Photos 

This famous best selling book can turn you into such g 

confident, masterful lover women will sense there Is 

something special about you the instant you walk into a 

room. You will learn:" How to use your eyes to relax a 

woman's inhibitions * How to use your voice to intoxicate 

a woman » How to be gentle and sensitive with your 

dale * How to tantalize her with a simple good-night kiss 

■ How to get a woman to stall fantasizing about you ., . 

and so much more. Over 160 clear and informative pho¬ 

tographs show you exactly how to help your date experi¬ 

ence the most satisfying relationship passible. Order 

today and became the kind of man all women are 

attracted to. $19.95 + $5.00 | 1 st Class Shipping}. 

Symphony Press lnc.f 1-800-631-2560 or Fax: 1-908-367-2426 

rm 
i s 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

— ORDER COUPON —> 

Malt check or money order to: 
ymphonv Press, Inc. Dept SP9 

P.0, Box 7030, Brick, NJ 0B723 

U I wont to pick up girts without even frying, Please 
send me HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS right away. 

lJve endowed $19.95 + $5-00 shipping. 

□ I wont to project total sexual confidence. Please 
send me HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A SINGLE 

WOMAN right awoy. I've enclosed H9.95 + 

$5.00 shipping. 

ij I wanl to charm women. Hecse send me the 

cassette HOW TO TALK TO WOMEN. I want to 

have more sexual confidence. I've enclosed 

$24.95 + $5.00 shipping, 

~i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

I 
Order All 3 Save S25.00! IF I f wign|i ho Is^ivn lo*nl iuCCcs^ wifLi wumon PIoojo 

send me all three booh right away. I've enclosed | 
only $53.95 complete. 5W1PWNG JS FflEEl * 

| Charge my card' □ AMEX □ visa Omc 

i 
Credit Cord No.. 
Exp, Date.. 

i 

i 

i 

Cardholders may charge by phone: 

1-800*631 2560 
or Fax: 1-90B-367-2426 

Name:,_ 

Street: _ 

City/Stote: 

i 

I 
I 
i 

I 
Allow 2^4 weeks for delivery Canadian residents odd 20%. 

^U. BOOKS ARE UNCONDITIONAUY OUARANTEEdJ 
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Party Poop 

V Breeding is everything. Drew Barrymore demon¬ 

strates the effortless grace and savoir fairs that three 

generations of Hollywood royalty have passed on to her. 

Tori Spelling knows howto forgive, because 

hey, plastic surgeons make mistakes, too.... 

And then sometimes they get it just right. But 

is Demi a big enough star for hubby Bruce's taste? 

She smiles bravely, masking the jealous rage that 

burns underneath that pique tank top as tp her 

bald-boy Cossack husband parties up, down, and 

sideways with humongous Divine Brown imper¬ 

sonator Anna IMicole Smith. 

Martha Stewart grins fiendishly as she prepares 

to hurl two more bags of helpless chicks under the 

wheels of her deathmobile. 

Brappppppo! Ghetto fashion designer Tommy 

Hilfiger slips the olr whoopee cushion under legal- 

eagle-turn ed-a II eg ed-editor JFK Jr. 

Like father, like son; like trophy wife, like 

stepdaughter. Ah, the folly of marrying for looks. A dejected 

Rod Stewart trails mournfully behind his plumping 

25-year-old housewife, Rachel "Hips" Hunter, Mmmm-rnmm—Daddy likes! One-time 

designer Oscar de la Renta gazes lustfully at 

the business end of figurehead editor Anna 

W intour. 

16 SPY SF, ITKM BERj1 OCTOBER L 99" 
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ASIA BLUE - world's larges! collection of 
imported videos and books. 85 all color pholo 
filled pages, including Japonimation, fetish, 
nudism, America's sexiest home videos and a 
multitude more. A stunning collector‘s Hem. 
Privacy assured - ADULTS over 2} only 
Catalog $4.00. 
Awesome Imported Asian Erotica Video 
Sample. $16.95. 

A A 

BUD PLANT'S INCREDIBLE CATALOG! 
140 pages! The best in hard-to-find and 
unusual adult graphic novels and comic bocks, 
comic strip collections, erotic art, and nude 
photography Many up to 80% off! Calalog 
53.00 - redeemable an first order Bud Plant 
Comic Art Box 1689-SR Grass Valley, CA 95945 
(500)242 6642 M-F, 9-5. 

A 

The LAST GASP Calalog is a quarterly mine 
of cutting edge literature, over 2000 comix and 
graph!* titles, 75 independent magazines. From 
Zap Comix to Charles Bukowski to the extremes 
of body manipulations, you can keep yourself 
informed and entertained without having to 
leave the comfort of your home Rock n roll poet¬ 
ry and mind blowing graphics are available to 
anybody over 18 years of age. Call toll free for 
Info: 1-500-648-4277, &KOW5E THROUGH THE 
LAST GASP CATALOG @ our new websile 
http://www. woof. com/ktsf_gasp htmi 
Quarterly Catalog (6ipp f £2,00 
Yearly Cata log ( 1 84pp, | $5,00 

MALE IMPOTENCE & SIZE PROBLEMS 
For over 20 years we have produced the simple, 
safe, low cost, at home method that hos 
improved I he performance ond self-worth of 
millions of men...both young and trfd alike. Qur 
fact filled booklet with before & after 
photographs is available for 55. Irefundabte) 
Guardian International Dept. 5PY, P.Q. Box, 
10132, Van Kuys, CA 91409. 

Do-It-Yourself 
Voodoo Kit 

"HELPING TO CURB VIOLENCE tN 
AMERICA". When you're ready to snap take 
it out on Voodoo-Man instead! Kit comes 
complele wilh 12' cation doll, camplele 
instructions, history of voodoo, and □ pen Jo 
draw your victim's face. Stick il to 'em! 
Complete kit $19.95 +$3.00 S&H. Wild Things 
calalog FREET 
’'This doll is not intended for costing evil spells, 
ill's a joke, o bit, a gag!) 

SHOr-O-MATIG sansr 
□ la Asia Blue Catalog__..... $4.00 

□ lb Asia Blue Erotica Video Sample ,,, Slfe.95 
U 2 Bud Plant's Incredible Catalog .,. *, $3.00 

□ 3a Last Gasp Quarterly Catalog _*, $2.00 

□ 3b Last Gasp Yearly Catalog... $5.00 

□ 4 Guardian International Booklet.$5.00 

□ 5a VooDoo Man Kit ♦. ..$22 95 
□ 5b Wild Tilings Catalog .. Free 

□ G SPY Direct Response Advertising ...... Free 

How to order from SHOP-O-MATIC: Please check the items you wish to order Mail order 
form and check or money order for the amount due plus $2 for 5 & H. U.5. funds onfy. Please 
allow 4 to 8 weeks for delivery. Readers ordering adult material are acknowledging to be an 
adult, age 2! or okfcf, ordering for their persona! use. 

I have enclosed 5. 

Told Enclosed: S_ 

Name __ 

Address _ 

City 

State_ 

[subtoial] + $2.00 twiddling fee. 

Zip, 

t 

This order form expires November 30, 1995 
Coupon St 1GV95 

Send To: 

Spy Magazine 

Shop-0-M ati c 

P.O, BOX 1510, 

Clearwater, FL 

34617-1510 

DIRECT 
RESPONSE 

ADVERTISING 

SPY SHOPPING IS BACK 
Every Issue of SPY offers exciting opportunities 
to sell to thousands of active, spirited, 
adventurous men and women What better 
way than Shop-O-Matic. or our newly 
designed Classifieds? We oim lo please1 Coll 
toll free: (800) 237-9851 for details or mail us 
the coupon lo the left. 

A 
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ODYSSEY HEN 
Qnc: stop shopping far adult rated 
vided* & St* toys. IOO'i of rulfrj to 

choose Fron.U gets you our 
brochures PLUS 55 coupon towards 

any future purchases' S3.00 
Chi Chi La Flue'5 Award 
Winning HARD BODY 

VIDEO MAGAZINE Premiere 
Video * free brochure Introductory 

olfc save $39.?S 

INTIMATE 

suttscfliipTaoisB 
ooni mm out oh tHfs ixc/ting ofm noM 
THE 1AR0I5T WmiBVTQft OF ADULT CATALOGS! 

Purchase 4 or mom catalogs or videos from this 

frdvttrlEsomeflrt and reosivo a fr&e subscription to 
(ntlmsteTreasures* Catalog of Catalogs -Tbo 

ultimate cdiectton of adult arotfc products - m&mion 
code #1,207 when aedering. Or to gat Information on 

more exciting Intimate Treasures* offara,. you can 

purchase a catalog subscription tor only £5,00 (#356}! 

Convenient Credit Cord Ordering! 

■7 PHONE ORDERS! — 

1*415-863-5002 
Mon. - Fri. £ a.m. ■* 9 p.m. P.5.T. 

Viso/MC only. Ho COD. 

Hava your credit card number ready wfien you call! 

— MX Otftfftff — 

1-415-863-4801 
24 Hours a day! 7 days a week! 

Mail orders: D.D.L, DEPT. T 5PY0901 95 
prO. Bax 77902, San Francisco, CA 94107-0902 

Blue star indicates rush delivery! 

0 

AFTER DARK BY 
CALIFORNIA MUSCLE 

the mast revealing, erotic, and 
enticingly provocative badywetur styles 
fpr |TH-n The Hornet delight m Mmi'j 

Club Wear Bodywear and Linger c 

icy cd to rew.it every asset 
Photographed in lull tolar an beefy 

models. Si gift certificate wrth every 
catalog (I per household| 55.00 

DSJ DISTRIBUTING 
Explodes with a revolutionary 

offering oF over 400 sensational 
adu t videos at tremendous 

discounts presented in our 24 page 
all tola- catalog Only 55.00 

HOT ADULTVfDEO DEAL: 
4 hours cl adult Videos plus 
our catalog plus a 100 page 

all co:,or enatic may a line 
St2U vj.ue Only E29-9S 

V 
-- 

VOYAGES’ 
CATALOG GROUP 

Curious so satisfy you>r sensuality?1 
We've dedicated ever 10 years to 
develop a collection al special zed 
erouc products from arovhd the 

wji-l4 Satisfaction guaranteed, 
no questions asked Catalog 

subscript on, i 10 sav ngs certificate r 
F RE E v d cq affcr S J 0,00 

ADULT VIDEO NEWS 
The ultimate guide to aduli video" 

fitvievv. <jf ewery adult feature, 
amateur. soccwlty. etc On the ict 

gossip, news, and more! Every issue 
more than I 50 pages, full color, hat 

sex. nuduy - Behind the scenes + 
im.,. h mo; it' Single issuL- $4.?5 

I Yr. Subscription $39.95 

~T„ ^ 

MALE INSTINCT « 7 
The newest and finest man Jk 1 

to man catalog offers a wide 
TP 

selection of ituejly toys to fuinil 
ybur erery manEy desire Pumps, 

restremts, damps, plugs, plus a large 
video selection. Catalog wth i $5 coupon $5,00 

Preview Video 
4 free catalog $19.95 

■ MS 

GAME LINK 
ELECTRONIC CATALOG 

The most Discreet catalog c-f all 
Insert the J.S" disc nto /our PC f- 

shop1 Incredible selection of tap 
quality Toy% <it o-vsones, videos 

and CD-ROM's sc ectcd specifically 
for the gay connoisseur $4 00 

ctd'ccd cowards hrst onber $4.00 

HOMEGROWN 
VIDEO CATALOG 

Ov^i 475 titles of real people having 
real sex' The largest amateur 

selection. Includes interest guide to 
choose the videos chat satisfy you! 

Descriptions cf every ode,hundreds 
of photos lots more! 55.D0 

2 Hour preview 
video + FREE catalog 

Must be legal adult $19,95 

■I ■: WIGHT TIME 
VIDEOS' 

The hottest collection of adult videos 
you'll cve^ find The ideal way For 

couples to eh&osc the perfect video 
for an rvi-mng pf pure plc.iv.irE- Jun¬ 

to fight the (ires oF passion" $3.SO 

savings n plus Caiilog $3.50 
Video Sampler 
featuring 14 titles 

■+ catolog only $14-95 

•*; * 

IMPULSE SALES 
We are offering an encitirvg selection 

of aver 333 quality aduli vidt&i at 
discounts up to &0& featured n our 

I £ page all cola- catalog $5.00 
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE: 

2-hr ViHS video, catalog plus erotic 
magaLinc Only $19,95 

ADULT FILM 
CATALOG 

12 mues of the 64 page "Coming; 
Attractions ".Video Age. Inc. since 

190.1 the bfri* m service, quality, A 
price Home of the "4 on I" video. 
Four complete unedited videos on 

one cassette for only $9.95! 
Catalog subscription $3,00 

4-on-l sample video! Four 
ADULT video-s on one tape. 

Almost 6 hours' Oni/ $9-95 

NEW FACES, 
HOT BODIES 

Nasty college girls sexy cojples nnd 
qxcitmg new performers in award 
winning Solo.girl-g.rl. boy-girl, and 
threesome action. Freshness and 

quality are hallmarks of Swfcnght 
Productions videos. Catalog pr>ce 

applied to purchase $3,00 
Preview tape plus 

fret catalog $20,00 

TOM OF FINLAND 
G-rated re'eaie! The hottest 

collection of male erotica Doiens of 
books by Tom of Finland.The Hun 
Etfenne. male "50s physique books, 

sexy cards, posters,T-shirts, rubber 
weir sex muii*. underground 

videos & special souree for "The 
W Id O-l's IG page catsfog $5.DO 

5PARTACU5 
ENTERPRISES 

Leather B&O equipment, 
bail toyi, retcraim system^, and 

more.The largest selection of mp^lo 
clamps anywhere Der=v! from ihe 
uma nufacturer. Prompt, courteous, 
discreet. and confidential service 

Catalog tS.00 

BACCHUS RELEASING 
h A nvw. v-Kciung ail male enoOt video 

catalog offer from FIRE ISLAND. 
Offering a wide it ectiorn of full-length 

gay fe^turnu. ic>!n ^rti'ts and mr n 
HLjNG you could die for A niutt for 
the true gay video collector, Entc of 

* > 

i i catalog refunded with order $3.00 

x * 

MaH link"'-: Send lu: Inlimak I rtavuirv . 

Finnic ■ i.'.lth 415-Jtfi5-?4Hl2 M ■:.I,i■, - F ml. FI a m 

1 SPY0901 95 PU T''4l):. Sun l-ronckvo. CA 94 HP (Wi; 

- V pm, P.S.T * FaMinlciv 415-S63-4B01 2-1 lim, 7 Jay^ n wotk 

RARE GAY COLLECTION 
A mammoth col^ectiori o? ant.qtD 

gay erotica, spann ng nearly 50 years 
This magnificent antfmlogy features 

the most priceless gay films of 
aM time As explicit and exciting as 

the day your grandfather lint 
saw them. Catalog 55.00 

75 minute sampler 
pfu; Free catalog $19.95 

1 

vyvr • « 
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4r 

51 
Td Advrr El sc: sjdf, **,■o. Ho* rrsash 

S.SP1 FrnnolfiCO. CA 04IDT-090Z 

125 $ 3.00 866 $ 19 96 1439 S 4.00 
120 $ 3.50 937 $ 4.95 1453 S 3.00 
287 $ 5.00 938 $ 39 96 1792 s 5,00 
288 $ 19.95 1003 5 9.95 1830 £ 4.00 
318 $ 14.95 1023 S 19.95 1S90 S 3,00 
356 s 5.00 1207 $ 7w/ 1891 £ 20,00 
503 * 5,00 1376 S 5.00 1899 S 3.50 
504 $ 29.95 1377 s 19.95 1900 S 19.95 
647 s 10.00 1387 s 3.00 2124 S 3.00 
799 $ 5.00 1396 s 39.95 2148 £ 5.00 
865 s 5.00 1402 s 5 00 

rjkvnumL ftieflhud: 

C lirLk 

l in.-v LStiL’i 

TiiuI nmnbi! ! tenu n.k.U 

[i.H'i CflSl ■ 1 iSdlUV ffltkTdd 5 

PitKO'-Sirtg ctUTB£ 

Tul.il L'licfsbvc.".! 

Fit4 nairnj: 

Last name: 

Address: 

City: 

Suie/Phh 

PbiriH!: 
iHv nr ri rnyiniftl Itv all - unlir., ^id •.■a.lri-.i 

Moke Llicek ur namcv urder riiyuht; 10 hfin-.ilc Trcj'inc' ’ 1 5 A l.'afladiali 
rfldi ii miK, l S s'uivL 'ily Clicik imJtrs iu.iv i.r held Hd.iv* Al . 'A 44 v*eek> 
i - iSrhvci - Ih %unnulti11.'riLvrilcr. I urlifi llml ] ,mi mil :hEu[I ai*e 11 nr 
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125 w ADAM & EVE 
Our new cauiog is packed w tb 

hundreds of products - the newest 
ADULT videos.sex cays, vibrators, 

fantasy lingerie, lubes S more" We've 
offered only the best products and 

exceMent service to 3 million satisfied 
customers for 25 years! Send For your 

catalog subscription and get a 5CJi 
discount coupon & a FREE ADULT 

video offer Mon be 21 $3.00 

WRESTLING 
VIDEO CATALOG 

Nude pro & oil mutth-e-s Wrestling in 
ad muscle matches. Malt stnp dance 

videos. The hottest stud musctemcn In 
slow,sensual matches. 14 page catalog 

with over 340 photos $4.00 

C.V.C. AMATEUR 
SWINGERS 

See resl people t-xperm-nce their 
sexual fantasy for your viewing 

enjoyment We also have amateur 
Couples, Girls solo, Interracial, 

Lesbian plus more Over 500 
Amateur videos. Catalog I3.50 

2 Hour preview cape plus 
free catal og only S19.9$ 



Unable to guarantee the President's safety from bomb-wielding terrorists, gas-attacking 
cultists, suicide pilots, and a seemingly endless cavalcade of amateur assassins, the Secret 
Service ordered the White House to be hermetically sealed off from the outside world. 
Performing all of his official duties by videoconferencing and E-mail, the Commander-in 
Chief and his family are sealed in the comfortable confines of a 24-inch-thick 

Plexiglass Biosphere for the duration of his term. Not only does the dome protect 
the President from nuclear and conventional weapons, it also shields him 
from dangerous UV rays. 

Jh* 



MAGAZINE Present 

Vol. 1: 
Spy Music 

Sleep siil'er at night with 
12 classic spy songs, 
including the themes 

from Peter Gunn, 
Miss to n fmpossihk, 

Gotdfi tiger, as well as 
‘Secret Agent Man/' 
“Agent Double-O- 
Soul," and More. 

y/iur^ yj£jj m 

Vol. 2: 
White Men 
Can’t lWrap 

Twelve sfoopki pnat 
jams tracing the roots of 

while rap. Includes 
Lome (rreene's original 
gangsta classic “Ringo, 

C.W. McCall’s 
“Convoy*" and more. 

It's like Ice Cube 
without the "Ice. 

,, 

*♦ 

u }j r. 

Vul. 3: 
Soft, Safe & 

Sanitized 
Rock ’n‘ roll without 

the “‘rock" tor the “roll” 
for that matter), Mel 

Torme sings Donovan, 
The Lettermen sing The 
Doors, Pat Boone sings 

Little Richard_ 
Twelve spoonfuls of 
mayonnaise for your 

ears. 

Celebrating 16 Years of Music 
Plaved at Reasonable Volumes, 
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Available at record stores everywhere, or order direct from SPY Headquarters by sending a check or 
credit card information {with signature and expiration date) tor £11.98 CD or £7.98 Cass, per title plus S3.00 

shipping to SPY Music, 49 E. 21st St, New York, NY lOOiQ. New York residents must include sales tax. 
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C Philip Morris. Inq. 1995 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal 
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight. 

-■« 

100's Men,: 9mg “taC 0 7 mg nicotme-Kings Men,: 10 mg "tar," 
0,7 mg nicotine—Kings & 100'sBqx; 10 mg ' taC 0,8 mg nicotine- 
100's Soft: 11 mg "tar" 0.0 mg nicotine av. per ciga rette by FTC meibod 
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